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And Inform 'Ul8 Ear~hk SmCdlll'ds 
In addition to the seven ~of the New Alchemists, the activities and research of New Alchemy were published in 
Research Reports, Technical Bulletins, Working Papers, Quarterljes (7980-7990), Progress Reports on Solar Aquaculture, 
books, posters, films, and articles in media. This information embodies the design-DNA that will enable the creation of 
ecologically-derived human support systems to direct the course of humankind towards a greener, saner world. 

SOLAR AOIJACIJl TlJRE • perspectives in Renewable Resource-Based Fish Production 
A Report to the National Science Foundation (151 pp.) September 1981. 
[ this is a final report summarizing all research & computer modelling of solar pond aquaculture up to June, 1982 ] 

Ron Zweig (co-principal investigator) Robert Angevine (administrative officer) 
John Todd (co-principal investigator) Albert Doolittle (computer monitoring speciallist) 
John Wolfe (ecosystem analyst) David Engstrom (water chemist) 

Six progress reports were written as background to the above final report: 
"Assessment of a Semi-Closed, Renewable Resource-Based Aquaculture System" 
Progress Report No. 1 "A Six-Month Progress Report" May 23, 1978 88 pp. by John Todd & Ron Zweig 
Progress Report No.2 [not found] 
Progress Report No.3 - May 20, 1979. 134 pp. (experiments from April 1978 to April 1979) 

+ 14 appendices re: solar pond aquaculture, including: 
I Instrumenting the Arks. by Albert Doolittle & Charles Rockwell. 

II. Looking for a New Aquaculture: The Roads Ahead. by John Todd 
IX Agriculture & Aquaculture in Bioshelters: The New Alchemy Experience. 

by John Todd & John Wolfe . 
X The Energetics of Solar Pond Aquaculture. by John Wolfe 

Progress Report No.4 - December 7, 1979 (experiments from May 1979 to Sept 1979) 
Progress Report No.5 - September 22, 1980 
Progress Report No.6 - Part 1 Experimental Data - June 30-1982 
Progress Report No.6 - Part 2 Computer Simulation Model September 1981 
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:ESEARCH REPORTS: [ 1979 - 1995 1 

RESEARCH REPORT 1. An Economic Comparison of Four 1 O,OOO-Square-Foot Food-Producing Greenhouses for Cape Cod, 
Massachussets. April 1986. 19 pp. by Norm Marshall 

RESEARCH REPORT 2. An Analysis of Costs and Returns in Conventional and Organic Vegetable Production. July 1986. 16 pp. 
by Kurt Teichert 

RESEARCH REPORT 3. The Composting Greenhouse at New Alchemy Institute: A Report on Two Years of Operation and 
Monitoring. Nov 1986. 30 pp. by Bruce Fulford. 

RESEARCH REPORT 4 . (not found) 
RESEARCH REPORT 5. The Potential for Commercial Food-Producing Greenhouses in the Northeast: A Review of the Literature. 

March 1987. 19 pp. By Norm Marshall. 
RESEARCH REPORT 6. Report on a Survey of New England Organic Farms. June 1987. 22 pp. by Kurt Teichert & Debra Schulz. 
RESEARCH REPORT 7 .. Laboratory and Field Application of Entomologenous Nematodes for Control of Insect Pest Species-

Part One - Literature review. 1986. 19 pp. by Dave Simser. 
RESEARCH REPORT 8. Lab and Field Trials 1987: Nematodes 
RESEARCH REPORT 9. Lab and Field Trials 1989: Nematodes 
RESEARCH REPORT 10. Cover Cropping and Green Manuring on Small Farms in New England and New York - An Informal Survey. 

July 1988. 27 pp. Mark Schon beck. 
RESEARCH REPORT 11 . Bigflower Vetch and Rye vs. Rye Alone as a Cover Crop for No-till Sweet Corn. 1995 12 pp. 

by Ralph DeGregorio, Mark Schonbeck, Joshua Levine, Guillermo Iranzo-Berrocal, and Heidi Hopkins. 
(as published in J. of Sustainable Agriculture. Vol. 5(4) 1995) 

RESEARCH REPORT 12 A Preliminary Experiment on Covering Sweet Corn with Netting to Exclude Raccoon . 1995. 
by Ralph DeGregorio, Mark Schon beck , Dave Simser, Susan Cady, et al. 
I of Sustainable Agriculture. Vol. 6(2 / 3) 1995. P 21-28. 

RESEARCH REPORT 13 Winter Annual cover Crops for the Home Garden. 1995. 
by Mark Schonbeck , Ralph DeGregorio, & Peggy Elder. 

J of Sustainable Agriculture. vol 6(2 / 3) 1995. p.29-53. 
RESEARCH REPORT 14 Evaluation of a Paper Mulch Made from Recycled Materials as an Alternative to Plastic Film Mulch 

for Vegetables. 1995. by Mark Schon beck , Ralph DeGregorio, et al. 
I of Sustainable Agriculture. Vol. 7(1) 1995.p 39-61 . 
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MISC. RESEARCH REPORTS: 

MISC RESEARCH REPORT 1: Observations of Plant Response and Food Production in Solar Bioshelters. November 1977. 14 pp. 
by Kathi Ryan & Earle Barnhart [report on maiden winter of Cape Cod Ark, built in fall 1976 1 

MISC. RESEARCH REPORT 2 Importance of Carbon Oioxide in Greenhouse Crop Production: A Greenhouse C02 Dynamics Primer. 
Nov 1 1978. 35 pp. by Robert "Sardo" Sardinsky 

MISC. RESEARCH REPORT 3. Greenhouse C02 Dynamics and Composting in a Solar Heated Bioshelter. 1979. 19 pp. 
by Robert "Sardo" Sardinsky. 
Published in " Solar Greenhouses: Living & Growing" - proceedings of 2"" Natl 
Energy-Conserving Greenhouse Conference. p 22-40. Am. Solar Energy Society. 

MISC RESEARCH REPORT 4: A Design Report on The Bioshelter Exhibit for the Boston Museum of Science. April 1983 
by Earle Barnhart & Peter Burgoon 

MISC RESEARCH REPORT 5: The New Alchemy House: An Example of Sustainable Design" 
by John Quinney and Donald Watson 

TECHNICAL BULLETINS: 

1. How to Build the New Alchemy Sailwing Windmill by Gary Hirshberg, Jay Baldwin, Joe Seale. 8 pp. 
2. How To Construct a Solar Algae Pond. by Carl Baum and Ron Zweig. 4 pp. 
3. Notes on Greenhouse Agricultural Management. by Colleen Armstrong. 8 pp. 
4. The New Alchemy Institute Bibliography. 8 pp. 
5. Designing Sustainable Small Farms & Homesteads. by John Quinney 12 pp. 

(a reprint from Mother Earth News July/August 1984) 
6. Home-Scale Wastewater Treatment Systems. by Tad Montgomery. 23 pp. 
7. Controlling Aphids in the Greenhouse. 9 pp. Colleen Armstrong, Steven Chamay, Richard Heiman, Canstance Wiseman 
8. Nontoxic Insect Pest Management for the Garden. 23 pp. Pam Moran and Dave Simser. 
9. Toxins In the Home and Safe Alternatives. 22 pp. Maureen Mc Clelland 
10. Gypsy Moth Control 
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QlJARTERIIES: [ 1980 - 1990 ] 

New Alchemy Quarterly [ plus selected articles] 

1. Spring 1980. Notes on Tree Crops at New Alchemy. 8 pp. 
2. Summer 1980 .. 
3. Fall 1980. 8 pp. 
4. Winter Solstice 1980. - Notes on Greenhouse Agricultural Management. by Colleen Armstrong. 12 pp. 
5. Summer 1981.. 16 pp. 

-- Gardening in Fertile Waters by Carl Baum 
6. Fall 1981. 24 pp. 

-- Bioshelters - Pillowdomery by J. Baldwin 
7. Winter 1981 / 1982. 24 pp. 

-- Bioshelter. by John Wolfe 
-- Relative Insulating Properties of Gases. by Joe Seale 

8. Spring 1982: Reading Up, Reaching Out. 24 pp. 
-- Costa Rica: A Report from N.A.I.S.A. by Wm. McLarney 
-- Aquaculture - Hydroponics in the Ark. by Peter Burgoon 

9. Summer 1982 Second Generation Bioshelters 24 pp. 
-- Tefzel 

-- The Pillow Dome Opening: The Modern Age of Bioshelters Begins. by Gary Hirshberg 
-- The Latest Year of Research on Bioshelters : A Summary. by John Wolfe 
-- [Fish] Breeding in Bioshelters. by Linda Gusman 
-- Bioshelters : How's the Dome Project doing? by J. Baldwin 
-- Heat Transfer with Insulating Gases. 12 pp. by Joe Seale 

10. 1982. Annual Report 
11 . Spring 1983. 24 pp. 

-- Farming Black Locust and Bamboo on Cape Cod. by Earle Barnhart 
-- Notes from the Winter Dome. by Daryl Bergquist 

12. Summer 1983: 24 pp. 
13. Fall 1983: Naives and Visionaries 20 pp. 

-- Overall, the Pillow Dome is working well. by Daryl Bergquist 
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14. Winter 1983 : 24 pp. 
-- The Composting Greenhouse for Commercial Regenerative Agriculture. by Bruce Fulford 
-- Some New Ideas for Residential Bioshelters. by Earle Barnhart 
-- Working to Breed a Better Predator. [ greenhouse IPM] by Colleen Armstrong. 
-- How Warm are Our Bioshelters? by Daryl Bergquist. 
-- Seasonal Aquaculture : Outdoor Summer Production. by Ron Zweig & Linda Gussman 

15: Spring 1984. 24 pp. 
16. Summer 1984. Alternative Agriculture. 24 pp. 
17. Fall 1984., 24 pp. 
18. Winter 1984 .. Do Integrated Systems Really Work Better? 24 pp 

-- Business School Student Looks at NAI's Composting Greenhouse. by Norm Marshall. 
-- The Economics of Integration: The Composting Greenhouse as a Case Study. by Bruce Fulford. 
-- When Do Solar Algae Ponds Make Cents? by Ron Zweig. 
-- Infared Radiation Heat Loss Through Greenhouse Glazings. by Daryl Bergquist. 

19. Spring 1985: GrOWing Food in Water: The Art & Science of Aquaculture and Hydroponics. 24 pp. 
-- Why Aquaculture? by Wm. McLarney 
-- A Simple Demand Feeder for [Fish] Cage Culture. by John Hargreaves. 
-- The [Typical] New England Household. by David Rosenmiller & John Quinney. 
-- Evaluation of Biological Islands for Control of Greenhouse Whitefly. by Richard Meadows. 
-- The Compost [Greenhouse] Story Heats Up. by Bruce Fulford. 

20. Summer 1985: Educating for the Future - Now. 24 pp. 
21. Fall 1985: Beating the System. 24 pp. 

-- An Aphidoletes aphidimyza Update. by Colleen Armstrong 
-- The Economics of Food-Producing Greenhouses in the Northeastern United States. by Norm Marshall 

22. Winter 1985: Some New Ideas on the House of Your Dreams. 24 pp. 
-- Our Superinsulated Auditorium : Monitoring Results summary. by Bill Smith. 

23. Spring 1986: Designing The New Landscape. 24 pp. 
-- Lessons Learned from an Established Edible Landscape. by Earle Barnhart . 
-- Composting Greenhouse Update. by Bruce Fulford 

24. Summer 1986: Alternative Technology Around the World. 24 pp. 
25 . Summer 1986: The Future of the Small Farm. 24 pp. 
26. Winter 1986: We Design Our House. 24 pp. 

-- Hard Choices in Building Design [the New Alchemy House] 
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27. Spring 1987: Between the Pointed Stick and the Chisel plow: Small Farm Technology. 24 pp. 
28. Summer 1987: Keeping Our Eyes On The Vision, Feet On The Ground. 24 pp. 
29. Fall 1987: Solar Greenhouses. 24 pp. 

-- Composting Greenhouse Design Update. by Norm Marshall 
-- Refurbishing the Ark. by Mark Ward 
-- Nitrogen in the Composting Greenhouse by Mark Schonbeck. 

30. Winter 1987 : Biological Controls: A Promising Future. 24 pp. 
31 . Spring 1988: Meeting the Affordable Housing Challenge. 24 pp. 
32 . Summer 1988: Preserving Genetic Diversity. 24 pp. 
33. Fall 1988: Composting and Cover Crops. 24 pp. 

-- Nitrate in Winter Greenhouse Leafy Vegetables. by Mark Schonbeck 
34. Winter 1988 : Old Alchemists Write Home. 24 pp. 
35. Spring 1989: Educating Tomorrow's Environmentalists'. 24 pp. 

-- New Alchemy's Green Classroom. by Judy Salisbury 
-- Ecosystems for the Classroom. by Earle Barnhart 

36. Summer 1989: Managing Growth. 24 pp. 
-- Composting Greenhouse Update. by Mark Schonbeck. 

37. Fall 1989: Promise Rediscovered: New Alchemy's First Twenty Years. 24 pp. 
[ an overview of New Alchemy from 1969 to 1989 1 

38. Winter 1989-90: Curcs, Legumes, Fruit Loops & More: Our Researchers' Latest Work. 24 pp. 
-- Growing Mulch in Place. by Mark Schonbeck & Ralph DeGregorio 

39. Spring/Summer 1990: A Message to Earthkeepers. 24 pp. 
-- The Future of Entomogenous Nematodes and the Modern Insect Pest. by Dave Simser 
-- Cover Crops at a Glance. by Mark Schoenbeck & Ralph DeGregorio 
-- Cutting Off the Nitrate Supply. by Robert Rivera, Mark Schon beck & Ralph DeGregorio 

[ nitrates in winter-grown greenhouses leafy vegetables 1 
40. Fall 1990 : New Alchemy in the '90's. 24 pp. 

-- Cover Crops for Weed Control in Lettuce. by Mark Schon beck, Judy Browne, & Ralph DeGregorio. 
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NEW ALCHEMY BOOKS: 

The Book of the New Alchemists 1977. 176 pp. edited by Nancy Jack Todd. publ. E.P. Dutton, New York. 

The Village As Solar Ecology : proceedings of the New Alchemy/ Threshold Generic Design Conference of April 1979 1980. 135 
pp. 

editors John Todd and Nancy Jack Todd. 

Backyard Fish Farm Book' Growing Fish in Floating Cages. ,1981. 90 pp. 
William McLarney and Jeffrey Parkin Brickhouse Publishing Co. 

A Guide to Home Food Production 1982. 176 pp. by staff of New Alchemy. publ by Cape & Islands Self-Reliance Corp A Teacher's 

Water pumping Windmill Book 1982. 141 pp. by Gary Hirshberg. Brickhouse Publ. Gardening for All Seasons 1983. 309 pp. by 
staff of New Alchemy Institute. editors Gary Hirshberg and Tracy Calvan. 

Brickhouse Publ. 

Manual for the Green Classroom - A Garden Based SCience Curriculum. Aug 1988. 166 pp. by Judith Salisbury. 
publ by New Alchemy Institute 

BOOKS BY NEW ALCHEMISTS - OTHER PUBLISHERS: 

The Freshwater Aquaculture Book' A handbook for small scale fish culture in North America. 1984. by William McLarney. 583 pp 
Cloudburst Press 

Bioshelters Ocean Arks City Farminr;r Ecology as the Basis of Design 1984. by John and Nancy Todd 

From Eco-cities to I iving Machines 1994. by John and Nancy Todd 

A Safe and Sustainable World' The promise of Ecological Design 2005. by Nancy Jack Todd Island Press 
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WORKING PAPERS: [1983 - 1988 1 

1. The Pillow Dome Bioshelter : part I, data analysis. Joe Seale, Daryl Bergquist, and John Quinney. Fall 1983 
2. The Pillow Dome Bioshelter : part 2 - test cell investigations. Daryl Bergquist and Joe Seale Spring 1984. 

( A final report to E.!. duPonde Nemours & Company, Inc.) 
3. Biothermal Energy: cogenerants of thermophilic composting and their integration within food-producing 

and waste-recycling systems. Sept 1983. 19 pp. by Bruce Fulford. 
(reprinted from Proceedings of the First Inti Conf. of Composting of Solid Wastes& Slurries, Leeds England) 

4. Year-round vegetable growing in Massachusetts: an economic comparison of a hydroponic greenhouse 
and a composting greenhouse. May 1984. by Rob Lichtman 

5. Studies on the suitability of several sages and scented geraniums as host plants for greenhouse whitefly 
Trjaleurodes yaporarjorum Westwood and its parasite Encarsja formosa Gahan . Fall 1984. by Richard H. Meadows. 

6. Integrated pest management in bioshelters : research and education. Dec. 1984. Colleen Armstrong and John Quinney 
(A final report to the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture) 

7. Non-chemical pest control for year-round food production in cold climates: research and education . April 1986 
Colleen Armstrong and John QUinney. ( A final report to the C.S. Fund) 

8. Collaborative projects involving the egg-parasitic wasp, Edovum puttlerj. December 1985. Bugg, R.L. 
9. The use of nectar-bearing plants to enhance biological control of pests of collards. Jan 1986. Robert L. Bugg .. 
10. Insects visiting flowering herbs on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Fall 1986. 64 pp. Hilde Maingay. 

(masters thesis, Antioch New England) 
11 . The New Alchemy Institute superinsulated auditorium: monitoring results - a low-cost computer monitoring system 

for superinsulated buildings. Fall 1985 . Bill Smith, Daryl Bergquist, & Joe Seale 
12. Relevant statistics on the life support systems of a typical family of four in New England. Jan 1985. 98 pp. David Rosenmiller 
13. An economic analysis of home food production. April 1987. 143 pp. David Rosenmiller 
14. Alternative technology demonstration houses. Spring 1986. Jake Sterling 
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15. The market for the residential bioshelter. Oct 1985. Norm Marshall 
16. The thermal performance of the New Alchemy Institute's composting greenhouse. Jan 1987. 19 pp. 

Daryl Bergquist, Bruce Fulford , Norm Marshall, and Rick Baruch. 
17. Co-composting dairy manures and bulking agents from the solid waste stream. Jun 1987. 79 pp. Bruce Fulford. 
18. Considerations for New Alchemy Institute's role in green manure research. Aug 1986. Lisa Colburn. 1 3 pp. 
19. Nitrogen dynamics in the New Alchemy Institute's composting greenhouse. June 1987.78 pp. Mark Schon beck 
20. Toxicity of selected pesticides to the aphid predator Aphidoletes aphidimyza. May 1987. Colleen Armstrong 
21. IPM for food production in cold climates: pesticide tolerance of Aphidoletes aphidimyza. 1987. Colleen Armstrong 
22. Leaf composting pilot projects in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Dec. 30, 1987. Bruce Fulford and John Quinney. 

(report to Mass. Division of Solid Waste Management & Mass. Dept of Envir. Quality Engineering) 
23. (not found) 
24. (not found) 
25 . (not found) 
26. Greenhouse vegetables, nitrates, and human health: a literature review. Dec. 1987. 39 pp. Mark W. Schon beck 
27. Toxins in the home. Sept. 1987. Maureen McClelland. 37 pp. 
28. The classroom ecosystem. 1988. Earle Barnhart and Judith Salisbury 51 pp. 
29. Improved composting greenhouse designs based on energy, nitrogen, and materials handling research. Dec 1987. 28 pp. 

by Kurt Teichert, Mark Schon beck, Bruce Fulford , Daryl Bergquist, Lee Goodell 
30. Integrated pest management for greenhouse floriculture - chrysanthemums. 1988. Colleen Armstrong 

REPORTS ABOUT THE ARK ON PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, CANADA 
( the Ark on PEl was built by New Alchemy PEl in 1976, and operated by NAI PEl until 1978. 

The PEl Canadian provincial government then managed it until June 1 981 . ) 

An Ark for Prince Edward Island: A Report to the Federal Government of Canada. Dec 30, 1976. Book 11" h x 22" wide. 78 pp. 
By John Todd, Robert Angevine, Solsearch Architects, Tyrone Cashman. 

POSTERS: 
"THE ARK - an early exploration in weaving together the sun, wind, biology, and architecture on behalf of humanity" 

by Solsearch Architects & New Alchemy Institute. 20"x28", 2 sides. 
(Full color exterior photograph on one side, architects' drawing of the interior and how it works on the other side.) 

"The P.E.I. Ark" by Solsearch Architects, Charlottetown, PEl, Canada. 22"x30" 
"This poster updates the design description in the 'Journal of the New Alchemists (3). 1976." 
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FILM: 

"The New Alchemists" 1974. National Film Board of Canada, Montreal. 16 mm. color 1 06C 0174 157 28 minutes 40 seconds. 

"New Alchemy: A Rediscovery of Promise". 1984. by Lawrence Burke, Flying Cloud Moving Pictures. (54 minute or 27 minutes) 
"A portrait of the people and place which make up the New Alchemy Institute, one of the world's pioneering appropriate 

technology research centers." Shows research and education about solar energy, ecology, aquaculture, organic farming and 
environmental design. 

ARCHIVED PUBLICATIONS: 
Additional records of the New Alchemy Institute are located at Iowa State University Library, Department of Special Collections, 403 
Parks Library, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011 -2 140. 

(correspondence, minutes, publications, and other materials, from 1970-1991, 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS BY NEW ALCHEMISTS: 

Annals of Earth ~is a publication of Ocean Arks International. Edited by Nancy Todd, it describes 
on-going work by New Alchemists or related ideas about ecological sustainability. 
Ocean Arks International, 176 Battery Street, 3rd Floor, Burlington, VT 05401 

SELECTED MAGAZINE ARTICLES ABQUI NEW ALCHEMY in the mid-1970's: 

"The New Alchemy : how to survive in your spare time" James K. Page Jr., and Wilson Clark. Smithsonian Magazine February 1975. 
"The New Alchemy Institute: Search for an Alternative Agriculture" Nicholas Wade. ~ Vol. 187, No 4178, February 28, 
1975. 
"The New Alchemists" John Todd. The Co-Eyolution Ouarterly, Spring 1976. 
"The New Alchemists" Wade Greene. The New York Times Magazine, August 8, 1976. 
"The New Alchemists: Creating a Gentle Science to Heal the Earth". Michael Gery. New Roots for the Northeast Nov/ Dec 1979. 

p.20-26. Northeast Appropriate Technology Network, Greenfield, MA 
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Now, my co-mates and brothers in exile, 
Hath not old custom made this life more sweet 
Than that of painted pomp? Are not these woods 
More free from peril than the envious court? 
Here feel we but the penalty of Adam, 
The seasons'difference; as, the icy fang 

.And churlish chiding of the winter's wind, 
Which, when it bites and blows upon my body, . 
Even till I shrink with cold, I smile and say, 

'This is no flattery: these are counsellors 
That feelingly persuade me what I am.' 
Sweet are the uses of adversity 
Which like the toad, ugly and venomous, 
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head; 
And this our life exempt from public haunt, 
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, 

Sermons in stones, and good in every thing. 
I would not change it. 

SHAKESPEARE 
As You Like It 
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With this first iss6~' of The Journal of the New' A1ch'ehlists. 
we begin a new publishing format. Our early publications were 
called "Bulletins", but bulletin had a hard, almost militaristic 
ring and was a poor description of New Alchemy ideas. News
letter was better, but what we want to say can hardly be 
defined as what is commonly understood as news. We cast 
about again and have, with some labor, given birth to this, 
The Journal of the New Alchemists. Echoing many voices, 
recording our research, reflecting broader experiences as 
we travel the world or as the world touches us, we plan 
with this expanded issue to share with our Associates and 
readers and friends as much of New Alchemy as can be trans
mitted onto paper. 

To do this we have divided the Journal into five sub
sections: 

New Alchemy 
Energy 
Land and Jts Use 
Aquac~!ture. 

Explorations 

The first four titles are largely self-explanatory. The first 
section on New Alchemy will include news that springs direct
ly from the work in which we are involved. Energy obviously 
will report on our efforts to harness the pure energy sources 
of the sun and the wind and to integrate captured energy into 
the aquacultural and agricultural systems. Recognizing that a 
healthy soil and careful stewardship are basic to all life, Land 
and Its Use will range over agricultural systems and the use and 
abuse of land. Under Aquaculture we shall report not only on 
the progress in our own fish ponds but also on systems both 
beginning and established elsewhere. Explorations will be 
exactly what the word suggests - a tentative reaching as much 
towards wisdom as towards harmonious and ecological ways 
of living although the one no doubt embraces the other. We 
hope that the sum of the parts will result in a Journal that 
combines a nuts and bolts approach with scientific and 
philosophical overtones. 

We are beginning to build bibliographies in several areas and 
these will appear from time to time. In this issue, in the New 
Alchemy section we have included an annotated bibliography 
of writings by New Alchemists as well as bibliographies on 
hedgerows, companion planting, and land use in the tropics. 
In future Journals we plan to review books that we feel would 
be relevant for our readers, such as Peter Van Dresser's 
A Landscape for Humans. 

Bill McLarney's paper in the Aquaculture section is the first, 
we hope, of many that although in the province of pure science 
could be applicable to the restorative type of knowledge we 
pursue. We should like readers who would like to contribute 
either scientific papers or articles on subjects that might be of 
interest to like-minded people to send them to us for possible 
publication. We hope to tie in themes that are as various as 
the possibility of drawing on the enormous potential energy 
of the women's movement and the application of ecological 
principles ttl ~rban as ~ell as lural setpn.g~. We have many 
friends who have suggested exciting contributions and are 
eager for'mo'Fe.: f ,~":-

Even more important than the divisions that we have created 
is the underlying unity of the work and the ideas. The view we 
wish to share is wholistic rather than fragmented. The threat 
that western technology poses to peoples in very different 
climates and countries is traceable through Will Wroth's essay 
on Traditional Ways in New Mexican Villages, which is in 
Explorations, and John Todd's observations on Costa Rica 
discussed under Land and Its Use. The destruction of tradition
al ways by the infiltration of our own plastic-fantastic system 
is a pattern of which we are all despairingly aware and yet there 
is still relevance in noting its course if we are either to learn 
anything from the last vestiges of simpler ways or to stem the 
tidal wave of western technocracy. One of our most recent 
visitors is excited by the possibilities of using in rural Canada 
the windmills Earle Barnhart discusses under Energy. In the 
same .~ection Marcus Sherman rep'?r.t~ on t/;le building of the 
sister w,ifJdmill to the one on the C~pe Cod farm in Southern 
India. ~BtH'McLarney's aquaculture was·ho;n in the orient. 
He would transplant the concepts to Costa Rica and to any 
other country where there is a need for an economical pro-
tein source. This is at once Aquaculture and Exploration. 

With words, diagrams and dreams, the firsr-Journal of 
the New Alchemists. 
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Financial Status 
of the Institute 

The past year has seen slow bu t important changes 
in the Institute's financial position. Our Associates, 
through their memberships, have helped underwrite the 
costs of the Newsletters and a portion of the expenses 
for the Journal of The New Alchemists. This help is very 
much appreciated and we hope the new Journal will 
gain more friends and Associates for the Institute. 

Special thanks go to two foundations who have had 
confidence in our early attempts to shape a microcos
mic science within a human framework. The Stern Fami
ly Fund supported our proposal "A Biotechnic Science 
for Ecologically-Derived Communities". The grant al
lowed us to pay a few salaries and purchase the equip
ment needed to conduct research at the Cape Cod 
center. 

Stewart Brand and the Point Foundation came to our 
aid recently at a very critical time. The foundation pro
vided us with the seed money to begin developing and 
researching the energetics and productivity of a model, 
prototype year-round aquaculture and vegetable food 
growing system suited to northern climates. The sys
tem which we have dubbed "The Earth Ship" will use 
no conventional sources of energy. A windmill will pro
vide the necessary power, and the climate inside the 
growing structure will be maintained by poly culture fish 
ponds heated by a solar device. The Point Foundation 
grant will enable us to build and study a scale model. 

The financial picture was dampened by the loss of 
support for our countrywide "People as Scientists Pro
gram". The money paid the rental on OUf present center 
and the salaries of the program coordinator and the head 
of the Institute's agricultural-ecology research. Apparent
ly the loss of support was not a criticism of the fledgling 
program in which several hundred people were involved 
in researching Backyard Fish Farms, Insect Resistance 
in Vegetable Crops, and the efficacy of Ecological De
sign in Food Gardens. The sponsor, Rodale Press, was 
undergoing a fiscal belt-tightening necessitated by rising 
costs. The program will continue on a reduced, volunteer 
scale and a part-time salary for the program coordinator 
will come from the Point Foundation grant. We don't 
want to give the program up until it has borne fruit. 

The coming months are going to be critical for the 
Institute and its centers on Cape Cod and at Santa Bar
bara. Both need to he put on a more solid monetary 
base; Towards these ends several new proposals have 
been prepared, or are in preparation, and we are now 
seeking sponsors. 

1. New Alchemy West, AN INTEGRATED APPROACH 
TO SMALL SCALE, ALTERNATIVE EN
GY , A PILOT MODEL USING SOLAR 
ENERGY DEVICES AND ORGANIC DI
GESTERS. 

Principal, Richard Merrill- Budget - $27,495. 

2. New Alchemy-East, A SOLAR AND WIND POWER
ED AQUACULTURE AND GREENHOUSE 
COMPLEX FOR NORTHERN CLIMATES. 

Principals, R. Angevine, E. Barnhart and J. Todd -
In preparation 

3. New Alchemy-International, THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF AN AQUACULTURE SYSTEM FOR 
THE AMERICAN TROPICS. 

Principal, William O. McLarney - Budget for four 
years at an annual cost of $32,600. 

4. The New Alchemy Institute, THE JOURNAL OF 
THE NEW ALCHEMISTS , ANON PROFIT 
PUBLICATION FOR NEW WORLD PLAN
NING ON A HUMAN SCALE. 

Principal, Nancy Todd - In preparation. An addi
tional support of $19,000 annually is needed to 
produce the JOURNAL on a quarterly basis. It 
will be made available for wide distribu tion. 

Stewart Brand in one of the first editions of the Whole 
Earth Catalog quoted a saying of Dick Alpert "It's love 
money that underwrites this sort of venture every time". 

He was referring, of course, to the Catalog, but we 
feel it applies in our own case. Without money and or
ganization in front, the best intentions of a small group 
like ourselves, no matter how dedicated, will not flour
ish and reach outward into the community at large. We 
thank those of you who have helped us. 

VISITORS 

Many people write to us asking about the possibili
ties of visiting, spending time at the farm, even of work
ing with us . It took us a bit of time to get over feeling 
rather surprised and pleased that anyone was taking an 
interest in us or finding our work relevant. We do basi
cally still feel that way but have been forced to find 
some framework from which we can both relate to 
people and yet continue the work that drew them to 
us. In spite of our libertarian instincts, we have had to 
evolve a means of coping with much larger numbers of 
people physically as well as theoretically. 
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Our first idea dates back to last summer and must be 
credited to Rich Merrill. He suggested that we have some· 
thing similar to an old-fashioned barn·raising. People 
were invited to join us working in the fields and in do· 
ing so to learn something about gardening organically. 
F or a year, farm Saturdays, as they have come to be 
known, have become a tradition - working together, a 
great deal of talk and a feast at noon. 

This is the day we prefer people to visit. We have 
abandoned for the day any projects that can't be inter· 
rupted. We'll be working but whatever it is, hauling sea· 
weed from the beach, weeding, planting or bu·ilding 
domes, we can always use more hands and heads. Please 
come then. Bring some food for the feast. If you want to 
visit New Alchemy, Saturdays are best. 

This applies from May until November. For the rest 
of the year many of us are away and we are officially 
closed. That is, until we have marvelous eco·houses full 
of lettuces and ripening oranges as blizzards rage out· 
side. 

Frequently people planning to visit the farm are anx· 
ious about accommodation and here we have little help 
to offer. We have no space available at all in the house. 
The Falmouth City Fathers frown on unlicensed camp· 
ing and we aren't allowed to let people put up tents. 
There is a camp ground nearby which may have some 
room. This is probably the best possibility for those who 
would like to spend several days in the area without 
paying astronomical rates for motels. 

EMPLOYMENT OR APPRENTICING 

We receive many requests from people to work, study 
or apprentice with us. Some are highly trained scientists 
and others are without skills but with a deep interest in 
learning how to care for the planet. Our answer to every· 
one has had to be the same. We are a relatively small 
group and at New Alchemy East, for example, where a 
lot of the overall administration of the Institute is carried 
on, we have developed a limited growth policy. There 
are two basic reasons why this is so: first, we haven't 
the firiancial resources to expand, and secondly, we want 
to limit our ultimate size to about thirty; a number that 
will allow us to work together and to know each other. 
In order for the Institute to grow, new centers will have 
to be established by New Alchemists who are drawn to 
other environments and climates. 

Most importantly we are more concerned with the 
spread of the ideas of stewardship and the power of the 
biological and social microcosm for aiding men every
where than we are with the growth of New Alchemy the 
organization . 

People who are genuinely interested in working with 
us are welcome . However. we can provide no salaries or 
accommodation even for visitors who come for a brief 
stay . It is necessary for most newcomers to establish 
themselves in surrounding communities and work with 
us in their spare time. Most of us, including the original 

people, worked for years at other jobs before we were 
able to secure even partial support within NAI. If we 
were better endowed, new people could be incorporated 
faster, but our growth would still be slow. 

Those who do come share with some of the adminis
tration and work with us building, taking measurements 
and caring for the gardens. The door is open to students 
for advanced studies or research at NAI if the above 
conditions are met. 

A NOTE TO ASSOCIATES 

In a Journal in the near future we should like to 
publish a list of the names and addresses of our Associ
ates. It might be useful for people to be able to contact 
others in their geographical area or to correspond on sub· 
jects of mutual interest. As this was being discussed a 
few cautious voices were raised saying that perhaps there 
might be Associates who would not want their names 
published. So we have compromised. If you are an Asso· 
ciate who would prefer to remain anonymous please let 
us know, and we shall, of course, respect your wish. 
For the rest, we expect to include the list in the second 
Journal. Perhaps, unknown to all of us there now are 
one or two embryonic communities waiting to be born. 

CHANGING SEASONS 

With the coming of winter the intensity of the actio 
vity on the New Alchemy farm , bound as it is to the 
song of the seasons, began to lessen. We continued plant· 
ing trees, collecting leaves for compost, tuning the wind· 
mill, and feeding the tilapia, but cold rains and gusting 
winds made outside work much more rugged and even 
farm Saturday became more of a day when we met to 
do administrative work and correspondence, visit and 
have a good lunch. Christmas came and went. We mailed 
the Newsletters, and then leaving a small core with the 
Herculean task of keeping everything running, many of 
us set off in search of both warmer sun and other settings 
that might be in need of the ecological and restorative 
ideas of New Alchemy. Marc Sherman left for India. 
He tells of his work there in Energy. Some of the rest of 
us spent the winter in Costa Rica and discuss the results 
of that trip at some length in the section Land and Its 
Use. 

The three left on the farm carried on intrepidly and 
still found the time to spin some lovely dreams. The 
crocus were in blossom when we came home. 
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WINTER 

The winter on the Cape was a period of preparation 
rather than hibernation. The 1973 summer garden re
ceived much planning and forethought, resulting in a 
design that incorporates techniques of crop rotation, 
crop succession, inter-planting, and companion plant
ing. Vegetables, crops and planting dates were chosen 
that would supply ample food over the whole summer 
and would also yield crops suitable for preservation. 
A garden map was prepared showing the various food 
production and experimental plots. Locations were also 
chosen for other garden faci lities, such as terraces, a root 
cellar, cold frames, a compost area and a well . Most of 
these structures are connected by a large path, appro
priately called Main Street. Main Street connects with 
the other major pathways in the garden and results in 
easy movement of people and materials in the garden 
area. 

In the house, meanwhile, other preparations were un
derway. The young Tilapia destined to be the 1973 fish 
crop wintered in heated aquaria. Bob Angevine main
tained official correspondence concerning business and 
legal matters. He also undertook the purchasing of the 
tools necessary to operate a basic shop for construction 
and building. Hilde Atema coordinated the Reader's Re
search program, and also designed a circular home, syn
thesizing people, animals, vegetable gardens, and pure 
energy with a sunken courtyard , swimming pool and a 
three-bedroom living area. Her design will be presented 
in a later volume of the J ourna!. We expanded the 
working area of the main kitchen by building a table 
along one wall, suitable for canning and freezing activi
ties or for eating space on rainy days. 

SPRING 

The coming of spring initiated a flurry of activity as 
new projects were started. Last year's fish dome was re
placed by a more permanent dome planned and pre-

fabbed by Dave Engstrom, who also supervised its assem· 
bly. Bob put a fiberglass roof on the potting shed, as it 
soon became apparent that our seedlings would need 
mo~e space than our cold frames could offer. Our garden 

seeds, sunflowers, wheat, grapes, blueberries, and nut 
trees were planted in the ground as the season and the 
weather became more suitable. Main Street was leveled, 
a well was dug and several terraces were constructed. 
Permanent crops on the terraces thus far are strawber
ries and Jerusalem artichokes; rhubarb and asparagus 
are planned for the remaining terraces. 

We have begun to integrate rabbit culture into the 
food chains of the farm , beginning with a buck and three 
does this spring. The rabbits can utilize food scraps and 
garden weeds to produce high qualiry protein. A fringe 
benefit is their manure which is an excellent worm-cul
ture medium or compost ingredient. Marc Sherman is 
setting up a rabbit/ worm culture system and is tying it 
into the existing tilapia cycle by using the worms as 
fish food. The wide variety of organic material that is 
acceptable as food for both the rabbits and the worms 
makes them valuable additions to the food production 
systems already operating. 

SOLAR ENERGY DIGEST 

Solar Energy Digest is a new monthly newsletter re
porting the many direct and indirect ways in which solar 
energy is being put to work around the world. Its first 
issue came out in July 1973 and briefly covered such 
topics as large-scale solar power plants, power from 
ocean thermal gradients, a new solar house by Harold 
Hay, and a report on solar energy plans and projects 
by the National Science Foundation. 

The Solar Energy Digest is edited and pu blished by 
William B. Edmondson, who also plans to establish a 
solar energy research center in California. For subscrip
tion information, write 

Solar Energy Digest 
7401 Salerno Street 
San Diego, California 92111 
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Reference 

A SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NEW ALCHEMY INFORMATION 

The references below provide al1 introductio11 to The New Alcbemy Institute, its work and goals. 

NAI PERIODICALS 

The New Alchemy Institute Bullet;'] 1970·71 
Bulletin No.2 has been reprinted and available from NAI at 

$1.00 each. Includes the widely reprinted and translated "A 
Modest Proposal" which is a unique view of the maladaptiveness 
of modern industrial society. Proposes an alternative for the future 
that is restorative and within reach of men everywhere. Also in· 
eludes "Design for a Tropical Center" which explores ecological· 
Iy wise possibilities for land use and research in the tropics. 

The New Alchemy Institute Newsletters 1972-73 
The newsletters Nos. 1 and 2 d~~~q,~'ew Alchemy activities 

and research. The first twA 1S''fI!\tt.d"l'l:ontain information on 
aquaculture , wat«i,\ slrQem&t \:tome design, the countrywide re
search program M~ving lay collaborators, etc. Available from 
NAI at $1.00 each. 

Newsletter No. 3 is an extensive treatment of methane sys
tems and research. Includes a bibliography and designs for prac
tical use. Available from NAI-West, 15 West Anapamu, Santa Bar
bara, California 93101 for $3.00 each . Reprinted: Still available. 

The Journal of the New Alchemists 1973-
The Journal starting the summer of 1973 will reflect the in

creased commitment of the New Alchemists in creating a signifi
cant publication dealing with many aspects of new world planning. 
It will include specific "how-to-build" and design information, 
research and scholarly papers, and writings on untried ideas and 
systems on various subjects including: 1 Energy and its USei 
2 Biological farming and land tenureship; 3 Waters and aquatic 
farming and husbandry; 4 Integrated systems linking the above-

will include living shelters and "space ship" approaches to food 
growing adapted to northern climates; 5 Explorations, a section 
that wiu focus on learning and the pursuit of knowledge. 

Available wi thout charge to Associate Members of the Insti
tute . Copies of Journal 1 can be purchased for $4.00 apiece. 

Aquaculture Bibliography 
If you are interested in fish farming, NAI has an Aquaculture 

Bibliography prepared by Dr. William O. MCLarney. Includes re
ferences on polyculture and pond construction. Available from 
Readers' Service, Organic Gardening Magazine, Emmaus, Penn
sylvania 18049. Price $1.00. 

The Backyard Fish Farm Working Manual for 1973 
This is a how-to-do-it manual for collaborators on our low-cost 

fish farm research. Edited by Bill MCLarney. Gives details on 
setting up the miniature fish farm and collecting scientific in
formation. Available from Readers' Service, Organic Gardening 
Magazine, Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049. Price $1.00. 

The Agricultural Research Workbook for 1973: Insect Resistallce 
and CompalliOl1 Planting ill Vegetable Crops 

Prepared by Richard Merrill. An ecologist'S guide to experi
mentation in the garden. A critical and fascinating manual for 
those interested in researching food producing systems. The 
manual, some SO pages in length, is being distributed [0 collabo
rators in our countrywide research program. If funds become 
available, we will print it for wider distribution. 
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INTRODUCTORY HEDGEROW BIBLIOGRAPHY 

1. Boness', M. 1958. Biozej l10tische Untersuc!Jullgell Uber die 
Tierwelt von Klee-ulld Luzerne[eJden. Z. Morph. Okol. 
Tiere.47,309·75 . 

Groups of invertebrates more numerous near the hedges 
of clover and lucern fields. 

2. Caborn, J. M.1957. Shelterbelts and Microclinzates. Bull. 
For. Corum., London 29:1 -135. 

3. Elton, C. S. 1966. Scrub and Hedgerow. Chap. 9, [11: The 
Patterns of Animal Communities. John Wiley & Sons 
Ltd., New York. 

This chapter has many references to hedgerow ecology. 
So'me provocative. irleas here. 

4. van Emden, H. F. 1965. Tbe role ofullcultivated land in 
the biology of crop pests and beneficial insects. Scient. 
Hort.17,121·136. 

5. van Emden, H. F. 1965. The effect of uncultivated land 
011 the distribution of cabbage aphid on an adjacent crop. 
J. App!. Eco!. 2,171·196. 

6. Jensen, M. 1961. Shelter effect: investigations i11to tbe 
aero-dynamics of sbelter and its effect 011 climate alld 
crops. Copenhagen. 

7. Lewis, T. 1969. The diversity oftbe insect fauna ill a 
hedgerow and lleigbboring field. J. Appl. Ecol. 6:453-458. 

8 . Marquardt, G. 1950. Die Schleswig-Holsteillische K11ick
laudschaft. Schr. Geogr. Inst. Univ. Kiei.13(3):1-90. 

9. Pollard, E.1968. Hedges. II. The effect of removal of the 
bottom flora of a bawthorn bedgerow all the fauna of the 
hawthorn. J. App!. Eco!. 5,109-123. 

10. Pollard, E.I968. Hedges. III. The effect of removal of the 
bottom flora of a hawthorn hedgerow 011 the Carabidae 
of the hedge bottom. J. App!. Eco!. 5,125·139. 

11. Rider, N. E. 1952. The effect of a bedge Oil tbe flow of air. 
Quart. J. R. Met. Soc. 78,98·101. 

INTRODUCTORY· COMPANION PLANTING BIBLIOGRAPHY 

1. Beck,S., 1965. "Resistance of Plants to Insects", Annual 
Review of E1ltomology, vol. 10, pp. 207-232. 

2. Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening Association, Inc., 
Herb Cbart, R . D. I, Stroudsburg, Pa. 18360. 

3. Dethier, Vincent, 1947. Chemical bisect Attractants and 
Repellents, Blakiston Company, Philadelphia, Pa. (Out 
of print but available in libraries). 

4. Dethier, Vincent, March, 1954. "Evolution of Feeding 
Preferences in Phytophagous Insects", Evolution, vol. 8, 
pp. 33·54. 

5. Fraenkel, Gottfried S., 1959. "The Raison D'Etre of 
Secondary Plant Suhstances", Science, vol. 129, p. 1466. 

6. Merrill, Richard, April, 1972. "Ecological Design in the 
Organic Garden : Companion Planting and Natural 
Repellents", Organic Gardening and Fanning, pp . 48-53. 

7. Philbrick, H. and R . Gregg, 1966. Compa11ion P/mHs aud 
How to Use Them, Devin-Adair Co., New York. 

8. Roda/e, J. I. (ed.), 1966. The Organic Way to Plant Pro
tection, Rodale Press, Em~aus, Pa. 

9. Scott, George D., Plant Symbiosis, Edw . Arnold, 
Publishers, Ltd., London. 

10. Sondheimer, Ernest and John Simeone, 1970. Chemical 
Ecology, Academic Press, New York. 

11. Whittaker, R. H. and P. P. Feeney, 1971. "Allelochemics: 
Chemical Interactions between Species", Science, 
vo!' 171, pg. 757. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIES PREPARED BY, 

Rich Merrill and Yedida Merrill 
NAI-West 
15 W. Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, California 93101 
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SELECTED ARTICLES AND BOOKS BY NEW ALCHEMISTS 

AGRICULTURE 

Modem Agriculture and the Quality of Life 
-by Richard Merrill 

A thrce·part series: Part 1 "The Chemical Treadmill and Agri
cultu ral Pollution" (VoL 2, No.2); Part 2 "Agribusiness and the 
Decaying Rural Environment" (Vol. 2, No.4); Part 3 "Ecology 
of the Green Counter Revolution" (Vol. 2, No.6). Appeared in 
SURVIVAL Times, published by CEe, 15 West Anapamu, Santa 
Barbara, California 93101. Probably still avai lable for 50 cents 
apiece. 

Radical Agriculture 
-a book by Richard Merrill 

Richard Merrill has assembled a comprehensive collection of 
writings (mainly new material) by activists trying to create wiser 
uses of the land and help to return people onto the landscape. 
A must if you afC into land restoration, biological farming or 
rural societies. Available from Harper and Row, Fall 1973. 

Shaping an Organic A 11lerica 
- by John Todd 

A four-part series intended to provide a rationale for a land
based science and the reconstruction of rural America. 
Part 1 "Shaping an Organic America" (September 1971) 
Part 2 "Designing a New Science" (October 1971) 
Part 3 "The Organic Gardener and Farmer as Scientist (Novem
ber 1971) 
Part 4 "The 21st Century Homestead" (Decem"ber 1971) 
All appeared in Organic Gardening and Farming Magazine. Avail
able in most libraries. 

AQUACULTURE 

Aquaculture Series for Orgallic Gardening aud Fanning Magazine 
- by William O. McLarney 

The series began in August 1971 and ran intermittently until 
the summer of 1972. The articles deaLt with farm ponds as a food 
source; pond construction, crayfish culture, rearing of carp, etc. 
Invaluable introductory series for those interested in the rearing 
of aquatic foods. Organic Gardening and Farming Magazine, 
available most libraries. 

Aquaculture: The Farming and Husbandry of Freshwater and 
Marine Organisms 
- by J. Bardach, J. Ryther and W. O. McLarney. John Wiley and 
Sons,1972,868 pages, $37.50. 

This is the definitive English language text in the field. NAl's 
Mclarney was the primary contributor to the book. It's very ex
pensive, but if you are going to commit yourself to aquatic farm
ing you will need to read it. Ask your library to buy it. The cost 
is largely in the plates and illustrations which add a lot of value 
to the text. 

ENERGY 

New Alchemy Methalle 
- by Earle Barnhart 

A companion article to the New Alchemy Newsletter No.3 
on Methane Systems. Alternative Sources of Energy. No. 11, 
July 1973, clo Dan Marier, Rt. 1, Box 36B, Minong, Wis. 54859. 

Sail Windmill 
- by Marcus M. Sherman 

A brief description of a simple three-bladed cloth windmill . 
Alternative Sources of Energy, No. 10, 1973, cIa Don Marier, 
Rt. 1, Box 36B, Minong, Wis. 54859. 

THE LAY RESEARCH PROGRAM 

NAI's people's research program in agriculture and aquatic 
studies. Designed to seek some of the answers for those interested 
in ecologicaL farming and restorative land use, Countrywide, Or
ganic Gardening and Farming Magazine is the basic forum for the 
exchange of information. Articles describing the program: 

The Backyard Fish Farm 
- by J. H. Todd & W. O. McLarney (O.G.F., January 1972) 
bisect Resistance ill Food Crops 
- by J. H. Todd & R . Merrill (O.G.F. , March 1972) 
Ecological Design ill tbe Organic Garde,,: Companio1l Plaming 
and Natural Repellellts 
- by Richard Merrill (O.G.F., April 1972) 
The Readers' Researcb Prow'am for 1973 
- by John Todd (O.G.F., April 1973) 

NEW ALCHEMISTS AT WORK
THEIR IDEAS & PHILOSOPHY 

Lifestyle Interviews the New Alchemists 
- by Five New Alchemists 
who describe what they do and why. 
Appeared in Lifestyle: A Magazine of Alternatives No.2 
Available from Lifestyle, P. O. Box 1, Unionville, Ohio 44088. 
Cost $1.35. 

The Third Altemative 
- by Robin Clarke and John Todd 

Deals with the moral crisis in science and describes how people 
like the New Alchemists and their European counterparts are 
searching for knowledge, and ways of Living, that are ecologically 
adept and libertarian in scope. To appear in Harper's Magazine. 

New Alchemy 011 Cape Cod 
- by Nancy Todd and J olln Todd 

It's what the title says it is. In the "Cape Naturalist", June 
1973. Available from the Cape Cod Museum of Natural History, 
Brewster, Massachusetts 02631. Price 50 cents. 
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There are three windmills now on the brink of the hill 
overlooking the gardens though to someone unfamiliar with 
this peculiar form of ingenuity, they might as likely appear to 
be experiments in mobile sculpture. From the tails of two of 
them enigmatic suns smile down at us as they turn. The third, 
like a dislocated cylinder, consists of two canary yellow oil 
drums spinning around each other. 

A good deal of our time and thought is spent on working 
with non-polluting energy sources, and on Cape Cod this 
has Jed to concentration on capturing the energy of the wind. 
Earle Barnhart and Marcus Sherman are our inventor-engineer
mechanic-tinkers in residence. As last fall wore on we would 
often find them thawing in the kitchen after being buffeted 
abou t on the windmill tower for as long as they could bear. 

Their work is not without its moments of glory. Last 
November we were contacted by Peter Jones of the B. B. C. 
who planned to make a film about dissiden t scientists. We 
said that he might do any filming he thought appropriate at 
the farm. He arrived with his crew one blustering morning. 
Marc and Earle as usual were at their post at the top of the 
forty-foot tower. Windblown and heroic, they swayed on the 
high pole. After several hours of work, they sawed off the 
working platform, climbed down, then released the re
straining ropes. The cameras whirred as we watched. After 
agonizing moments, for the first time, slowly, the blades 
began to turn. 

But then it's not always like that. 

Several experimental windmills are turning now to 
take advantage of one of the Cape's major energy 
sources. One is a large wind generator to produce electri
city for tools and pumps, another a small wind charger 
to supply lesser amounts of electricity for radios or for 
a single storage battery , and a third is a Savonius rotor 
to produce mechanical energy for water pumping. All 
are designed to be low-cost and simple to make or to 
repair. 

WIND TVRBINE-GENERATOR 

Tower, The tower is a 42-foot telephone pole, guyed by 
five cables to buried phone pole segments. 

Mounting, The windmill's main pivot is the bearing and 
axle from the front wheel of a Rambler automobile 
weided to a thirty-inch section of lO-inch diameter 
pipe which fits over the top of the pole. 

Power transmission, The rear differential and drive shaft 
unit from a discarded Rambler is the body of the wind
mill. It is V-bolted to a steel plate which in turn is 
bolted to the pivot bearing. (The drive shaft stub 
should not point downward or it will leak oil.) 
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Blades: The hub with attached blades is bolted to one 
end of the differential on the 5 original wheel-mount
ing bolts. Our first set of blades was designed and 
built by Bill Smith of Hull Cove, Rhode Island. They 
were 10 feet diameter, 2-bladed, fiberglass, high-speed 
airfoils, designed for 12 mph winds. Their starting 
torque was rather low for our 9 mph average winds, 
but they worked well and gave very high rpms. We 
also tried a 3-bladed medium-speed canvas sail prop 
which worked quite well until an ice-storm got it. 

Electrical system: We put a belt-pulley on the drive 
shaft stub of the differential, and V-belted a 12 volt 
auto alternator to it. The differential is geared up 
4 :1 and the pulleys 3:1, giving us a 12:1 step-up 
in rpm from the blades to the alternator. With the 
turbine blade, this was enough; with the sail blades, 
more gearing is necessary. A 12 volt battery and a reg
ulator are mounted on the differential to charge the 
field coils; electricity is then transferred to the ground 
via a cable. 

Tail: A plywood tail is U-bolted on the differential oppo
site the blade end from which the axle has been re
moved. 

Changes: We are switching from high-speed fiberglass 
air-foils to medium-speed sail wing blades, adapted 
from the Princeton sail wing studies.1 We'll have 
three blades instead of two, using aluminum shafts 
as the leading edge, taut cable as the trailing edge, 
and dacron wing surfaces. They will trail downwind 

CfI"'V7'IS "50(1(" OVE~ 
8I.A O E: 

of the tower, probably at a slight dihedral angle for 
added stability. Higher gearing will be necessary (about 
20 : 1), but we feel that a larger blade diameter (15 
feet), simple construction, and less centrifugal stress 
will make the test worthwhile. 

We are not ready to report on the electronics until 
the mechanics are completely worked out. From most 
reports in Alternative Sources of Energy2, a simple 
cord running down from the generator is an accept
able alternative for slip-rings, needing only to be· un
wound periodically. We are still debating between a 
12 volt or a 120 volt generator; in either case, golf
cart batteries will be used for storage because of their 
ability to take complete charge-discharge cycles and 
their relatively long life . 

If you plan to use an auto differential, leave the 
brake drum on the hub end with which to stop the 
blades for inspection and maintenance . It is possible 
to let the emergency brake cable hang down within 
reach. 

,AIL 

J 

SMALL BICYCLE WHEEL GENERATOR 

This windmill is useful where small amounts of elec
tricity are needed as in running radios, cartridge players, 
or in charging storage batteries. I t is made from a S tur
mey-Archer Dyno-Hub bicycle wheel minus the tube and 
tire and has a small generator built directly into the hub. 
Eight blades are formed on the spokes by attaching sheet 
metal strips between adjacent spokes from the rim to the 
hub. The proper spokes are those which form slightly 
twisting blades nearly parallel with respect to the wheel 
at the rim and gradually turn to about 45 0 to the wheel 
at the hub. This shape is favorable aerodynamically to 
produce the high rpms for which the generator was de
signed. 

The wheel is mounted by one of the original hub bolts 
to a simple metal body made up of 1 inch of water pipe 
with a sheet metal tail on the other end. This is assembled 
and welded to a cut-off bicycle fork and steering bear
ing and attached to a fence post. 

Output of the generator is 6 volt AC, and is changed 
to 6 volt DC by a diode and a resistor. A detailed circuit 
diagram and variations of bike generator windmills are 
in the U. N. energy conference, Volume 73. 

) 

WITH GEIVE1U'ITO't. 

IN HUe. 
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SA VONIUS ROTOR 

The Savonius rotor, although only about half as effi
cient as a multi-bladed windmill of the same wind-sweep 
area, has several advantages that make it appropriate for 
home construction and use, It spins on a stationary 1 

vertical axis regardless of wind direction and it is there
fore a simple matter to take power directly from the 
rotor shaft. It is very simple and cheap to construct. 
Adjusting the diameter of the rotor wings varies the rate 
of spin in identical areas and wind-speeds. 

order to pump water from our hand-dug well. A recipro
cating wire transmits the energy from a bicycle crank 
below the windmill to a lever above the well. Each hori
zontal wire stroke is converted to a vertical pump stroke. 

S TEeL 
OF!vn S 

SAVOIJIUS ROTOR 

?DP 
WIND FLO vJ 

OUf present Savonius rotor is a variation of the Brace 
Research Institute's designS, using 55-gallon steel drums 
cut lengthwise and welded into two off-set cup-shaped 
blades. Bearings at top and bottom in a guyed wooden 
frame complete the rotor. (A few hints: Use 4x4 inch 
lumber for the frame; balance the rotor carefully; and 
wire the turnbuckles when tight as they can vibrate 
loose.) 

Using the Brace plans an optimum pump stroke can be 
calculated from the average windspeed, pump diameter, 
and height of lift. By choosing various ratios of the 
lever, we can set the windmill for different windspeeds. 
Experience has shown that a large crank with a long 
wire stroke will produce serious wire vibration problems 
as will a fast reciprocating frequency. We geared the 
windmill to the crank at a 2V,: 1 ratio and settled on a 
six-inch wire stroke. The wire supporting poles are 15 
feet apart. we have our pumping system set to start in 
an 8 mph wind and pump between windspeeds of 6 and 
30 mph. It pumps water into a storage pond at a head of 
17 feet. 

We coupled this system to a reciprocating wire power 
transmission, which was originally used by the Penn
sylvania Amish to transfer power from a waterwheel6, in 

NOTES 

1) Popular Science, November 1972. 
Aviatioll Week and Space Technology, 

November 13, 1972, p. 47 

2) AltenJative Sources of Energy, bi·monthly magazine, 
Uyear from Don Marier, Rt. I, Box 368, 
Minong, Wisconsin 54859 

3) Proceedings of the U. N. Conference of New Sources 
of Energy, Volume 7, pp. 340-345. 

4) Mechanical Engineering, Volume 53, No.5, May 1931, 
"The Savonius Rotor and Its Applications" 
by J. Savonius. 

- Earle Barnhart 

Mechanical Eng;'Jeerillg, Volume 41, No. II, pp. 911·912, 
':The Savonius Wing Rotor" by Alexander Klemin. 

5) "How to Construct a Cheap Wind Machine for Pumping 
Water" (pamphlet) - A. Bodek. 

"Performance Test of a Savonius Rotor" (pamphlet) 
M. Simonds and A. Bodek. 

Both from: Brace Research Institute, 
MacDonald CoUege of McGill Univ. 
St . Anne de Bellevue 800 
Quebec, Canada 

6) "Reciprocating Wire Power Transmission for Small 
Water Wheels" 

From the Vii/age Techllology Handbook, pp. 117·122 
VITA, College Campus, 
Schenectady, New York. 
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A winJmi[[ 

While other members of the New Alchemy family 
were deciding to spend the winter in France, Costa Ri
ca, California and good ole wind-swept Cape Cod, I 
chose to return to the nine acre peanut farm of my 
friend Tim Heineman in South India. Tim's farm is 
located outside of a small village among some rolling 
hills near Madurai, Tamilnadu state. During my pre
vious stay at the farm in 1971 we had talked about 
installing a well and a water pump near Tim's mud hut 
so that we would not have to haul water manually in 
buckets up from the stream for drinking and cooking. 
At that time the only supply of water was a small 
stream flowing through the farm that goes completely 
dry during the winter drought and floods during the 
monsoon in the spring. Tim wanted the new pumping 
system to be able to irrigate a one acre vegetable gar
den all year round in addition to watering the cattle and 
supplying the hut. We realized that there were many 
problems. to overcome if we were to install an indepen
dent, cheap and reliable water supply system. 

In many parts of India including Tim's farm there are 
adequate supplies of ground water which are unavailable 
to farmers during the dry season because of inadequate 
power sources for pumping. Three to eight horsepower 
diesel pumps are frequently used but are expensive to 
operate because of the high cost of imported oil and 
often must be taken out of service for costly and time
consuming repairs. Efficient five horsepower electric 
pumps are being used more and more as rural electrifi
cation proceeds, but only well-to-do farmers can afford 
to buy and maintain them. This winter in South India 
there was a 75% power cut to the rural areas due to 
heavy consumption in the cities and to overexpansion of 
the power grid without a corresponding increase in sup-

in In~ia 

ply. This power shortage means that there are only 
four hours of electric pumping per day. This situation 
is expected to worsen for the nex t four to five years 
until the Indian Government begins operation of atomic 
power plants in South India. At the present time bul
lock operated pumps remain the most common and re
liable source of irrigation water for subsistence farming. 
Water for domestic use is usually hand-lifted with a rope 
and bucket from open wells. 

During the early 1960's the Wind Power Division of 
the National Aeronautical Laboratory in Bangalore, My
sore, developed, tested and produced two hundred 12-
bladed fan-type windmills which demonstrate the feasi
bility of using wind power to pUtnp water to South 
India. Several types of imported European and Ameri
can multibladed windmills have also been used to har
ness India's abundant wind energy resources . However, 
due to lack of public awareness and the unavailability 
of simple and inexpensive devices, wind power is only 
occasionally exploited. 

With these thoughts in mind I returned to the States 
for one year. While working at the New Alchemy farm 
on Cape Cod, Earle Barnhart and I built and tested a 
three-bladed cloth sail windmill which appeared to be 
simple and efficient enough for practical use on Tim's 
farm. 

Cloth sails with a wooden framework have been 
used for hundreds of years for transforming the useful 
energy of the wind into labor-saving mechanical work, 
especially for grinding grain and pumping water. The 
use of windmills spread from Iran in the seventh cen
tury A. D. to coastal China where the application of the 
art of sail making significantly improved the sophistica
tion of windmill construction. Heavy rigid wood wind-
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mill blades surfaced with cloth were used increasingly 
dlroughout northwestern Europe and by the seventeenth 
century the Netherlands had become one of the world's 
richest and most industrialized nations largely as are· 
suit of extensive exploitation of wind power with ships 
and windmills. Cloth was a natural choice for windmill 
sails because of its acceptance and wide use in sailing 
ships. It is lightweight, easy to handle, readily and 
cheaply available, and most important, it forms a strong 
uniform surface for catching the wind when firmly sup· 
ported at three or more points. 

In the Mediterranean region flour·grinding and oil· 
pressing mills were rigged with six to twelve triangular 
cloth sails set on simple radial spars. A three dimen· 
sional array of guy ropes radiating from a central spar 
projecting out along the axis of the main shaft, sus· 
pended the sails in position, rather than the heavy grid of 
wood used in the traditional Dutch·type windmills. This 
sailboat jib type of rigging was a significant improve· 
ment in windmill design which encouraged the spread 
of windmills throughout the deforested Mediterranean 
countries. The wind capturing area of these windmills 
was controlled by wrapping each cloth sail around its 
spar. Though requiring daily rigging adjustments and oc· 
casional replacement of tattered sails, the efficiency and 
simplicity of these windmills resulted in their widespread 
use in Rhodes, the Black Sea coast, the Aegean Islands 
and Greece. In Portugal their use was accompanied by 
the sound of whistles attached to the rigging, an audible 
indicator of the wind at work. In the West Indies large 
sail wing windmills were commonly used for crushing 
sugar cane. Many handcrafted windmills with eight 
triangular jib sails are presently pumping irrigation water 
in the Plain of Lassithi, Crete. In Japan four·bladed 
jib sail windmills are used to operate reciprocating pumps 
which supply water to vegetable gardens. A high·speed 
aerodynamic two·bladed sail wing is being developed at 
Princeton University. Further construction simpli
fications may make it applicable to use in less developed 
countries. 

A windmill with four self·adjusting cloth sails has been 
developed by Mr. H. Starn for rural markets in less indus· 
trialized regions. Its relatively complex design is limit· 
ed because of the difficulty in connecting it to a deep 
well pump. Unfortunately, it cannot be manufactured 
by hand using local materials. Those people who are in a 
situation to most benefit from a windmill are also those 
least able to pay for it. If the critical moving parts were 
separately available, a small farmer could purchase the 
remaining materials needed and assemble the windmill 
in his own village using local skills and labor. This way a 
major portion of the money spent would remain in the 
village. 

Upon returning to India this winter I discussed some 
of the problems of building a small practical wind pow· 
ered pump with scientists at the Indian Institute of Agri· 
cultural Research in New Delhi. It was suggested that I 

set up the windmill that I was planning for Tim's farm 
with a modified paternoster pump like those used to 
drain mines in England many years ago. I was given a 
working demonstration of some chain pumps at the 
L A. R. L and was told that a chain pump is easily 
and cheaply built and has the advantage of being 
more efficient than most other types of pump. Un· 
like some other pumps it operates well with a low 
speed variable power source like a windmilL Recently 
chain pumps have been replacing the traditional square 
pallet pump and the Noria water lifting wheel through· 
out China. 

My friends in Delhi wished me good luck and I mer· 
rily proceeded on a delightful three day train ride by 
third class coach to the southern tip of the Indian sub· 
continent. I arrived at Tim's farm and we soon began 
construction of the windmilL 

This sail wing windmill is made of a one·meter diame· 
ter bullock cart wheel to which three bamboo poles are 
lashed in a triangular pattern with overlapping ends. Each 
bamboo pole forms the leading edge of a wing, and a 
nylon cord stretched from the outer tip of the pole to 
the rim of the wheel forms the trailing edge. A stable 
and lightweight airfoil results from stretching a long 
narrow triangular cloth sail over that bamboo·nylon 
frame. This wing configuration, a hybrid of low·speed 

eight·bladed Cretan sail wings and high·speed two·bladed 
aerodynamic sail wings, produces high starting torque 
at low wind speeds. The bullock cart wheel is attached 
at the hub to the end of an automobile axle shaft which 
rotates in two sets of ball bearings. The shaft and bear· 
ing assembly is mounted horizontally on top of a turn· 
table. The turntable consists of two circular steel plates 
separated with a raceway of ball bearings and held to· 
gether with a ring of eight bolts which encircle the bot· 
tom plate. A one·foot diameter hole through the center 
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of the turntable will allow the chain and gaskets of the 
chain pump to go up and around the "squirrel cage" 
which is mounted at the center of the auto axle. If a 
reciprocating deep well piston pump were desired, the 
reciprocating rod, rather than a chain, would go through 
this hole and the crankshaft rather than an axle shaft 
would be mounted on top of the turntable. Since the 
blades have a slight built-in coning effect and the axle 
or crankshaft is mounted slightly off center from the 
center line of the turntable, the blades act as their own 
tail, trailing in the wind. Because the blades are down
wind from the tower, there is no danger of the bamboo 
poles bending in a monsoon wind and hitting the tower. 
The tower is made of five 2S -foot-Iong teak poles set in 
concrete at the base and bolted at the top to five angle 
irons welded at a slight flaring angle to the bottom of 

the turntable. The tower tapers in towards the turn
table at the top from a seven-foot diameter at the base. 
I t has cross bracing and a ladder. 

This eight-meter diameter windmill lifts three hun
dred pounds to a height of twenty feet in one minute in 
a ten mph wind. This is accomplished by a rope passing 
over a six-inch pulley on the main drive shaft. This lift 
is now being used to raise soil and rock from the 20-foot 
deep well which is being dug below the windmill. When 
the well is finished the pulley will be replaced by the 
"squirrel cage" of the chain pump. 

I hope that other people will continue to refine and 
adapt this windmill to their own needs and materials. 
If you have any inquiries or suggestions for improve
ment, I will be pleased to reply. 

- Marcus M. Sherman 
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Costa Rica 

Tbe superiority of tbe bleak nortb to tropical regions, 
bowever is only in tbeir social aspect, for I bold to tbe 
opinion tbat, altbougb bumanity can reacb an advanced 
state of culture only by battling witb tbe inclemancies 
of nature in bigb latitudes, it is under tbe equator alone 
tbat tbe perfect race of tbe future will attain to complete 
fruition ofman's beautiful beritage, tbe eartb. 

- Henry W. Bates 
A Naturalist on tbe Rivers Amazon 
(circa 1850) 
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Nine of us from the Cape Cod farm spent two months 
in Costa Rica this winter. It is a particularly appealing 
place for people from Massachusetts to spend February 
and March, but the articles that follow will indicate that 
it was not only a glorious holiday, but also a chance to 
test our ideas against new parameters and to learn the 
problems and needs of climates and cultures other than 
Durown. 

Bo,th Bill McLarney and John Todd had been in Costa 
Rica before as readers of Newsletter No.1 will probably 
remember. They knew of the scope for New Alchemy's 
approaches in the areas of both land restoration and 
protein deficiency. This year we saw a fair amount of the 
country and came to appreciate something of its prob
lems and uniqueness. The articles that follow make no 
pretense of being comprehensive. The first is a thumb
nail sketch for people who know that Costa Rica is 
probably in Central America but are rather foggy about 
anything beyond that. The second is a kaleidoscopic 
verbal slide show which describes something of what we 
saw and felt as we travelled. John Todd's essays discuss 
tropical agriculture in terms of the threats that current 
practices pose to the land and of the possibilities of 
adopting restorative ideas and methods before damage 
becomes irreparable. 

Costa Rica is the second smallest country in Central 
America with a population of 1,800,000 and an area of 
19,575 square miles, and is located between Nicaragtfa 
and Panama. Spain's interest in Costa Rica was first a
roused by Columbus who landed at Puerto Limon in 
1502 on his fourth and final voyage to the new world. 
He was met by Indians of the Carib tribe who were 
wearing golden ornaments which at once, of course, 
piqued the attention of the Spaniards, and gave the 
country its name. Columbus was followed by succes
sive explorers but none found enough in the way of 
the desired gold or other resources to warrant large 
scale exploitation. Apart from Roman Catholic mission
aries to the Indians, by far the majority of Spanish 
colonists in Costa Rica came and remained as settlers. 
As the Indians they encountered upon their arrival were 

A Thumbnail History 

either killed in their fierce resistance to having their 
territories encroached upon, died from their exposure to 
white men's diseases or retreated to remote areas, there 
were few indigenous people to be subjugated into 
a serving class. The pattern of the country then was 
formed early and has basically remained one of small, 
largely self-sufficient landholders, giving it a comparative
ly homogeneous social structure. 

Until almost the middle of the 18th century, Costa 
Rica was an outposti a small, isolated, little known and 
extremely poor colony of Spain. The people, who re
mained mainly pure-blooded Spanish, labored long and 
hard on their land to stay alive and were often too poor 
to have suitable clothes to go to church. They had little 
time or money for education or culture and had neither 
a subservient nor dominant social class to influence their 
way of life . 

Although little of the turmoil caused by the waves of 
nationalism and revolution of the late 18th and early 
19th centuries was felt in Costa Rica, when Costa Ricans 
learned in October 1821 that Guatemala had declared its 
independence from Spain, they voted on November 1, 
1821 to do so as well. No opposition from Spain was 
encountered. Political independence brought closer ties 
with other Central American countries as they tried to 
forge the United Provinces of Central America which 
functioned sporadically until 1848. 

In 1797 the cultivation of coffee was introduced. 
By 1829 it was the country's major export. This rather 
unexpected, boom brought other changes. Coffee was a 
highly marketable rather than subsistence crop and led 
within surprisingly few years to the establishment of 
larger plantations and to increasing prosperity for the 
growers. With the beginnings of even a modest amount 
of wealth and leisure came the evolution of some cul
tural life and inevitably the dominance of political af
fairs by a few wealthy families. A railway was built, 
linking the coffee producing areas of the central part of 
the country with Puerto Limon on the Caribbean 
coast and facilitating greater communication both with
in the country and with the world beyond. The railway 
was built by an American under contract to the Costa 
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Rican government. To build it he brought in large num
bers of Jamaicans whose descendants remain in Limon 
Province and constitute the major significant racial and 
cultural minority in the country. By providing access 
to a port from inland areas, the railway made possible 
the establishment of banana plantations. Bananas have 
become second only to coffee as an export. 

In the hundred and fifty years since Independence 
and the introduction of coffee, the life of the Republic 
has become considerably more complex. The govern· 
ment tourist agency, Ellnstituto Costarricense de Turis
mo, declares in its circular that "the country has be
come famous for the hospitality of its people, its stabi
lity, its high cultural level and widespread public edu
cation". It is rather a smug assertion, but characteristic 
of tourist circulars, and there certainly is some justi
fication for what is said. As Latin American countries 
go, it has been remarkably stable. It cultivates the image 
of the "Switzerland of the Americas" , a bastion of de
mocracy and tranquillity amidst the political turmoil and 
violence of its neighbors. 

The form of government is democratic. Its present 
form is based on a constitution adopted in 1949, after a 
brief revolution. Suffrage is universal and compulsory. 
The army was abolished for the second time in the coun
try's history to prevent seizure of government control by 
the military. The Communist party was outlawed but 
has since been reinstated. Order is maintained by the 
Civil Guard and by the Town and Village Police. 

There are many political parties but at the present the 
P. L. N. (the Partido Liberacion Nacional) is in power 
and is the most popular, usually requiring the mustering 
of several others into a coalition to oppose it. The P. L. N. 
first gained prominence in 1948 under the leadership of 
Jose Figueres as representing the growing middle class 
and opposing the strange bedfellows of the Communists 
and the wealthy upper class. Figueres was elected pre
sident for a second time in 1970. The next election is in 
February 1974 and Costa Ricans are already actively 
campaigning. Bright banners are flying and posters are 
being displayed everywhere. 

Costa Ricans take great pride in their educational sys
tem. Education is free and compulsory. The literacy rate 
is considerably higher than that of other Latin American 
countries, and the University of Costa Rica is well-es
tablished. Vet one critic has said that the average Costa 
Rican remains in school only 3.5 years, just long enough 

to be firmly persuaded that he is unusually blessed in 
having been born a free citizen of a modern and pro
gressive democracy. 

Regrettably, I have to differ with the Instituto de 
Turismo with regard to the "high cultural level". We 
were .struck by the conspicuous lack of evidence of an 
indigenous culture, particularly in the forms of archi
tecture or crafts which would be the most immediately 
apparent to an outsider. With the exception of the na
tive ox cart and the ancient Indian gold work and pot
tery, there is little that is unique or memorable, and we 
could not account for this until we learned of the cen
turies of struggle merely for subsistence. 

Costa Ricans are with few exceptions almost entirely 
Roman Catholic, although many are only nominally so. 
The Church receives financial support from the govern
ment, and although it is denied political activity, its in
fluence is strong. Apparently governmental support is 
given in the hope that the Church will buffer the temp
tation of Communism for the people. 

Again El Instituto de Turismo .... "However the coun
try is fast becoming industrialized thanks to the abun- · 
dance of raw material and cheap power, to the skill of 
its laborers, to its ideal location in relation to important 
markets, to its ready means of communication and the 
substantial incentives it offers for establishing industries 
with local or foreign capital." With such official policy 
it will surprise no one to learn that foreign investors 
have responded with predictable and characteristic alac
rity and names like MacDonalds, Honda, Texaco, Volvo, 
Peter Pan and endless others proliferate. 

The most dismaying aspect of this to a North Ameri
can, at least to one that is not an admirer of the domi
nant culture, is that in their pride in being "progressive" 
and "modern" I in their anxiety to acquire consumer 
goods and a higher standard of living, Costa Ricans dis
play an eagerness, even naivete~ which is almost fright
ening. It becomes even more ominous when one of the 
names mentioned in connection with many develop
mental schemes is that of Robert Vesco, a prominent 
participant in the Watergate affair. Rumors are many and 
elusive about Mr. Vesco's activities. His private 707 at 
the airport bears witness to his interest in the country. 
One cannot help but see the signs of exploitation evety
where, and wonder how a people can so willingly let 
their exquisite countty drop, like a ripe plum, into the 
hands of "developers". 

- Nancy Todd 
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Travel Impressions 

MESETA CENTRAL 

We flew from the States to San Jose, the capital of 
Costa Rica. San Jose is geographically as well as polit
ically and socially the center of the country. It is al
most mid-way between the Atlantic and Pacific, on a 
high plateau called the Meseta Central which has an 
altitude that ranges between 3000 and 5000 feet, and 
a climate that is close to perfection. Many days in the dry 
season are warm and sunny but not humid, others bring 
rushing winds or tumbling clouds. The nights are cool 
and starry. In the rainy season there are bright mornings 
and wet afternoons, which seems an admirably well
regulated system, although when we left Costa Rica it 
was in the grip of the worst drought in fifty years. Water 
and electricity were severely rationed , and everyone was 
anxious for the onset of the rainy season. 

Ringing the Meseta Central are ranges of mountains 
and volcanoes, some extinct and others not. The best 
known and most active is Irazu which erupted in 1963 
causing considerable devastation from falling ash. Now it 
rumbles steadily but quietly and is a great tourist at
traction. 

One of our favorite places in the Meseta Central was 
the farm of New Alchemy Associate Peter Scherman. 
His farm is on Volcan Barba, outside the town of He
redia. It would be difficult to conceive of a more beau
tiful place and it is a rather happy thought that it is in 
the hands of someone who will never abuse it but only 
try to understand and care for it. 

Late one afternoon, I could think of nothing nicer to 
do but climb one of the hills and sit, just looking. This 
is what it was like. 

The wind blows gently . The sun burns a hot patch on 
my right thigh and my cheek. It is moving lowerto set o
ver the Pacific in an hour or so. It casts long shadows of 
me and of the young guava trees around me. The shade is 
deep and dark under the row of cypress trees behind. 
Over my left shoulder is a high hill, much higher than 
this, one of the shoulders of Volcan Barba. It is a patch
work of woods, cypress, and grazed fields. The hillside 
is cut by streams, lined with columns of virgin forest. 

On the flank of the hill opposite are fields of sugar 
cane, banana and coffee. Through a valley on the plain 
below, I can see San Jose and on to the high moun
tains beyond. The city is under cloud but lit by the 
slanting rays of the late afternoon sun, so that the build
ings are like toys - tiny, white and distinct. On the right, 
in the foreground, is a continuation of cultivated fields. 
From here, the fields of sugar cane look like carefully 
cropped lawns. Farther away, the hills merge into moun
tains, and beyond the mountains, there is a glimmer that 
is the sea. 

SARAPIQUI 

Most roads in Costa Rica take San Jose as their focal 
point, and so traveling is usually done from San Jose 
outward, like following the spokes of a wheel. Our first 
spoke led over the mountains almost due north to Sa
rapiqui . 

As the mountains surrounding the central plateau 
taper to hills, they become, through some quirk of their 
geological past, strangely rounded yet steep-sided, look
ing like so many irregularly-sized eggs up-ended in a con
tainer. Some of the hills are wooded but many have been 
cut and turned over ·to cattle . The hills flatten gradually 
to a plain that extends steamy, rolling and green to the 
Caribbean. 
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It is the humidity and the plants of Sarapiqui that one 
notices most immediately. Although much of the jungle 
is second growth, it remains lush and dense. A few giant 
trees have been left standing and they are magnificent 
whole worlds in themselves with looping, trailing lianas, 
and countless epiphytes of every description from fern 
to glossy philodendron to orchid. Wasp and oropendula 
nests swing from the branches, lizards flash along the 
trunk, and birds are a continuous moving presence. 
Climbing one of the hills at dusk, the landscape has a 
quality of a painting by Turner, as a cloud drifting down 
from the mountains wraps the distant hills in mist, fills 
the valley, and filters the sunset. 

In Sarapiqui, as in every other part of Costa Rica we 
visited, the rivers are a constant source of pleasure. It is 
a law that the trees bordering the rivers must not be cut, 
and this law unlike others, equally wise with regard to 
the preservation of their country, Costa Ricans have 
chosen to observe. So, always under immense gnarl· 
ed trees, the rivers flow over sand or rocks, slowing and 
eddying to form pools or rushing along in swirls or rapids, 
sometimes just drifting. The intense tropical light and 
nearly vertical sun are shaded and softened. There are 
secret, shadowy places reflected in the water. Used as 
we are to the inaccessibility of our polluted rivers, we 
loved the freedom of finding a cool river and tumbling 
in, the children looking like small flowers borne along on 
a tropical stream. 

VALLE DEL GENERAL 

South across the mountains from San Jose, over the 
Cerro de la Muerte, the Hill of Death, in the Valley del 
General lies San Isidro, a bustling little place with the air 
of a frontier town. The drive from there to the Pacific 
over now familiar humpy hills is almost perpendicular 
most of the:: time, with some sort of apex midway that 
has the general effect of reversing one's angle of travel. 
It is one of the bumpiest drives in a country of very 
creditable bumps and one of the most beautiful. The sky 
is brilliant, the sun searing and the land still green, al· 
though showing signs of drying under the strain of sup' 
porting cattle. Much of the forest has been cut for pas· 
ture, leaving the way clear for erosion and leaching of 
the soil. From some of the hilltops there are dizzying 
views of land and sea and sky, the breath-taking sweeps 
one would usually see only from a plane. 

We came to the sea at Dominical. Following the pat
tern of much of the continent, the Pacific coast is drier 
and brighter than the Atlantic, the light and heat being 
at times almost unbearably strong, even the water is hot. 
The sea and sky there are brilliant blue, the land spring
green, the beach curves toward the distance shimmering 
with heat. Coconut palms line the beach. Between them 
were smaller leguminous trees blossoming with pale pink 
flowers and sea grape which were losing leaves and chang
ing color so the fallen leaves of red and yellow lay scat
tered on the beach and floating in the water like ghosts 
of northern spring and autumn side by side. 

The beach was unbelievably empty. A few families 
were camped under the palms in makeshift tents. Our 
other beach companions were chickens, lizards, cows 
and an occasional rooting pig. They were all quiet and 
well-mannered and didn' t litter the beach with beer cans. 
The most astonishing creatures we saw here were great 
four-foot iguana called chicken of the jungle. Defying 
the usual stereotype of the reptile as swift-moving and 
graceful, this unfortunate lizard is rather stout and 
crashes through the underbrush with an ungainly waddle. 

Occasionally some of the local people, who usually 
live on small coastal farms, would gallop on horseback 
along the beach. One woman trotted by us grasping 
reins and an umbrella for shade in one hand, her other 
arm cradling an infant, who slept blissfully on his real 
rocking horse. 
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GUANACASTE 

The province of Guanacaste is in the northwest, just 
below the Nicaraguan border and was in fact once a part 
of Nicaragua. It is cattle country, hot, dry and dusty . We 
had heard it said several tinies in other parts of the coun
try that Guanacaste is becoming a desert. Someone re
ported that the naturalist, Alexander Skutch, had visited 
there recently and had been horrified at the changes in 
the last thirty years. Now apparently it takes four and 
one-half manazanas (8 acres) to support one cow where 
it used to take only one. So we went off braced for a rav
aged environment, and although most of the foreboding 
reports are true, fell in love. 

The rolling tawny hills had a deja vu quality for all of 
us, stirring. half-forgotten memories of some other place 
or time. The wind blows constantly through this hot, 
golden land. The trees are immense with great spreading 
branches that are the only refuge from the continual 
sun. At that time some of the trees were blossoming 
with yellow, pale pink or rose flowers. At night the 
stars hang bright and low, just out of reach, beyond the 
branches of the trees. The sense of space and sky that 

characterizes so much of the western side of the con
tinent is part of Guanacaste, but there is there a quality 
of light, particularly at dawn and dusk that has a strange 
luminous clarity which is unique. Early one morning 
through the gap of our tent we could see a huge tree 
outlined against a pale yellow sky. It was alive with 
dark, moving shapes. Then came the strangled roar of a 
howler monkey and the day began with their outraged 
cries. 

LIMON 

Limon is the Atlantic or Caribbean province, extend
ing from the Panamanian border north to Nicaragua. The 
largest city, Puerto Limon, is the country's major port. 
There are many old Spanish-style buildings, some with 
delicate iron work, that have a dilapidated elegance. The 
central plaza is splendid, like a lush, well-groomed jungle. 
The atmosphere of the city is the most intensely alive 
and active of any in Costa Rica. A large proportion of 
the population is black and most of them speak English 
as well as Spanish. The rest of the people are Costa Ri
can Spanish, with a handful of American tourists and a 
sprinkling of Chinese running restaurants and hotels. The 
general feeling is hip, gay and uninhibited. We saw people 
dancing and singing full-volume in the street. The music 
blaring from an appliance store was a kind of Spanish 
jazz rock, and one of the children said the music was 
better here because of the Blacks, which I'm sure was 
true. 

From Puerto Limon we journeyed southward in stages 
by train, dug-out canoe, and bus to a village called Ca
huita. It is a fishing village with several stores, two res
taurants, a tiny hotel and poor but pretty houses. The 
people are mainly black, bilingual, friendly and inde
pendent. They are descended largely from the Jamaicans 
who were brought there to build the railroad. From Ca
huita we jolted by truck to Puerto Vargas, our ultimate 
destination for this leg of the trip. 

Puerto Vargas consists of one building on a magnificent 
beach that stretches as far as one can see, perhaps all the 
way to Panama. Inland are the Talamanca Mountains, 
where the 6000 or so Indians who have not been assimi
lated into the dominant culture have retreated. In the 
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more remote highlands they are still isolated and report
edly hostile. The beach itself could be the archetypical 
tropical paradise, with a coral reef off-shore that has lob
ster in its crannies and technicolor fishes flashing by. 
Coconut palms in a wavering line mark the line between 
beach and jungle. One can sit on a fallen palm, feet 
dangling in the water, and see miles of unspoiled coast, 
or gaze seaward to the reef where the waves break and 
across the Caribbean beyond. Turning to the jungle above 
the flowers and shrubs, birds and bu tterflies dart, sun 
shafts through shade, monkeys swing and forage , a sloth 
clings to a vine, squirrels scuttle in the fallen leaves and 
occasionally a coconut thuds to the ground. 

Rumors stir that scent of this lovely place has been 
caught by American developers. There will be "luxury 
hotels" one man told me glowingly, " like Miami - and 
restaurants, tourists, even a jet-port, they say" .... 
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Although we were in the country for most of our time 
in Costa Rica, with fairly frequent stops in San Jose en 
route from one place to another, we did spend a little 
time in various towns and had some chance to get a feel
ing for them. Town life in Costa Rica still has a different 
quality to ours. It is noisy and busy, yet still seems less 
frantic and more personal. People linger in the streets 
and in little cafes called pulperias. In the evenings it 
seems everyone in the town comes to walk in the 
square, families with children, courting couples and 
groups of teenagers. Small boys wanting to shine shoes 
are always underfoot. People talk and laugh and watch 
each other. The children run and play. There is little feel
ing that, for these people, the mainstream of life has 
moved away from the small towns to the city. The pulse 
still beats in the lighted square, where boys and girls 
smile at each other and children drift off to sleep on 
their fathers' shoulders as they turn homeward. 
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The Endangered Tropics: 

A Look at Land Use in Costa Rica 

The dynamic of the modern industrial society is gain
ing a toehold in the tropics and changes are taking place 
which will put tropical societies in a precarious state 
during the decades ahead. Costa Rica, an "advanced" 
modern nation, provides an excellent example of what 
can and will happen when the forces of indu strial soci
eties and their resource demands are unleashed upon a 
small, primarily agricultural nation. Change is occurring 
rapidly and Costa Rica's course may be towards a kind 
of corporate feudalism as insensitive to land as to 
peoples. 

Daily events seem to symbolize what is taking place 
there: Robert Vesco, an internatlonal meddler in the 
politics and financial matters of nations par excellence, 
cavorts with many key Citizens; lumbermen from the 
U. S. and Europe scan the remaining forests; huge air 
freights jet daily to Rome with their cargoes of Brah
man cattle; the populace, in the main hooked on tech
nological trivia, transistor radios and the like, believes 
consumption to be far more important than caring for 
its lands and protecting its heritage. In this last respect 
the attitudes of Costa Ricans are like "moderns" every
where, but here the malaise takes on a more ominous 
aspect. Their consumption is reflected in a heavy im
balance in trade, which presumably leads to monetary 
and political favors afforded their creditors, mainly 
Americans. How much of their politics originate in 
Washington or in the board rooms of New York is diffi
cult to tell, nevertheless, the likelihood of Costa Rican 
autonomy being in serious jeopardy is very real. 

Costa Rica, a beautiful, bountiful land, may be step
ping out on a razor's edge. It is not possible to lay the 
blame on any specific element present in the societY, 

whether it be consumerism, profiteering, short term per
spective, or the insatiable needs of industrial nations for 
other peoples' plant, animal and mineral resources. All 
of these factors are involved. The processes are the same 
as those taking place in temperate societies. The funda
mental difference is that Costa Rican environments and 
the communities they sustain are much more vulnerable, 
and options for the future are rapidly being reduced. 
I will return to this point. 

One of the things I wanted to do during my last visit 
was to chronicle some of the changes taking place. Most 
of my information came from directly observing how 
Costa Ricans use their land, including the components of 
industrialized agriculture they have adopted. It was im~ 
portant for me to try to learn to what extent they are 
users of agricultural chemicals, including pesticides and 
herbicides, and to what extent their farming involved de
structive monocultures. If roadside billboards are any 
indication of reality, biocides are big business with 
foreign corporations competing for title of most effec
tive producers of killing substances. Anti-malaria cam
paigns of earlier years had created a marvelous psycho
logical arena for poison peddlers. A common sign in rural 
areas, in the schools, public buildings and private houses 
reads simply "The spray man is your friend". 

It was not possible for me to find specific facts on 
either the rates of change or the degree to which Costa 
Rican landscapes are taking a beating. I don't think this 
kind of information has been collected. There are some 
tangibles to grasp abou t the country; it has one of the 
world's highest growth rates. Imbiilance of payments, 
deforestation and overgrazing are reflected in exports of 
lumber and cattle. There are, during the dry season, 
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water shortages and power blackouts. Fuel shortages are 
beginning to be considered normal. One trip had to be 
curtailed part way because we simply couldn't buy fuel 
in order to proceed. 

At this point I want to introduce a bit of an apologia ... 
I do not know the country well. I spent this winter trav
elling throughout m uch of the countryside, but it was 
only my third visit to the country. My impressions are 
those of a farmer, naturalist-ecologist, with a deep inter
est in people and their use of the land. What I saw was a 
country of incredible beauty and great diversity that is 
changing rapidly. Out of my experience I have come to 
the conclusion that unless land restoration, along ecolo
logical lines, is embarked upon soon and local means 
are found to effect reconstruction, by the year 2000 
Costa Rica will become irreversibly despoiled and her 
peoples reduced to a state of poverty. The country will 
be a desert in the west and a quagmire in the east. It 
will be unable to support its peoples. However, here and 
there in the wasteland of the western part of the country 
will be little islands of green .... the resort hamlets of rich 
Americans who already own much of the land along the 
Pacific coast. Their lush vegetation will be sustained by 

. I 
artificial and costly means such as desalination plants. 
The villas of the rich will be shaded and they will have 
water to drink. Apart from these cases of very dubious 
merit, the land around will be barren and depopulated. 

I don't believe I am being overly dramatic. I obtained 
several conflicting figures on the extent to which de
forestation has taken place. Some ran as high as 70% 
but this figure was not confirmed. Whatever it is, 
Guanacaste is basically deforested, the Valle del General 
is well on the way, the regions to the north and east 
have had much of their most highly valuable timber re
moved , and the pace is quickening as the value of lumber 
skyrockets. Massive deforestation in tropical climates, 
particularly in moist hot regions, leads to a tremendous 
drop in the carrying capacity of the land. In fact in a 
few localities the land has already been abandoned. 

Except for scattered visionaries, few people are plant
ing trees . Yet to overlook biological realities is a sure 
road to ruin for small tropical countries and, unless 
Costa Ricans take a unique stand and develop, in the 
very near future, a sense of stewardship their country 
will lose the ability to sustain itself. Not only will the 
beauty and the bounty go, but a very fine and humane 
people will suffer. 

TRAVELS THROUGH THE LAND 

Nancy Todd has described some of the splendor and 
feeling of travelling through Costa Rica. Its essences are 
very real and the land emanates a power that is felt even 
by people who are untuned to the earth around them. 

GUANACASTE: THE NORTHWESTERN 
PART OF THE COUNTRY 

As recently as forty years ago, Guanacaste Province 
with its long and severe dry season combined with a 
comparatively rainy wet season still had large areas under 
forest (1) . Since the second world war, as timber and 
cattle became increasingly valuable, landholders sacri
ficed almost all of the region's trees except those imme
diately adjoining the banks of streams. Then they planted 
pastures which are burned each year at the beginning of 
the dry season. Great profits were made in lumber and 
cattle but unfortunately the topsoils have not been able 
to stand up to the beating resulting from deforestation, 
heavy grazing and burning. Local ecosystems have lost 
much of their productivity as the soils, deprived of their 
humus, can no longer sustain much moisture during the 
rains. Flash floods are now considered "normal". During 
the dry seasons the scorching sun exposes the soils to 
temperatures that are harmful to the wide array of or
ganisms normally present in fertile soils. One cattle 
rancher told us that in some parts of Guanacaste 4.5 
manzanas (approximately 8 acres) is the bare minimum 
to support one cow. 

This winter a drought more severe than normal hit the 
country. On March 22 I wrote in my diary: "The fall 
rains didn't come and the meagre grasses are not making 
it through the dry season. Only one of the African 
grasses seems to be holding up, but the half-starved ani
mals don't seem to eat it. Off the road west of Canas we 
saw dead cattle left where they fell . There was an almost 
total absence of soil in many places, only rubble and 
scattered drought-resistant plants. We were told at La 
Pacifica that it would be two more months before the 
rains came." 

Cotton used to be another major crop but it too was 
the kind that can wreak havoc upon any environment. 
A few years ago it was a major crop, but in order to keep 
ahead of the pest populations characteristic of mono
cultures in hot climates the farmers were forced to spray 
parathion and other pesticides 20 to 30 times through 
the cotton growing season. Finally the point of no re
turn was reached and the farmers were left wi th their 
cattle economy. A despoiled landscape supporting a 
cattle monoculture. 

In a few years Guanacaste will be unable to support 
much more than cactus and sand unless reforestation, 
soil restoration and an agricultural diversity is introduced 
into the region. Already there are indications of depopu
lation taking place although this is not yet reflected in 
reduced land values. The value of land has remained 
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high, partly because North American ranchers are still 
buying land. Lyndon Johnson had a large ranch there 
and a number of other Texan cattlemen have followed 
him. High land values have created a state of unreality 
about the region: The beauty of its hills and mountains 
nestled close to the sea has attracted many well"to-do 
who are not dependent upon their ranches to earn a 
living. The social truth underlying the area may be re
flected in the increasing numbers of poorer people away 
to the cities like San Jose. I heard that there was at least 
one area in Guanacaste where people were being forced 
to leave because they could no longer be supported by 
agriculture or lumbering. This does not have to happen. 
There are ways in which the process could be reversed 
but it will have to happen soon. Sadly enough , I see no 
likelihood of it happening on its own. Farms like La 
Pacifica, samples of intelligent and diverse land manage
ment, are scarcely emulated despite the signs of troubles 
ahead. Guanacaste is a cattle culture nearing the end of 
the line .... a desert in the making. 

VALLE DEL GENERAL 

Valle Del General, the area surrounding San Isidro, is 
more lush and rainier than Guanacaste and more recent
ly settled. I did not get to know the area well but during 
our stay we travelled daily the road over the high hills 
west of San Isidro to the tiny coastal village of Domini
cal where I was studying several species of marine fishes. 
The region was comprised of mixed-crop, hillside farms 
galloping madly to change and catch up with Guanacaste 
as a leading cattle area. The land is much newer to 
monocrop grass farming and the forests have been re
moved only during the last few decades. Already there 
are indications that the exposed soils are vety vulnerable: 
On the crests of the steep hills we observed cattle left 
to forage the coarsest grasses and toughest weeds so 
characteristic of spent soils. 

But to talk of problems ahead there would be close to 
heresy. Money made in lumbering is being poured into 
cattle ranching. Ranchers from Guanacaste with an eye 
on the heavier rains and lush pastures are moving in. 
Electricity will reach the area next year as a large lake 

is being constructed as a reservoir for hydro-electric 
power. There is talk of a huge beef processing complex 
and people are moving in in droves. There has been a 
lO-fold increase in population over the last thirty years 
and the process has only just begun. The government 
has built schools and a hospital and the region is acquir
ing a modern image. 

Excitement is high, pure frontier, yet the boom will 
be short-lived. It was here that I felt the fragility of the 
land most strongly and at the same time I became most 
conscious of the land as the key to long term biological 
stability as well as social richness and health. This"other 
reality" has been chronicled by Alexander Skutch in his 
"A Naturalist in Costa Rica" (2). For the past forty 
years he has participated in the life of the valley, as well 
as pursued his scien tific studies of the plants and bird 
life of the region. To read his chapter "Vicissitudes of 
a Valley" is to look deep into the eye of a storm that is 
brewing. There are the " hard facts" . The list of wild 
animals that have gone, the birds that no longer inhabit 
the forests, the replacement of perennial crops including 
coffee on the steep hillsides with cattle. There are de
scriptions of deforestation on the most abrupt slopes 
replaced by pasture which is 'played out in a few short 
years. 

A flight into night ... . all in a moment in time. 

But these aren't the only agonies of the region. Dr. 
Skutch set out to preserve a small piece of forest on his 
farm. Not only were the game poached but some of his 
trees were stolen too. Tall palmettos and chonta palms 
containing the coveted hearts of palm were the special 
targets of thieves. In the end he was forced to hide his 
banana plantation deep in the woods in order to salvage 
his crop. 

Skutch places the population explosion at the root of 
the crises facing Costa Rica and he may be right. How
ever, it might be possible for the valley to support its 
present population if, and only if, economic realities 
were based upon strict ecological ones. At the present, 
the name of the game is multipronged rape; exploita
tion, deforestation, monocropping and overgrazing. The 
vision is limited to today - tomorrow is another matter. 

Processes which take a century in temperate regions 
are acted out in a few years in this beautiful, vulnerable 
country. The needs of the original ecosystem have not 
been met. The thin soils are exposed to leaching, burn
ing and the incredible heat of the sun. When the soils are 
played out a farmer must continue to burn the remain
ing vegetation in order to release enough minerals for 
new plant growth. Each time he does so there are more 
losses in the cycle and the reservoirs of precious nutri
ents are lost to the atmosphere and to the sea. The fer
tility of the region that was once locked up in its trees 
is almost gone. When will men learn that an area's des
tiny is tied to its soils. In the humid tropics this truth is 
magnified, yet it has failed to capture the imaginations 
of the people who live there. 
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SARAPIQUI, ATLANTIC TROPICAL 
WET FOREST 

Sarapiqui, the region bordering the Rio Sarapiqui, 
has a special meaning for a number of New Alchemists. 
Bob Hunter, a scientist-farmer, has worked the land 
there for almost two decades on his farm, Granjas Tropi
cales. Bill McLarney was lured to the region by its rain 
forests, biological diversity and the intriguing fishes which 
are found in the streams flowing into the Caribbean. This 
past winter Bill and Bob Hunter began construction of 
the first of a series of fish ponds in order to test some of 
their ideas in tropical fish culture. It was in this region 
that New Alchemy attempted to buy an experimental 
farm, but we were outbid and no new sites have been 
found. 

In many respects Sarapiqui has an air of raw frontier . 
Roads are being cut into the forests and equally quickly 
logs are being hauled out. The drive there is a primary ex
perience in avoiding careening logging trucks with their 
cargoes of felled giants. 

Sarapiqui is wet, as much as 160 inches a year fall on 
the region, mainly during the May-December rainy sea
son. One is awed by the huge trees and forests which are 
disappearing. When the earth's tree mantle is finally re
moved over the next few years it is not likely that the 
land will support much in the way of human endeavor. 

The future beyond tomorrow is not much on people's 
minds. Sarapiqui and the adjoining regions are in the 
midst of a boom. A few years ago when I first was intro
duced to the· area, small farms were prevalent and there 
seemed to be some diversity of crops. But the scenario 
is changing. The region has been discovered and the 
forests are being turned into grass for cattle. Everybody 
is involved, small Costa Rican farmers, ranchers from 
allover, North American lumbermen and big time Grin
go entrepreneurs. The area is relatively remote, yet New 
Alchemy when trying to acquire a piece of land for an 
ecological farming research center was outbid by a group 
that included the owner of a large U. S. grocery store 
chain. 

The aim of landowners seems to be quite simpJe, 
log, raise beef for a few years until the land is exhausted 
and then pull out for greener pastures. It is the anti
thesis of an ethics of permanence. 

A region which receives so much rain cannot cope 
with this . kind of treatment for long. It needs a fair a
mount of forest to act as a sponge to prevent the soils 
from being washed into the sea. It is hard to c'ompre
hend the impact of the rains without feeling it. At Puerto 
Viejo, the lower farm at Granjas Tropicales, the river 
rises and falls over a range greater than twenty feet. 

The area can only remain productive and support a 
human population if the farms there are primarily based 
upon a permanent or tree crop agriculture. But farms· 
based upon tree crops are few and far between. The 
best example of a permanent agriculture is the farm 
Granjas Tropicales, where a great variety of trees and 

vines are cultured, rubber (Hevea brasiliensis), cocoa 
(Tbeobroma cacao), pejibaye palm (Guilielma gasipaes), 
citrus (Citrus spp.), guava (Psidium gllajava), African 
oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), achiote (scientific name not 
known), Macadamia nut (Macadamia ternifolia), passion 
fruit (Passiflora edulis), bananas (Musa spp.), plantain 
Musa paradisiaca), breadfruit (Artocarplls communis), 
black pepper (Piper nigrllm) and the root crops, cassava 
~yuca or manioc (Manibot lltilissima) and Malenga~ 
dasheen or taro (Colocasia esculenta). 

There are no doubt several other crops I have over
looked. Another important aspect of the farming at Gran
jas Tropicales is the variety of interplanting of crops. 
In some instances one crop is planted to help prepare 
the ground or to act as shade for a following crop which 
takes longer to mature. Certainly there are serious at
tempts to work with nature and where possible to ap
ply basic principles of ecological succession which i's 
the maturation through time of an ecosystem growing 
towards more stable and diverse states. 

Yet Granjas Tropicales does not seem to be having 
any significant impact on all over farming methods in 
Saraqiqui. There are a number of reasons why this is so, 
the farm may be too big to be comprehensible to the 
average farmer. So much labor, machinery, capital and 
organization; so much knowledge of trees, soils, climate, 
and so forth is required to orchestrate the whole com
plex. In short it's easier and simpler to run a grass and 
cattle farm and the payoff comes much sooner. Never
theless, the biological farm does support a fairly stable 
human community, a school and a store. Much of the 
labor is carried out under the shade canopy of trees 
except in the groves of black pepper and passion fruit. 
These more human values don't really seem to carry 
much weight with most Sarapiqui cattle men. 

Granjas Tropicales is an island of sanity and diversity 
in the humid lowlands of Costa Rica, lowlands which 
are rapidly being overrun by herbaceous weeds as the 
shallow soils are exposed to the direct rays of the sun 
and to the pounding rains. But the time may be fast 
approaching when neighboring farms will be too far 
gone to emulate the more land-restorative approaches 
of Robert Hunter's tropical orchards. 

There is a truism which needs articulation and expres
sion in a variety of ways so that its meaning permeates 
into the consciousness of those who hope and would 
create societies within nature's framework. Despoilation 
need not be the norm in Costa Rica or in any other 
segment of the world. A few tropical peoples are wiser 
and their communities are sustained by a sophisticated 
swiddening gardening which I will outline later. They 
follow the patterns of nature closely and by doing so 
they are able to support populations as dense as those 
found in industrial societies, and they do this without 
degrading the forests or the places where they live. Their 
genius should be a guide to those of us desirous of 
shaping somewhat autonomous, local ecosystems which 
can restore abused lands. (3) 
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AN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 
OF THE TROPICS 

The negative views I have presented in describing 
Costa Rica have their roots not just in the observations 
that were made, but also were gleaned from tropical 
ecologists. As more is learned about tropical ecosys
tems and their strategies, it becomes increasingly pos
sible to view the future by reading the present well. 
Tropical environments are extremely vulnerable. 

Many tropical lands in Africa and Southern India 
have lost much of their ability to support human popu
lations and a great diversity of plant and animal life. 
These historical examples were not regions exposed to 
the recent ' blight of advanced industrial nations which 
comb the world for other people's resources. 

Exploitation drives environments and ecosystems 
back to simpler, more vulnerable states (4). This back
wards shift is most prevalent in the more diverse and 
productive regions of the world , such as the tropical 
rainforests. Indigenous plants are destroyed for lumber 
to be replaced with one or a few crops. While the pro
cess leads to degradation in temperate regions (5) in 
the tropics the situation rapidly becomes extreme and 
precarious (6). It is not just the plants that are affected. 
Stressed environments may eliminate some of the most 
highly evolved animals by eliminating their niches, or 
by directly interfering with their normal social organi
zation (7). 

Plants in tropical monocultures have severe difficul
ties coping with pest organisms. Monocultures dictate 
that plants of the same varieties be close together mak
ing them easy targets for pests. In wild tropical environ
ments one of the basic plant defenses against insects is a 
varied and diverse spacing with any given plant associa
tion. Most plants of the same type are strategically sep
arated in space (8). 

When agriculture is industrialized and mechanized and 
lands are planted to single crops, other biological stresses 
are introduced into the system. The relationship between 
beneficial insects and the pests they prey upon breaks 
down. Without a diversity of habitats, the beneficial in
sects are deprived of a suitable "home" and they can no 
longer keep pests from proliferating. The problem is 
compounded, in the humid tropics especially, because 
the farmer lacks dramatic changes in weather that would 
limit outbreaks of herbivorous insects. For the northern 
farmer winter aids in keeping harmful insects at bay. 

There is also a much more rapid loss of soil fertiliry 
in the tropics. When forests are denuded and replaced 
with cash crops the soils (the fertile zone is often less 
than 2" in depth in the first place) are washed away in 
very short order. Dr. Janzen, a tropical ecologist, has 
explained the problem well (6). 

"When tropical vegetation is cleared, high soil temper
atures and rainfall lead to an almost immediate removal 
of inorganic nutrients released from the dead plants, At 
best the remedy of fertilizers, intelligent methods of 

clearing and promotion of microrhizal aSSOCIatIOns 
makes the new field an adequate substitute for growing 
crops. It does not guarantee a crop sufficient to com
pensate for the total cost of its production." 

He then goes on to state that after 1-3 years the car· 
rying capacity of tropical fields declines drastically and 
more fertilizer only aggravates the problem. 

Tropical monocrop farms also have to cope with the 
fact that weed problems are much increased in tropical 
fields. The weeds, unlike the crops cultivated commer
cially, have an intrinsic ability to repel crop pests be
cause they are able to produce poisons or defensive chem
icals like strychnine in their tissues which keep pests 
from devouring them. Shade, created by canopies of the 
trees, is a major check against weed growth in the tropics. 
However, it is removed when the, forests are destroyed. 

Pests, weeds and problems of soil's fertility are great
ly exaggerated in the tropics. Further the chances of bi
ological controls like those being developed against 
temperate region pests are unlikely to work in large 
tropical monocultures because of the greater diversity 
of response strategies open to troublesome insects (6) . 
This host of problems has been combated by the farm
ers and ranchers in recent years by the use of insane a
mounts of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers .... a prac
tice which niainly benefits foreign manufacturers far 
removed from the moun,ting problems they are creating. 
Heavy poisoning of tropical landscapes will, in the ,end, 
destroy most of"tlieir ability to restore themselves. 

On first 'yie-'tving, the present situation seems hopeless 
and worserii'ng' with no alternatives on the horizon. But a 
deeper probing suggests that it might still be possible to 
harness some of the productivity of the tropics so that 
civilized societies might be sustained in equatorial re
gions., I must add that I am making this statement cau~ 
tiously knowing that mankind is under terrible pressure 
to recapture enough wisdom to alter the course of a fail
ing planet. 

Tropical realities are two-edged .... there is the abyss 
which we have covered, but at the same time there are 
beacons which light up on the other side. If we work 
close to and with nature some incredible pO'tentialities 
rise up to challenge us and guide us. ' 
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Restoration and Reconstruction in Costa Rica: Some Possibilities 
"Build the old waste places ..... 
raise up the foundations of many 
generatio1ls ..... 
be called, The repairer of the breach, 
The restorer{)f paths to dwell in" 

JOSE ARIAS RODRIGUEZ 
A STEWARD OF THE EARTH 

I have often pondered why good farms like La Pacifica 
and Granjas Tropicales have had relatively little influence 
in Costa Rica, whereas the impact of Louis Bromfield's 
Malabar Farm has reached into the far l,;urners of the 
earth. Communication is part of the answer, but then 
why does one man try and reach outward to share his 
experiences and failures? 

To answer this question in Costa Rican terms is diffi
cult. The intractability of the cattle culture is part of the 
explanation, but certainly not all of it. I did not find an 
active program at the two large commercial farms to dis
seminate their information, improved varieties of plants, 
expertise or tactics into the larger Costa Rican agricultur
al community around them. Both are "foreign" farms 

- (Isaiah 58: 12) 

(one Swiss and the other American) and there may be a 
calculated desire to maintain a low profile in their a
dopted country. They are also first and foremost busi
nesses with ·the primary goal of earning profits, and 
profits are often tied to the relative market scarcity of 
the crops they sel l. The compt:titive-exclusion principle 
may tend to keep new and more successful ways of 
farming from spreading outward. There is also the very 
real possibility that the people running the farms are 
just too busy to have time to develop cooperative pro
grams with their neighbors. Whatever the explanation .... 
and I suspect all these factors are involved, the word is 
not getting out and these excellent farms remain oases in 
an increasingly blighted landscape. 

However, I met an incredible man , Jose Arias Rodri
guez, who symbolizes for me what an earth steward 
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must mean if there is to be any hope for tomorrow. Don 
Jose crafts landscapes which restore and which are sup
portive through his trees. He is primarily guided by a hu
manitarian desire to make the earth a responsive mother 
for his countrymen. An old man now, he works with a 
few assistants in his nursery and orchards struggling hard 
so that fine trees will be available to those who under
stand the full meaning and potential of tree crops. He is 
a writer so that his ideas may have wings. Eagerly he 
spreads the details of all that he has learned so that 
others can follow. His latest book entitled "Fruticultura 
Tropical" is written in Spanish and is a sound and com
prehensible guide to culturing trees in the tropics (9) . 

Like most men of vision Don Jose seems to have 
reached backward to pioneers of earlier times for in
spiration and direction. He is a staunch disciple of Sir 
Albert Howard. One immediately notices the compost 
heaps throughout the orchard and he explained that in 
the tropics compo sting becomes critical to the sustained 
success of tree crops. F or some forty years he has been 
breeding and raising trees and one new variety of citrus 
(the Rio Segundo mandarin) was created on his tiny 
farm. To walk through the farm was a profound ex
perience for me. Don Jos~ talking in his personal rage 
against the destruction of the countryside of Costa Rica. 
Juxtaposed against his vital anger and desire to right 
wrongs was his nursery with thousands of tiny trees 
spread amongst the orchard. I could feel his humor 
when he saw me gaping at a bearing apple tree growing 
next to an orange ripe with fruit. 

Several large trees in the middle of the garden were 
archetypes of the wisdom of his mission to reforest the 
land partially with a diversity of food trees. Standing 
out most prominently were two mango trees (Mangi
[era indica) which he had planted forty years ago . At 
their bases were compost heaps which he explained were 
the basis for the health and incredible productivity of 
the trees. Because of their health he rarely has to spray 
them, while other mango growers spray weekly against 
insects, especially the Mediterranean fruit fly and against 
fungus which attacks during the long ripening period of 
the fruits. 

As he talked about the trees I attempted some crude 
calculations on just what those trees might represent 
in economic and ultimately social terms. Mangos, like 
avocados, are a valuahle crop in Costa Rica, even at 
their source. His two large trees combined produce ap
proximately 10,000 mangos a year. The labor involved 
in caring for them in a diverse orchard is not great, yet 
their value is high. Properly marketed, the fruits of the 
two big trees like the ones in the garden might represent 
a decent annual income for a relatively self-sufficient 
farm family in Costa Rica. I began to see the potential 
of Senor Arias and his trees. Fortunately for Costa Rica, 
some people are listening to him and his young trees 
are in great demand. The ideals that he stands for are be
coming appreciated and young American organic farm-

ers in Costa Rica visit him frequently for his skills and 
trees. The tiny farm is becoming a minor mecca. While 
we were still in the country, a major newspaper sym
pathetically described his efforts to articulate and pro
mote a land ethic for Costa Rica. 

Restoration in Guanacaste Province: 
Prospects for Arid Lands 

The great contrast in the climate of Guanacaste plays 
havoc on the land once it has been deforested. The cli
mate naturally varies from torrential rains during the wet 
season to weather that is blisteringly hot and arid dur
ing the long dry season. 

Since Guanacaste was deforested, flash floods, ex
tremely strong winds and beating sun have resulted in 
the loss of the basic fertility of the parched soils. In 
order to restore this region it will be necessary to sta
bilize some of the impact of the extreme oscillations by 
tempering the winds, arresting the flash floods near their 
sources and returning the nutrients to the soils. Much of 
the area will need to be replanted to trees. 

This is not an impossible challenge. A restoration 
scheme such as I am proposing would work best at the 
basic social unit, namely the individual farm. Further, 
a shift to a form of farming derived from ecological stra
tegies could evolve out of existing cattle operations and 
there would be a place for cattle on the farms of the 
future. However, they would be one component out 
of many and they would not dominate the new farms 
either ecologically or economically as the farms are de
veloped towards a more mature, stable state. The total 
carrying capacity of the lands would be greatly increased. 
Despite the diminution of the relative status of the cow 
on the ecological farms , in the future each individual 
farm could possibly sustain comparable numbers to 
those presently found there. 

The strategy for restoration I am proposing can be 
briefly introduced as follows , The extreme oscillations 
in availability of water and the flooding could be con
trolled by terraced wadis, small dams and large ponds 
fitted to the local topography. In this way water and 
soils normally lost to the area would be retained. Recent
ly discovered biological techniques may make it possible 
to construct ponds that will hold water even in porous 
soils. The ponds, enriched by animal manures, could be 
developed into extremely productive polyculture fish
rearing systems and the highly fertile pond water, in 
turn, could be released to tree crops and pastures dur
ing the dry season either through wind pumps or via 
ditches and aqueducts. The pond cycle can be very 
productive and is the key first step in restoring pro
ductive regions in arid zones. The ponds might not only 
permit the growth of large amounts of fishes, but pond 
water could also act as an important soil improvement 
technique by fertilizing as well as irrigating the crops. 
At least in the early stages this might be a critical stage 
in successful biological farming. 
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But this is not the whole task. The powerful winds 
which during the dry season dehydrate and blow away 
the top soils will need to be ameliorated by reforesta
tion. On each farm the periphery and the hill tops should 
be permitted to return to wild forests which will break the 
winds and provide a diverse biological base. Towards the 
interior of the farm, meadows, pastures, ponds, tree 
crops and gardens should increasingly predominate. With 
careful planning to reduce winds· in the interior, tree 
crops, like avocados, which now set fruit badly, or not 
at all, in Guanacaste because of high winds might be 
grown successfully . Interestingly, as the complexity of 
each farm increases the numbers of people needed to 
care for the land will grow proportionately and many 
people will probably decide to return from the cities to 
help tend the crops. Rural communities might be re
vived throughout the region. 

Instead of beating sun and driving, dusty winds, there 
could be shade and moisture , and cooling breezes under 
the tree canopies. The rains could be enriched and stored 
for use during the dry season. New food chains will sug
gest themselves, Pond systems.... herbivorous, omni
vorous and carnivorous fishes, freshwater shrimps, edible 
aquatic plants and perhaps even in some cases paddy 
rice could be grown. With water from the ponds, grasses, 
legumes, grains, fruit orchards, nut groves and high 
quality timber stands could be irrigated. Gardens, some 
situated in drained ponds, could be filled with a variety 
of vegetables, herbs and spices. Ducks, geese and chick· 
ens could be fed on the by-products and waste products. 
Cattle could be provided with shade and maintained on 
diverse pastures. As each cycle is increasingly linked over 

. time, the productivity and self-sufficiency of each whole 
farm ecosystem should also climb. At the same time the 
cost of supporting individual farm residents would be reo 
duced. 

None of the tactics for land restoration that I am reo 
commending be tried in Guanacaste are unique in them· 
selves. Rain water runoff and control has been perfected 
in Israel, the pond cultures have been highly developed 
in parts of the Orient, and from Russia new information 
exists which could well permit water to be stored in
expensively. The importance of wild land reserves for a 
balanced agriculture is indicated from modern ecological 
studies, and the possible linkages between ponds and 
food crops from early New Alchemy investigations. The 
horticultural and forest sciences have a lot to contribute 
to our understanding of caring for food and timber 
crops. It is in the assembling of the components from 
vety specialized disciplines into bountiful wholes that 
will take genius, patience and lots of plain, hard work. 
Here I can give only the broadest, most introductory 
outline of how it might be possible to make the land and 
its peoples flourish in Guanacaste. I intend my comments 
to be only the most general guides to the future. 

RESTORATION BEGINS WITH THE CONTROL OF 
WATER AND THE BUILDING OF PONDS 

Tbe C07ltrol of RUlloff 

Several thousand years ago inhabitants of tlle Negev 
desert in Israel farmed using a soph isticated runoff agri
culture. Villages, towns and commerce thrived because 
of their farming skills. How they managed to achieve the 
impossible and to grow in the desert fruits, wine grapes, 
grains, nuts and herbs described in the ancient manu· 
scripts has remained a mystery for centuries. 

The discovery of the lost desert farming techniques 
was made by a small group of scientists within the past 
few decades and their story chronicled in the book "The 
Negev , T he Challenge of the Desert" is as incredible as it 
isimportant(lO). My ideas for the control and use of run
off water in Guanacaste are primarily derived from 
them, and I urge those who are working in arid lands 
everywhere to study their book. Desert isolation forced 
the small band of scientists to be wholistic and basically 
ecological in their approaches to the land. The gu id
ing hand of the ancients indicated that the solutions to 
the mysteries would come from an in tim ate association 
of the subtleties of desert ecosystems. For the desert 
dwellers, the simplest system they devised for capturing 
and using the brief and infrequent rains was through 
the terracing of wadi~ or channels of watercourses which 
are dry except during periods of rainfall. The low stone 
terraces slowed the course of the water, permitting it to 
sink downward into the soil. Equally important, the rich 
sil ts were prevented from being washed ou t of the area. 
Behind the terraces many of their crops, including grains, 
were sown. 

Besides the wadis, on the more sophisticated farms 
with larger populations, the hillsides were terraced so 
that they would act as large catchments during flash 
floods. The terraces in these instances functioned as con
duits and the whole hill provided water for irrigating bot
tom lands or for storage in cisterns. In the water-poor 
Negev desert the area of catchment to the area of cul
tivated fields was about 20,1. The movement of the 
silt in the runoff water to the crops must have played 
an important role in sustaining fertility. 
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Guanacaste is not the Negev by any stretch of imagina
tion, nevertheless, the problems of gathering and direct
ing water in large amounts during the rainy season are 
very similar. Water must be stored for the dry season 
and soil fertility must somehow be sustained. In order 
to do this water management should begin at·the top of 
each microcatchment. area just as is the case in the desert. 
One farm I looked at closely near Santa Cruz had steep 
upper slopes and the erosion had become so severe that 
only a few hundred feet from the hill tops the land was 
gutted with steep ravines. On this farm the only means 
of restoring it properly would be to build a series of 
tiny dams near the upper reaches and to lead the excess 
water ihto larger catchment areas in the fields below. 

The crucial needs for water control are, 1. To avoid 
losing most of the water to the region; 2. To catch the 
soils being washed away close to their source; 3. To pro
vide water for ponds which could be the key to restora
tion and soil enrichment in areas where rain is sparse or 
nonexistent for a large part of the year. Water storage in 
large ponds can provide a critical and novel approach to 
dry land restoration, especially in rhe tropics. 

The Ponds 

Rarely have ponds been used for water storage, silt 
entrapment, irrigation and aquaculture throughout the 
arid regions of the world for a very basic reason; namely 
rhat most desert and despoiled soils do not hold water 
well. In fact many such regions are characterized by 
stony and sandy soils. In the main Guanacaste soils ap
pear to be ill-suited for water reservoirs. However, there 
may be a solution. 

Very recently two Russian scientists may have found 
a possible answer to making porous soils impermeable 
to water through a study of the biological processes 
which take place in bogs. Bogs are ideal reservoirs be
cause rhe stagnant water bottom soil complex called gley 
is impermeable. On the bog bottom the growth of 
anaerobic bacteria and the decay of plants without ac
cess to oxygen produces changes in the structure of 
rhe soil, and the ground becomes less porous. Apparent
ly it turns greenish and blueish-grey and becomes a 
structureless, water-proof "plastic" mass. 

The Russians were able to produce artificially bog 
conditions in the following way, "A layer of vegetation 
is spread by bulldozers on the soil surface. The best 
rhing to use is dry vegetable matter rich in cellulose, 
straw, hay, weeds, potato and beet haulm, hemp waste, 
reed leaves and spoiled silage. The average is 6 or 8 
pounds a square meter. The vegetation layer is then 
covered with a 6 to 8 inch protective layer of earth. 
Then the water is let in. 

In this laminated screen, the vegetation serves as a 
source for the development and vital activity of anaero
bic bacteria, which create the water-impermeable layer" 
(11). 

Their discoveries, as yet little appreciated, could turn 
out to be one of the most beneficial findings of modern 
biology. They may have placed in our hands an incredible 
new tool that requires little in the way of capital. How
ever, the "universality" of their findings are far from 
clear and it will be necessary to carry out research in 
Guanacaste to test if indigenous soils can be made im
permeable. As yet there is no assurance that "bogs" can 
be established that will hold water through the dry sea
son in Guanacaste. 

Variations on the Russian experiments should be tried . 
One possible experiment might be to sow grasses densely 
on the empty dug ponds at the onset of the rains. A
bout half"way through the rainy season, when the grass
es are well established, they could be mowed and the 
grasses be allowed to remain where they fall. Then the 
earth layer could be added, hopefully leaving enough 
time for the pond to be filled before the onset of the 
dry season. Several plantings and new earth layers might 
be required before the ponds are suitably sealed. 

Ponds for the Rearing of Aquatic Animals 

There is an incredible potential for the pond culture 
of fishes and other aquatic animals and plants in tropical 
climates. To overlook aquaculture would be tantamount 
to by-passing one of the most effective ways of coping 
with protein shortages in equatorial lands. In ponds it 
is possible to take advantage of three-dimensional space 
and the efficient ability of fishes and other animals to 
convert algae and microorganisms into edible and nu
tritionally valuable meat protein. 

• 

Oriental polyculturists (those who farm several spe
cies within a single pond) are able to raise as much as 
8000 kg/ha (which is roughly equivalent in pounds per 
acre) utilizing relatively simple techniques and requiring 
only readily available feeds and fertilizers (12). 

Certain Malaysian farms provide an interesting, more 
complex and productive variation on this theme. The 
pond becomes the key component on small self-suffi
cient fish-pig-plant farms; Ditches carry the manure from 
the pigs to the ponds. Tilapia and Chinese carp feed on 
the algae and small invertebrates which thrive in the 
fertile ponds. Aquatic vegetables (Ipomoea repens) are 
also grown wirh the fish and are harvested (hundreds of 
kilos daily) to feed the pigs. On a 4 .4 hectare farm (ap
proximately 10.5 acres) 3000 kgs (6600 lbs) of fish and 
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30,000 (66,000 Ibs) of pig meat are produced annually 
(13). The pond in the Malaysian system provides many 
of the primary inputs into the farm. 

The New Alchemists have begun a search for Latin 
American analogs to the Chinese and Malaysian systems. 
In South and Central America there exists a rich diver· 
sity of fishes which have been little explored for pond 
culture. This is particularly unfortunate, as the peoples 
of Central America enjoy eating fish when it is available. 

Bill McLarney has recently embarked upon the lengthy 
task of studying Costa Rican fishes that might be suited 
to culturing and his first report is described in the Aqua· 
culture section of this issue. rn future issues of the 
JOURNAL he will continue to explore the ideas and 
describe the research which may lead to analogs of orien' 
tal pond cultures using native fishes in Latin America. 
Support for this work is being sought. 

At this point I am going to propose a hypothetical 
polyculture scheme for Guanacaste that utilizes several 
native animals and one exotic already introduced for 
culture purposes into Costa Rica. A possible line·up is 
as follows, Tilapia spp. is the exotic in the system. Some 
species of Tilapia feed upon microscopic algae while 
others prefer pond plants, and all species are primarily 
herbivores feeding Iowan the food chain . The second 
genus of fishes that might be adaptable to pond culture 
is the omnivorous machaca (Brycon sp.) described by 
Bill McLarney. 

Also there are catfish of the genus Rba11ldia spp. which 
grow to edible size in the slower reaches of Guanacaste 
streams and they could well occupy a vacant niche in the 
polyculture ponds. Not to be overlooked is the fresh· 
water shrimp (Macrobracbiu11l spJ which also grows to a 
considerable size in Guanacaste. At night the lights of 
shrimp fishermen can be seen as they cruise up and down 
the streams searching for this much·cherished animal. 
Shrimp command high prices. 

Apart from the Tilapia, little is known about the po
tential of the fishes mentioned above and there may be 
others far more suitable. The culture of freshwater 
shrimp is still in the experimental stages, but research on 
the rearing of Macrobracbiwl1 is now going on in the 
Pacific and other parts of the world . 

With some support and a few years of dedicated and 
patient study it is my contention that highly productive 
aquafarms could become operational in Guanacaste and 
other regions of Costa Rica. Such farms would provide 
an essential link in the reconstruction of this beautiful 
region. 

Polyculture Ponds as a Substrate 
for Intensive Gardens 

It should be possible to devise crop rotation schemes 
to take advantage of the rich pond muck produced from 
the fish and crustacea waste products and from the re
mains of algae and zooplankton (microscopic aquatic 
animals). If the ponds were drained for irrigation pur-

poses after the fish were harvested, then a fertile weed 
and pest-free bed would be available for the intensive 
gardening o(valuable market crops. 

Polyculture Ponds for Irrigation and Fertilization 

During the drier periods of the year the ponds could 
playa primary role in water management on Guanacaste 
farms. The water would be much needed for livestock 
and irrigation. Water could be transported by pipes, 
aqueducts and ditches or pumped by windmills to the 
pastures, gardens and tree crops. The strong winds of 
the area during the dry season favor the use of wind
driven systems in the flatter terrain , while along the 
hillsides the more traditional ditches might prove en
tirely adequate for the transport of water. 

There is good reason to suspect that the pond waters 
will also add to the fertility and productivity of the soil. 
The water filled with dense blooms of algae, micro
scop ic animals and their nitrogenous waste products 
could well act as a liquid fertilizer, especially if the poly
culture ponds have been previously enriched by cattle, 
hog and fowl manures. A few years ago I carried out a 
small experiment growing parsley and lettuce under the 
dry conditions found in my laboratory office during 
the winter. Plants irrigated with water from aquaria with 
a high density of fishes grew faster and were larger than 
those grown with tap water . Bill McLarney's field trials 
with lettuce on Cape Cod are yielding similar results. 
In arid areas the fertilizing effect of the water from poly
culture ponds might prove important for some crops. 

Reforestation 

The borders and hilltops of the ecologically-derived 
farms should be allowed to return to natural forests in 
order to stabilize internal climates and to make the 
farms more complete ecologically and economically. The 
advantages of reforestation are many. Forests break the 
strong winds and provide a diverse variety of plants and 
animals including insectivorous birds and predatory in
sects, which in their turn could help to keep pest popu-
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lations in check. No doubt the wild forests will also 
house nuisance animals capable of damaging crops; how
ever, their control might best be effected by separating 
the woods from the fruit and nut groves and vegetable 
crops by pastures and meadows. The forests might not 
only add to the biological stability of the farms, but they 
could within a few decades increasingly provide a new 
source of income from the selective ell tting and sustained 
management of timber. The farms would have a continu
ous source of building materials and a cash crop if the 
woods are managed wisely. Wood as fuel is still impor
tant in Costa Rica and with petroleum shortages already 
a reality there, woodlots could stabilize somewhat self
sufficient farming regions by providing wood for cook
ing and also for the manufacture of wood alcohol for 
machinery that could not be run from wind-driven 
generators. 

The forests then can be seen as another vital link in 
the restoration of regions like Guanacaste. They will act 
as windbreaks, captors of moisture, holders of the pre
cious soils, sources of biological diversity, havens from 
the heat for grazing animals, sources oflumber and wood 
fuel, and as a home for increasingly beleaguered wildlife. 
Even in the tropics, reforestation, because of the time 
involved for a woods to become established, requires a 
prodigious commitment to the future, perhaps even be
yond the lifetimes of many of us. But there is no mean
ingful alternative to this commitment and hopefully it 
will flourish in Costa Rica. 

Stewardship and Land Restoration 
in the Humid Tropics 

The Atlantic slope of Costa Rica, including the Rio 
Sarapiqui region described previously, is threatened. The 
agriculture and forestry of the area are primarily exploit
ive, forests are felled en masse for timber then the ex
posed areas are planted to grasses for the raising of cattle. 
The soils, when used as pastures, are exposed to the high 
temperatures and to an inordinate amount of leaching 
from the torrential rains, so that within a few brief 
years the land loses its productivity and sustains only 
the coarsest grasses and herbacious plants. 

The exploiters for their part usually profit well 
from the stored fertility of the land accumulated over 
decades or centuries. Having withdrawn the biological 
capital of the region, they then move on to remaining 
forested regions to repeat their rapine acts upon the 
landscapes of the humid tropics. This is the predomi
nant mode of land use and it represents a form of agri
cultural imperialism which threatens the poorer peoples 
who settled in these potentially bountiful regions. 

But there is an alternative to the misuse of land in the 
humid tropics. The knowledge and techniques exist that 
would permit wise modes of farming a diverse array of 
foods while maintaining soil fertility, perhaps indefinite-

Iy. The basis for an alternative tropical agriculture is 
swiddening, a method of land use which evolved inde
pendently many millenia ago throughout the world's 
tropics. Swiddening, actually a form of gardening, has 
supported a great variety of human societies until modern 
times and the principles employed may well hold the 
key to the future in the wet tropics of the Americas. 
Modern analogs of swiddening need to be created which 
also incorporate some of the best findings of ecology 
and the forestry and agricultural sciences and new tools 
must be designed for unique conditions created by these 
analogs. If this came .about, there would be a rebirth of 
societies highly adapted to the wet tropics. An agricul
ture with its origins in swiddening may perhaps be the 
only path for the future. It would be deeply rooted in 
the finest methods of the past but it would not be limit
ed by them. We know that brilliant civilizations once 
flourished in the lowlands near the equator. The Mayans, 
for example, wrought elaborate and beautiful monoliths, 
sculptures and buildings and their triumph was no acci
dent or quirk of nature. For centuries they must have 
farmed well, carefully heeding the processes of nature 
herself, and by so doing they had the health and desire 
to bequeath their mark upon the world. 

I have wondered if the decline of the Mayan civiliza
tions was at least in part a result of their societies be
coming rigidly stratified. In the end their rulers and 
priests were no longer close to the soil, so they lost their 
direct involvement with the forces which sustained them. 
Decisions were made which were in conflict with nature 
because they no longer felt her. 

SWIDDENING, A PRACTICAL AND 
CONCEPTUAL GUIDE TO LAND USE 

Swiddening is often erroneously considered one of the 
crudest forms of farming, practiced by the most primi
tive of peoples. It is equated with cutting and burning of 
trees for the preparation of the land for crops. This is 
true but swiddening goes much deeper for in recent 
times it has been learned that it is one· of the most subtle 
methods of raising foods. Its practitioners have a pro
found appreciation of the nature of the forest eco
system to the point where their gardens have a structural 
similarity to the rainforests which surround them. Swid
dening is a form of gardening which uses three-dimen
sional space and variations in light almost as efficiently 
as the oriental fish polyculturisi: does in his ponds. 

Traditional swiddening is characterized by the rudi
mentary nature of the energy involved. Fire, human 
muscles and the simplest of tools are all that are need
ed. Despite this, it apparently makes light demands on 
individual farmers while providing almost all their dietary 
requirements. Further, swiddening alters the ecosystem 
less than any other mode of farming of comparable pro
duction. 

My description of swiddening is primarily based upon 
the observations and researches of Roy Rappaport who 
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observed its practice in the tropical rainforests of New 
Guinea by Tsembaga peoples (3). 

At least 90% of the lands under a properly managed 
swiddening regime are allowed to lie fallow and return to 
secondary growth forest. Despite the fact that a tremen
dous amount of land is in a "wild" state, the entire 
Tsembaga territory supports a population density of 97 
per square mile and their best lands support a density 
of approximately 200 persons per square mile; and they 
do this without degrading or despoiling the environment. 
(Costa Rica presently has between 95-100 persons per 
square mile, including San Jose.) 

It is possible to imagine small cultivated plots intense· 
Iy cropped and dotted throughout the forest. The forest 
itself contributes by providing its share of wild animals 
and hundreds of forest plants which are used in the ma
nufacture of tools, house construction, dyes, clothing, 
drugs and medicines. 

Since each garden is tended for at the most a few 
years, old gardens are frequently abandoned and each 
family is therefore almost always involved in the pre
paration and planting of new ones. 

The first step in swiddening is the clearing of the 
underbrush and this task is carried out with machetes. 
This is hard work involving both sexes and takes up a 
considerable amount of energy. Several weeks are al
lowed to pass then the trees are cleared. They are felled 
then stripped of branches which are piled up on top of 
the slashed undergrowth. Trees with large trunks are 
left standing, while the remainder are dragged to the edge 
of the garden. 

The felled trees are split and lashed together with 
vines to make a pig fence around the garden. The fences 
keep the domestic and wild pigs out of the garden when 
it is in use, and after it is abandoned the domestic 
pigs are often penned on the inside to root out the re
maining crops. 

After the fences are built the litter is burned as the 
weather becomes suitable. The burning is a crucial step 
as it eliminates the underbrush at the same time as it 
liberates minerals from the forest vegetation for the 
crops. Some of the lighter unburned logs are used for 
terracing to hold the soil while other logs mark the vari
ous plots. 

The next stage in swiddening is the planting of the 
gardens. The Tsembaga people know and use some 264 
varieties of edible plants from some 36 plant species. 
The starchy foods they commonly plant are several va
rieties each of taro (Colocasia esculenta), sweet potato 
(Ipomoea batatas), yams (Dioscorea), cassava (Manihot 
dulcis) and bananas (Musa sapientum). Several of these 
are fed to the pigs, and in fact each family has two gar· 
dens, one for their own consumption and another of 
comparable size for their pigs. 

Other foods are beans (various), peas (various), maize 
(Zea mays), sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) and a 
diversity of leafy greens. Hibiscus leaves (Hibiscus 

maniot) are an especially important source of protein. Cu
cumbers, pumpkins, watercress and breadfruit are also 
cultured as minor crops and the flowers of the New 
Guinea asparagus (Setaria palmaefolia) and pitpit (Sa
ccharmn edule), a relative of sugarcane, are relished. The 
fruit of one of the screw pines (Marita) is used as a 
sauce on the greens. 

Although seeds are used, cuttings are the main source 
of planting stock and the gathering and planting of the 
cuttings is a very critical step. Holes are punched in the 
untilled ground and the cuttings or seeds are placed in 
the holes and covered. 

The growth of the garden must represent an unbeliev
able sight when really well done. Here the fine art of 
ecological design stands out clearly. Rappoport's descrip
tion illustrates applied ecology at its best in the tropics. 

"In the garden, as in the forest , species are not segre
gated by rows or sections but are intricately intermingled, 
so tbat as tbey mature tbe garden becomes stratified 
and tbe plants make maximum use of surface area and of 
variations in vertical dimensions. For example, taro and 
sweet PQtato tubers mature just below tbe surface; tbe 
cassava root lies deeper and tbe yams are the deepest of 
all. A mat of sweet potato leaves covers tbe soil at ground 
level. The taro leaves project above tbis mat; tbe bibis
cus, sugarcane and pitpit stand bigber still and tbe fronds 
of tbe banana spread out above the rest. This interming
ling does more than make the best use of a fixed volume. 
It also discourages plant-specific insect pests, it allows 
advantage to be taken of slight variations in garden ba
bitats, it is protective of the thin tropical soils and it 
achieves high photosynthetic efficiency." 

Weeding in the garden becomes a continual and essen
tial task. Successive weedings are even known by spe
cific names and they are carried out in order to uproot 
herbacious competitors of the crops. A fascinating fact is 
that tree seedlings are carefully protected and allowed 
to grow unimpeded, as it is recognized that soils' fer
tility can ,only be quickly restored through regenerating 
trees. Little trees are known to them as "duk mi" which 
means "mother of gardens". The presence of seedlings 
prevents grasses from invading and subsequently driving 
the ecosystem backwards to its simplest, unstable and 
most infertile state, Young trees capture the nutrients 
and reach down into the earth so that there will be fer
tility for future gardens, 

What the swidden gardener is doing with an amazing 
foresight is going beyond caring for the species which 
feed him, The species of the forest are also cultivated and 
cared for as he knows that the future of his society 
depends upon these acts. 

With the creation of a new garden every year or two 
the old garden is visited less frequently and it passes 
through the various stages on its way to becoming a 
forest again, 

There is another interesting aspect of swiddening worth 
mentioning here, Professor Rappoport found that swid-
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dening was efficient, despite the fact that it drew upon 
no elements of modern technology or outside sources of 
energy such as electricity or fossil fuels. The ratio of 
yields to input in the gardens is high, varying from 16,1 
to 20,1. In light of the non-exploitive techniques in
volved this represents an efficient and productive form 
of earth stewardship. We have much to learn from the 
"primitive" gardeners in the humid tropical forests. 

MODERN ANALOGS OF SWIDDENING 
Monern man will never return to swiddening in the 

traditional way. Most people have lost the religious and 
social rationale for living. such autonomous lives and 
they are far too irresistibly drawn to many of the trap
pings of the industrial societies to want to return to 
living without some of the tools and machines developed 
by "advanced" societies. 

In a swiddening society everyone was a farmer and I 
do not think that farming as a universal occupation is 
either possible or desirable. Traditional swiddening could 
not be superimposed onto a contemporary tropical coun
try without changes that would integrate it into the 
larger economic community. The swiddening farmer had 
no means of storing or transporting excess produce so 
cash inflow was unknown to him. His only cash crop 
might have been pigs, but in the case of the Tsembaga, 
they were slaughtered for religious festivals rather than 
for profit. 

Nevertheless, if we are to become successful stewards 
of the humid tropical lowlands, we will have to draw 
inspiration for our efforts from traditional swiddening. 
In fact it is absolutely essential that. the best methods of 
the past be emulated in designing the farms of the future. 
A relatively self-sufficient, modern system of swiddening 
could be developed which would also produce an ex
cess of transportable foods for sale on the open markets 
and in my opinion this goal of creating productive and 
valuable farms could be accomplished without depleting 
the fertility of the vulnerable lowland soils. 

Having been optimistic about the future, I must also 
introduce a strong note of caution at this juncture. Ani
mals should definitely play an elemental role in the 
shaping of modern analogs, but the raising of cattle and 
other grazing animals should be avoided like the plague 
in the wet lowlands. 

I do not think it was an accident that swiddening 
peoples in the old world raised pigs and avoided hus
banding cattle. Cattle survive on grasses and in rainy 
tropical regions the coarse grasses can arrest the re
covery of ecosystems and thereby stop or seriously hin
der the regeneration of the soils (14). In fact grasses that 
are grazed can push ecological succession backwards, 
increasingly impoverishing the land. The rearing of pigs 
and fishes need not do any such thing and wisely man
aged they can play an important role in maintaining 
and improving the soil. 

Alexander Skutch believes that one of the major rea
sons that civilizations of a high order flourished in the 

lowlands of the Americas for centuries before the Euro
pean invasions was simply because the Mayans and others 
did not combine grazing with agriculture. I think there 
is genuine merit in Dr. Skutch's ideas. The raising of cattle 
in Costa Rica should be confined to the mountains and 
the drier western lands. 

Swiddening, forestry and perennial food crops must 
provide the foundation of agriculture in the wet low
lands. It would be wise to superimpose upon these aqua
culture and the rearing of pigs and fowl. These animals 
can be optimally raised in these regions and will add to 
the efficiency and profitability of the farms. Only very 
small pastures should be permitted so that draft animals 
and the family milk cow can have a place to graze. 

A Biologically-Derived Farm 
for the Wet Tropics 

The farms of the future that I envisage would be 
unique, especially in the tropics of the Americas. They 
would be diverse and productive and would need a variety 
of machines to enable the farmer best to mirror the 
patterns of nature. At no time would the primary bio
logical processes that characterize the ecosystems of each 
region be violated. 

In order to combine ecological strategies with eco
nomic efficiency and productivity, each farm should 
perhaps be small, possibly limited to 50 acres or less. 
The reasons for the size limitation are straightforward: 
In a highly complex and productive agricultural system 
each element requires much more human attention and 
the orchestration of the farm as a whole necessitates 
a high degree of familiarity and understanding of each 
of the components. The size of the farm would best be 
limited to what the farmer can observe and supervise di
rectly. It may be that this size limit would prove most 
viable economically, especially if there are cooperative 
schemes for processing and marketing of the foods on a 
regional basis. Smaller land units would also make possi
ble a farming life for people with relatively little capital 
and land. 

I want to describe a farm of the future with its roots 
in the past, which is only an idea and dream of what 
might be. My inspiration has been derived from many 
sources and from a number of different cultures. Perhaps 
not all of them can fit into Latin American cultures al
though most of them now exist there in one form or 
other. While some of the components are being tested on 
farms like the one at Granjas Tropicales, the various 
elements have yet to be woven together into a fully 
ecological farm that is reconstructive and profitable. 
The aquacultural components at this point are still at 
the exploratory stages. 

Some of my suggestions might be off the mark, but 
hopefully they will stimulate new research and experi
mentation by many who intend to make the lowlands 
of Costa Rica their home. 
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THE FARM 

A model farm of the future should be carved out of 
the rainforest so that it may begin with the stored fer
tility of decades of biological activity. The land should 
not be entirely cleared, but have a series of small clear
ings of several acres each which would ring the farm . 
The small clearings, enclosed within the forest, will help 
ensure some ecological stability around each cultured 
plot and when ,the clearings are re-invaded, it will be 
with plants that are most likely to heal the degraded agri
cui tural sites. These will be the seedlings of the forest 
itself. 

Picture, if you will, a forested farm opened up over a 
period of years into a series of clearings around the peri
meter of the farm. If you were to fly overhead you would 
see that each clearing is separated from the others by 
climax forest and since the clearing has taken place over 
a number of years, each opening would be different. 
Looking like wide spokes on a large wheel, each plot 
would be made up of different crops suited to the 
particular stage of maturity of the clearing. After a num
ber of years the first or earliest opening would be hardly 
distinguishable from the surrounding forest being com
prised of mature trees cultured from fruits, nuts, seeds, 
and high quality timber. The most recent clearings on 
the other hand might appear bare or charred from re
cent cutting and burning. 

The houses and outbuildings might best be situated 
in the hub or center of the farm and outward from 
these polyculture fish ponds could be dug to create an 
inner ring which would appear like a sectioned moat 
from above. The pens and shelters for the pigs and 

fowl would be between the ponds and the forest, close 
to the ponds. Within the interior of the farm could be 
the buildings for food processing, areas for composting 
and household orchards, and small garden plots. 

The symmetry of the model farm has a purpose. It 
should enable it to develop sequentially and logically 
from a forested area to a farm that is characterized by 
its affinities with the forest. 

PREPARATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 
THE FARMING AND FORESTRY PLOTS 

As was mentioned, the size of each agricultural 
clearing should be limited. This would insure that in
vasions of coarse weeds and grasses would be somewhat 
restricted and the life of the plot, if properly managed, 
could be extended for perhaps many years. Paul Har
combe (14) has recently pointed out how small open
ings in mature forests are filled by climax species by 
means of vegetative reproduction , release of suppressed 
saplings, or by the germination of buried seeds. This is 
significant for the tropical farmer as it means he would 
have to contend with woody plants in the cultured plots 
which is easier than controlling grasses and herbs. Also, 
he would have on hand saplings of wild trees to provide 
shade and support for his crops. 

The first step in clearing would be to cut away under
growth. This would have to be done with machetes. Then 
the largest trees would be removed for sale as timber and 
small trees would be burned within the clearing. 
the intermediate and small trees would be burned within 
the clearing. 

Burning, the next step, would not only help to release 
the nutrients and eliminate litter (which could also be 
accomplished by using a shrub chopper followed by 
mulching), but equally important the burning would de
stroy the roots and rhizomes of the original vegetation. 

TRADITIONAL CROPS 

Stage 1: 
After clearing and burning the plots would be ready 

for planting of the stage 1 crops. Traditionally, these 
have been corn, which requires alot of available fertility, 
and dry or upland rice. Plots in their first season might 
best be planted to these crops and excess production be
yond the needs of the human community could be fed 
to pigs and poultry, or sold. 

If the reinvasion of the plot was slow enough, it might 
he possible to plant the same crops a second time, es
pecially if a mechanical chopper-shredder was used to 
shred the stalks and the woody plants and vines into a 
mulch. The mulch might slow down the rate of subse
quent reinvasion and somewhat arrest the loss of nutri
ents from the soil. The type of chopper-shredder I am 
referring to is the large, gasoline-powered, transportable 
machine commonly used for disposiI1g of shrubs, branch
es and small trees in northern U. S. communities. Its role 
in tomorrow's tropical farming might well be an impor
tant one . They could be drawn by oxen or by tractors. 
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Stage 2: Chopping, Compo sting and Raising Divel'Se 
Food Crops 

The strategy through the second stage of the cleared 
plot would be to restore some of its fertility while 
growing a wide variety of crops suitable for sale and for 
consumption by the farm community and animals. 

Although the method needs testing and experimenta
tion, it is likely that some fertility could be restored 
through the chopping and shredding of the plants that 
have invaded the plots into windrows several feet deep. 
The windrows, in rows throughout the plot, would be in
noculated with some soil and pig manure and allowed to 
compost. The compost when matured could be spread 
throughout the plot as a fertilizer. 

The stage 2 gardens would be planted between the 
compost windrows. They would be multistory and di
verse, like traditional swiddening gardens. Beans, peas, a 
variety of vine crops such as pumpkins, squashes, as well 
as root crops should be tried. Other less well known in
digenous food crops could also be planted at this stage. 
Many of these could be valuable and saleable foods, while 
others would be solely for consumption by the people 
and animals on the farm. 

Although it has not been demonstrated in the lowlands 
of the Americas, compo sting could well build up the 
soil's fertility. If this is found to be the case, then stage 
2 crops might also include plants that produce for sever
al years such as papaya, pepper and other spices.· Those 
crops requiring support could be fastened to saplings 
that sprout up naturally and are permitted to grow to a 
particular height then topped and debranched. 

In order to slow the invasion of the site, cu rring, shred
ding and sheet composting would need to be continued 
along the rows. Sheet composting is labor-saving but 
slightly less valuable compared with the traditional pile 
method, and consists of the shredded materials being 
allowed to decompose in shallow layers on the soil sur
face. The above techniques might allow the tropical farm
er to continue the stage 2 process for five or six years, 
especially if, through composting, he was able to return 
to the soil the fertility he was removing with his crops. 

Stage 3: Transitional Crops 

The next stage is a transitional one in which bananas 
and plaintains are grown in the aging plots. Some seed
lings would be allowed to grow up as well as to act as 
supplementary shade for the next stage. Shredding and 
sheet composting of plant materials should continue 
through this stage although less frequently. The bananas 
and plaintains have a wide variety of uses. The fruit would 
be for human and animal consumption and the leaves 
might be suitable as a food source for some of the cul
tured fishes. 

Stage 4: Multistory Tree Crops 

Stage 4 represents the final step of the farm plot to a 
mature and productive agricultural system. In the shade 
of the bananas and wild trees, a suitable habitat would 

exist for seedlings of a great variety of potentially valu
able tree crops. 

Some plots could be planted to trees prized for their 
rare wood. Within a decade or two, with relatively little 
management after the first year or so, a timber crop of 
high value could be produced and sold , perhaps directly 
to brokers who deal in the finest tropical woods. Ap
plied research into the growing of lumber crops of this 
type would reap rich dividends for any lowland region. 

At the end of stage 4 , when the trees are cut, the plot 
would be ready to return to stage 1 and the cycle would 
be repeated. Different cycles of varying duration could 
be tested on every farm. 

The second approach to the stage 4 plots would be to 
plant a variety of fruit, seed and nut tree crops. These 
tropical orchards would begin to produce an income 
within a decade or less depending upon the crop. Each 
plot should have a number of different kinds of crops, 
varying in height and shade and root depth requirements. 
Many of the fruits could be processed locally or on the 
farm. Tropical juices, pressed and pasteurized, or steri
lized would be very much in demand and could provide 
the basis for local agricultural industries. Many of the 
nuts and seeds command respectable prices for the 
farmer. 

I do not have the experience or knowledge of tropical 
orchards to recommend the most suitable trees for the 
lowlands. Already cacao and rubber are important tree 
crops, bu t their prices are tied to fick le world markets. 
With many of the improved methods of processing foods, 
it would seem that the time is ripe to comb the world for 
suitable tree crops for the lowlands of the Americas. As 
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a biologist I have a bias towards indigenous or native 
crops, bu t there may be many trees that would add con
siderably to Costa Rican tree farming. An effort should 
be made in the immediate future to involve scientists, 
agriculturalists, farmers and the Costa Rican government 
in the establishment of a tree introduction center in the 
lowlands. The center would evaluate the suitability of 
promising trees for the culture of foods in Costa Rica. 
A few farmers are now experimenting on their own but 
a coordinated effort to test nursery stock and to make 
it available is urgently needed. Perennials, especially trees, 
are the plants best adapted to rainy tropical environ
ments. 

Stages 1-4 represent a man-made successional farm 
uniquely suited to the rain forests of Central America. 
At each stage the diversity and productivity climbs, and 
if properly conceived, the value of the crop should go up 
at each stage. Each swidden area has evolved into a high
ly cultivated, multistory orchard or grove of valued trees 
and the farm itself is protected by wild forest. 

ANIMALS AND ENERGY, 
A BIOLOGICAL APPROACH 

At the heart of the farm I am describing would be a 
complex for the culturing and raising of animals. The 
various components of the animal husbandry systems 
would be linked together . . Each element would con
tribute significantly to the functioning of the whole, 
resulting in an advanced and profitable farm ecosystem. 
Pigs would be raised adjacent to the ponds and would be 
fed farm crops and aquatic plants. The pig wastes would 
provide the raw material for a methane generating plant 
capable of producing electricity and heat, the latter to 
be used for drying some of the crops. The methane plant 
wastes in turn would be cycled into the ponds to act 
as the major pond fertilizer. The enriched ponds would 
be productive of algae which represent the primaty food 
input for polyculture fish farming. The raising of ani
mals, especially pigs and fishes, could be achieved ef
ficiently and optimally on a lowland farm. All the feeds 
would be grown on the farm, especially in the agricul
tural plots ringing the farm, and from the ponds them
selves. Farms of this type could help meet the increas
ing demand for high quality pork and fish on a local and 
national basis. In fact the hot, tropical lowlands repre
sent the vety best environment for these activities. 

PIGS AND FOWL 

The potential for the raising of pigs and ducks in con
junction with the culturing of fishes is great and repre
sents an extremely productive way of bringing together 
agricultural food chains in a mutually beneficial way. 
Recall the 4.4 hectare Chinese farm in Malaysia in which 
pig, fish and aquatic plants were raised together. Some 
30,000 kg per year (approximately 66,000 lbs) of pig 
meat were produced with the primary feed being the 
aquatic water spinach (Ipomoea repens) which grew 

luxuriantly in the fish ponds fertilized by the pig ma
nure. Besides the pigs, some 3,000 kg (6,600 lbs) offish 
were cultured in the small ponds. The fish in turn fed 
primarily off the algae which proliferated in the enriched 
ponds. 

Ducks could complement a system like this, their 
wastes being added to the ponds and to the methane 
generating plant. However, to my knowledge, there is 
little in the way of markets for ducks in Central America 
at this time. 

In the model Costa Rican farm the pig sties and duck 
pens should be situated close to the ponds. This would 
facilitate feeding of aquatic plants to the animals and 
permit the animal wastes to be treated near their even
tual outfall back into the ponds. The. sties and pens 
should have sloped concrete floors so that the manure 
could be flushed directly into a methane fuel plant, and 
all feeding of the animals would best be carried out in 
the pens. Attached to the animal shelters would be yards 
for the animals to exercise, root about and wallow. The 
yards would drain directly into the ponds below. 

The numbers of pigs and ducks raised on the farm at 
any given time could vary, depending in part upon mar
ket conditions, availability of foods and the need for 
fuel or electricity from the animal wastes. If a methane 
plant is not desired, then the number of animals could be 
reduced. However, a farm scale fuel and electricity plant 
developed in South Africa by John Fry required the 
wastes from an average pig population averaging 1000 
individuals (15). His was an intensively managed 25 acre 
farm. 

Because of the diverse nature of the farm, a variety of 
suitable pig feeds would be available including aquatic 
plants, a number of root crops grown in the successional 
gardens, fish guts and heads, and if rapid gain was impor
tant, some of the farm-grown corn and rice could be 
used. The catholic tastes of the pig make it an ideally
suited animal for this type of tropical farm. 

METHANE AND THE PRODUCTION 
OF ENERGY 

One hundred pigs produce about 400 lbs. wet weight 
of manure daily and this material could be dumped di
rectly into the ponds as a fertilizer, or used as manure 
on the crops. On the other hand it might best be cycled 
through a farm scale displacement digester in which the 
manure is broken down and methane gas is produced as 
one of the end products. Methane gas can be used di
rectly as a fuel for machinery on the farm, or it can be 
used to power a diesel engine which has been converted 
for methane use. John Fry used his 13 hp converted 
diesel for generating electricity. A water pump was also 
driven directly from the engine. The system produced 
some 8,000 cubic feet of gas daily. At today's U. S. 
prices this is equivalent to approximately $1,400 a year 
worth of fuel and the value of the effluent from the 
system could represent at least a comparable amount in 
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increased productivity in the fish ponds ringing the farm 
if they were properly managed. A detailed description 
of the system, including design information, has been 
given by Richard Merrill and John Fry in New Alchemy 
Institute Newsletter No.3 (15). A methane system can 
be made to function reliably , as the Fry engine and di· 
gester combination ran continually with occasional stop· 
pages for 6 years. 

In tropical regions without a steady and reliable source 
of winds, the development of methane plants on a farm 
scale could help solve indigenous energy needs. The pig· 
methane·effluent-fish pond cycle takes advantage year 
round of the potential productivity of the tropics, with 
the effluent from the digesters becoming a critical factor 
in fish farming. 

POL YCULTURE FISH PONDS 
Much of the earlier discussion of pond culture on the 

hypothetical arid land farm in Guanacaste province ap· 
plies equally along the humid and rainy Caribbean slope. 
Even the fish species cultured could be identical or close· 
Iy related. The major difference between the small farm 
I am now describing and the Guanacaste model is that 
the effluent from the methane power plant would create 
more fertile and productive ponds in the humid low
lands. The ponds possibly could receive close to 1,000 
gallons weekly of effluent originating from the pigs. If 
this energy could be trapped and used as efficiently as 
the Chinese in Malaysia manage in their ponds, then a 
major increase in high quality protein production could 
be achieved in the tropics of the Americas. 

The fertilized ponds would be capable of producing 
prodigious amounts of algae and aquatic plants similar 
to the water spinach. The latter could be cultured in 
separate ponds or in combination with fishes, and would 
represent a substantial portion of the diet of the pigs. 
Fish culture would have to be designed around the food 
needs and ecological requirements of each species. A 
number of years of biological research will be needed to 
discover the must suitable fishes and to establish their 
stocking rates for polyculture in the Americas. Except 
for Tilapia, already introduced into Costa Rica, em· 
phasis should be placed on native American species. 

A possible roster of fishes to be tested are as follows: 

Fish Food and Habits 
Tilapia spp. phytoplankton feeders 

Brycon spp. (Machaca) leaves, fruits and terrestrial and 
aquatic plants 

Rhamdia spp. 
(pimelodid catfishes) 

Cicblasoma spp. 
(guapote) 

Jotl/rus pichardi sp. 
(bobo) 

omnivorous, nocturnal feeders 
especially on benth ic or bot
tom animals 

predator introduced to prevent 
overpopulation, especially of 
Tilapia 

habits not known, but highly 
prized fish, noted for the qua
lity of its flesh 

This is a hypothetical list and except for the Tilapia 
none of them to our knowledge have been cultured as a 
source of food, although all of them are sought by fish
ermen as food fish. The goal of New Alchemy fresh'water 
fish studies in Central America is to create analogs of 
oriental polyculture systems based upon fishes from the 
rich and diverse fauna native to the American tropics. 

There still may remain the hurdle of marketing of 
fishes from the polyculture farms. Apart from local mar
kets there is the distinct possibility that some of the 
species might be suitable for live transport to distant fish 
markets, while others could be sold freshly processed. 
In areas without inexpensive refrigeration, it would be 
necessary to process fishes locally for shelf storage. Some 
means for drying, smoking and "pickling" of fishes 
could be devised on a farm or local scale. Recently I had 
the pleasant experience of eating fish that were cooked 
and then preserved in olive oil, wine vinegar and garlic. 
The texture and taste was outstanding. A tropical equi
valent might be to cook the fish briefly and then store 
them in a ceviche "sauce" which includes culanthro, 
also known as Chinese parsley or coriander. Raw fish in 
this "sauce" is excellent and much appreciated in Costa 
Rica and other parts of Central America. Unsaleable fish 
could be used as feed for the pigs. 

PADDY RICE CULTURE 

The ponds, drained after the fish are cropped, would 
be ideal for growing paddy rice. The rich bottom muck 
would help ensure a bountiful harvest and a rotational 
scheme could be worked out to take advantage of ponds 
which occasionally lie fallow. Rice farming would diver
sify the farm's subsistence base and, if carried out on any 
scale, it could provide an additional income source. 

Tragically, modern rice culture using the high yield 
strains of rice usually requires a variety of biocides in
cluding insecticides to nurse the crop through to its 
final stages. These poisons would be extremely harmful 
to the pond ecosystem, so if rice could not be grown or
ganically in the region, then it should not be introduced 
as a crop on the model farm. 

THE TECHNOLOGICAL BASES FOR 
MODERN TROPICAL FARMS 

Space limitations prevent a detailed discussion of the 
kinds of technology that would be most helpful on the 
kinds of farms described in this article. Ecologically
derived farms would have unique requirements, which 
could not be completely met by established agricultural 
equipment manufacturers. In the long run, this vacuum 
might turn out to be a boon to tropical societies, as it 
might induce indigenous inventions or stimulate efforts 
where possible to substitute biological solutions for the 
strictly technological ones of orthodox agriculture. For 
example, there are two basic ways to control serious 
damage to crops from insect pests. One approach is to 
spray a monocrop with a powerful insecticide, whereas 
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the alternative is to use ecological strategies against pests 
which include limiting plot size and proximity and in
terplanting several crops in the same plot. The latter 
strategy represents a predominance of biological thinking, 
which, over the long term, could well prove most suit
able against the vicissitudes of hot tropical environments. 

Even on ,an ecologically-inspired farm a variety of ma
chines would be needed as toil-saving devices and for 
increasing the efficiency of the farm and for processing 
of the foods for market. Oxen and horses should re
main as beasts of burden on the farms of the future, as 
they require little in the way of capital and perform 
some tasks more efficiently than tractors or other ve
hicles, especially during the rainy season. They also do 
not requ ire increasingly expensive gasoline and oil. 

INDIGENOUS TECHNOLOGIES 

Local economies and individual tropical farmers could 
be aided and strengthened by indigenous manufacturing 
of a variety of equipment and tools. Savonius rotors for 
pumping water, windmills for pumping or generating 
electricity (see "Energy" articles in this issue), simple 
pumps, many of the methane plant components, build
ings and a variety of other useful devices could be pro
duced on the farm or in local blacksmith shops. Some 
food processing equipment could also be built on the 
spot such as solar driers, fruit presses, solar and wind
powered ice making or freezer units. 

As local engineer-crafters begin to develop proficien
cy, a tendency could evolve to turn to indigenous ma
terials. One example comes immediately to mind , namely 
fabricating the piping for the water and aquaculture sys
tems from large varieties of bamboo. As ecological farm
ing practices are worked out, there will be a need for new 
kinds of planters, cultivators and harvesters. If these 
could be built locally, the diversity and economy of the 
regions affected would also be strengthened. The stabi
lity and social richness would be far greater than in 
farming areas based on single cash-crop farms or plan
tations. 

IMPORTED TECHNOLOGIES 

Some imported technology will be required to make 
the farms productive, efficient and a pleasure to work. 
Power saws and chopper-shredders will be needed for 
clearing and composting; and tractors might help with 
the turning of the compost, the digging of ponds and the 
moving of materials. Pasteurizing or sterilizing equipment 
and some power tools and vehicles for transporting food 
to markets will need to be brought in from outside. 

The success of these farms and the communities as
sociated with them will depend, to a large degree, on 
there being a healthy balance between the local manu
facture of machinery, equipment and structures and the 
expensive imported aids for farming and living in the 
tropics. Farms like those I have described will need 
minimal outside equipment and machinery, but that 

which is required will play an important role. Unfor
tunately, we still know very little about the most appro
priate technologies for biologically-inspired tropical 
farms. 

CAN IT ALL HAPPEN? 

As I reflect upon the fu ture, especially as it pertains 
to the tropics of Latin America, I am overwhelmed by 
how much has to be accomplished to reverse the course 
of land exploitation before the task becomes too diffi
cult and whole regions have to be abandoned. Alternative 
farms will have to exist by the turn of the century, and 
they will have to appeal widely to tropical farmers
farms, like beacons upon a wasted sea. 

But I am not optimistic about the future. The mag
nitude of the present dilemma is not clearly recognized, 
nor is there much chance of finding support to create 
model farms that represent, in microcosm, the most 
valuable of nature's processes. Frightening too is the 
tendency for agencies, organizations and governments 
to tackle prob'lems on a piecemeal basis, and on too 
large a scale for individual farmers to relate to. I have 
observed that people react to new ideas or things very 
differently, and I suspect the reaction depends on whe
ther the new idea or thing can be actualized by them 
within their present resources. Small farmers at agricul
tural fairs are no doubt impressed with the sight of com
puter consoles that can operate myriads of machines on 
a mechanized farm, but their reaction is quite different 
to people who see the small backyard fish farms at our 
Cape Cod center. These inexpensive little aquafarms are 
as strange as the consoles, but the immediate reaction is 
not one of awe, but is more likely to be "I'd like to try 
that". Anyone with a 25'x25' plot of land can have a 
small fish farm, but the remote and esoteric console and 
its array of machines exist in the realm of the "expert" 
and the large corporate farm. The viewer sees it as an oc
cupant of a world other than his own. 

Another variable that dampens my optimism is the 
tremendous amount of energy, scientific study and plain 
hard work that will be needed to construct viable alter
natives. Our experience at the New Alchemy-East center 
has shown us how little is known and how much work is 
required. Not to be overlooked is the vital question of 
communicating knowledge and perspectives outward so 
the best approaches and strategies can become widely 
emulated. People everywhere must become experi
menters with the world around them. To give them the 
necessary confidence is one of the most important but 
little discussed or understood tasks ahead. 

A beginning has to be made, and so'on, as the spectre 
of hardships before us is too great. Armed with what is 
already known, functional demonstration farms like the 
ones described should be researched and developed. Fi
nancial support will have to be sought as good experi
mentation will have to include the luxury of testing 
hunches and ideas that may well fail as well as those that 
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succeed. The search for modern tropical farming meth
ods will not be a direct and straightforward path. 

Local or regional governments could play an element
al role in the restoration , either by establishing models 
themselves or by underwriting some experimentation by 
farmers. Perhaps they could do both. Another valuable 
contribution would be the establishment of regional plant 
introduction groves, nurseries, hatcheries for fish, and 
pig breeding stations so that the best quality stock would 
be available inexpensively to farmers adopting eco logical 
methods. Small international research organizations like 
New Alchemy shou ld play a role too because of their 
ties with practices in other parts of the world . In speci
fic terms we would like to continue and to expand the 
studies of Bill McLarney in search ing for native fish 
species suitable for culturing. If the wherewithal can be 
found , we would also like to collaborate with local 
people in the establishment of a reconstructive farm In 

Costa Rica. 

Another key step to bring about constructive change 
might be to establish throughout Costa Rica an indepen
dent organization of ecological farmers with the pur
pose of sharing ideas, stock, research notes and the 
spreading of bio-social ideas into the larger agricultural 
community. Cooperative and educational ventures should 
be emphasized . It should be run by full-time farmers 
desirous of making their country balanced and produc
tive. 

Costa Rica is a beautiful and potentially productive 
land. If a few people with vision and foresight were to 
embark upon some of the proposal s that have been pre
sented here, then one day a dynamic might be born that 
would fu lfill its promise as a country blessed with re
stored and productive landscapes and a free and self
reliant people. 

- Job" Todd 
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A Preliminar'y Bibliography: 
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valuable. 

15. Purseglove, J. W. 1968. "Tropical Crops." 
Volume 1 . Dicotyledons 1 
Volume 2 - Dicotyledons 2 

Longmans, Green and Company Ltd. 

These big expensive volumes are indispensible if you 
plan to grow tree crops in the tropics. There are good 
descriptions of climate preferences and culture 
methods. Very highly recommended. 

16. Skutch, Alexander. 1971. "A Naturalist ill Costa Rica." 
University of Florida Press. 

His natural history provides plenty of insights into 
biological farming and land restoration in the tropics. 
His writing style is unique. 

17. Smith, J. RusseU.1953 . "Tree Crops: A Permanent 
Agriculture." Devin-Adair Company, 408 pp. Recently 
reprinted. 

This book really describes the power of trees, especially 
over human societies and is capable of providing fodder 
for dreams of restored landscapes, fertile soils and happy 
peoples. Some discussion of the tropics. 

18. Sornay, P. 1916. "Green Manures al1d Manuring il1 the 
Tropics." John Bale Sons and Danielsson Ltd., London 

Richard Merrill told us about this book. It sounds as 
though it could be an important volume. 

19. Standley, Paul C. 1937. "Flora of Cos, a Rica." (Two parts). 
Field Museum of Natural History, Vol. XVIII, Chicago. 

It's what it says it is. 

20. Villaluz, Domiciano. 1953. "Fish Fanning ill the Philippines." 
Bookman, Inc., Manila 

We haven't seen this, but it is supposed to be valuable. 
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Granted, none of us managed to get our picture on the cover 
of the Rolling Stone, but some of you may have noticed that 
on the cover of the second issue of Lifestyle there appeared a 
rather angular figure with a shock of dark hair. The figure, 
outlined against the side of a dome, and leaning over a pool, 
was that of Bill McLarney_ Although Lifestyle explained that 
he was engaged in feeding the fish, he was actually taking a 
turbidity reading of the water with a secchi disc. Dr. McLarney 
at work is unique. He can usually be found by following the 
freshest trail of beer cans or by tracking the sound of a sus
tained irritated mutter. 

He has established some unique records since the days that 
he was spelling champion of Cattaraugus county for two 
years running. He has been photographed netting a butterfly 
while falling backwards down a cliff. He has been trapped, 
suspended by his armpits on the rim of an eigh t foot fish 
tank when the saw horse that he was standing on over
balanced, and he steadfastly refused to abandon the fish he 
had just captured. 

His field work in Costa Rica, the description of which 
follows, was wonderfully entertaining to wa tch. Clad in 
sun hat, fisherman's vest, shorts, and running shoes he pur
sued his quarry through the water with Chaplinesque elan. 
In both his science and his writing his standards of excellence 
are irreproachable but being around the work actually in 
process is to be part of an on'going comedy. 

FIG. 1 Habitat and feeding niches of the principal species in classical Chinese carp culture. (1) Grass carp (Ctell opharyllgodoll 
idellus) feeding on vegetable tops. (2) Big head (Aristichtys llobilis) feeding on zooplankton in midwater. (3) Silver carp 
(Hypophthalmichtys molitnx) feeding on phytoplankton in midwater. (4) Mud carp (Cirrhinus molitorella) feeding on 
benthic animals and dettitus, including grass carp feces. (5) Common carp (Cypriuus carpio) feeding on benthic animals 
and detritus, including grass carp feces. (6) Black carp (Mylopharyngodol1 piceus) feeding on mollusks. 
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Introductory Remarks 
The chief nutritional problem of the peoples of Latin 

America is a shortage of protein . While the problem is 
not nearly as severe in Costa Rica as in many other coun
tries by U. S. standards, high-protein foods are scarce 
and expensive. One protein source which is always men
tioned when this problem is discussed is fish. The fresh 
waters of Latin America support a great variety of fish , 
many of which are utilized as food to some extent, but 
the rivers could never begin to support a fishery of a 
size commensurate with the human population. 

Aquaculture has often been suggested as a means of 
providing protein, but few projects have been under
taken. The little that has been done has neither been 
aimed at enabling individuals or communities to grow 
their own fish, nor at providing protein for those who 
need it. Rather, existing installations and most aqua
culture research in Latin America have dealt with raising 
high-priced fish for restaurant trade or for export to the 
United States. 

It is informative to contrast the situation there with 
that in tropical southeast Asia, where though population 
density is often higher, protein deficiency is less pre
valent, and cultured fish is an important component of 
the diet. The Asian peoples, particularly the Chinese, 
have over thousands of years developed methods of pro
ducing high yields of fish with low inputs of money and 
technology. Their success may be attributed to their 
recognition of two facts: 

1. "A body of water is a three-dimensional growing 
space. To treat it like a field, by planting only one kind 
of crop, is likely to result in wasting the majority of 
that space." 

2. "Any fertile pond will produce a number of dif
ferent fish food organisms. However, most fish are not 
omnivomus, but ·,·ather selective in their diet. Thus 
stocking single species wastes not only space but food. " 
(Bardacb, Rytber and McLarney, 1972) 

Chinese fish culturists take advantage of these charac
teristics of the pond environment through polyculture by 
stocking several types of fish, rather than just one, as is 
prevalent in the West (Figure 1 is a graphic illustration 
of polyculture in practice.) They further enhance the 
system by integrating the cultivation of the pond with ter
restrial farming through the use of vegetable wastes as 
fish food and manures as pond fertilizers. Wastes and en
riched water from the pond can in turn be applied to the 
land . 

While it is the Chinese who have pioneered pond poly
culture, some of the highest yields are achieved in the 
tropical portions of Asia, where a year-round growing 
season, coupled with the Chinese techniques, permits 
production levels which American aquaculturists, for all 
their technological and economic advantages, have not 
been able to duplicate in standing water. 

There is a tremendous diversity of fresh water fishes 
in Latin America which could serve as the basis for an 
analog of the Chinese system, but this has never been 
tried. We have prepared a research proposal for the de
velopment of a pond polyculture system based on na
tive Costa Rican fishes. Pending funding of this project 
(ca. $33,000 annually is needed) , we have begun to in
vestigate the ecology of some of the fishes which might 
find use in such a system. The information collected on 
these little-studied fishes should prove invaluable in our 
aquaculture efforts. The report which follows is the first 
published result of these investigations. 
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Studies of the Ecology of the 

Char acid Fish Brycon guatemalensis 

in the Rio Tirimbina, Heredia Province, Costa Rica 

with Special Reference to its Suitability for Culture as a Food Fish 
INTRODUCTION 

"Despite the severe protein problems of the peoples of 
Latin America, fisb culture is almost unknown in tbat 
part of tbe world, Most of tbe attempts tbat bave been 
made bave involved exotic fisbes, However, (Latin A
merica) supports a diverse fisb fauna among wbicb are 
certainly some species suitable for culture" (Bardacb, 
Rytber and McLarney, 1972), A few efforts have been 
made to evaluate native species for suitability for cul
ture (de Menezes, 1966; Lin, 1963) but only a small 
fraction of the available species have been considered , 

Development of culture systems for native fishes of 
Latin America is further retarded by the paucity of in
formation on the ecology of these fishes, From the 
little that is known , it would seem feasible to develop 
Latin American analogs of traditional Asian pond poly
culture systems, Among the major components of such 
systems would certainly be som~ 'of the 1,350 or so 
known species of the family Characidae, The Characi
dae, according to Weitzman (1962) "present one oftbe 
most ext;eme cases of evolutionary radiation and adap
tation among living vertebrates" and "one can easily 
envision"" a community comprising plankton feeders, 
bentbos feeders, berbivores, and predators - all' native 
Soutb American cbaracins" (Bardacb, Rytber andMcLar
ney, 1972), 

This report is the result of a preliminary investigation 
of the ecology of one potential component of such a 
community, Brycon guatemalensis, (Figure 2) known in 
Costa Rica as the machaca (not to be confused with the 
famous insect of the same name), Emphasis has been 
placed on those aspects of the ecology which are of par
ticular interest to fish culturists. 

B, guatemalensis is one representative of a large, but 
little studied genus of primitive characins, A literature 
search going back to 1925 disclosed only 26 publica
tions dealing with fishes of the genus Brycon , In all, 46 
species ranging from Guatemala to Argentina are men
tioned, but almost all of the studies are purely taxonomic 
in character, containing little or nothing of use to fish 
culturists. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY SITE 

The observations reported here were made· in the Rio 
Tirimbina, located at an elevation of 200 m (660 feet) 
in Heredia Province, Costa Rica, The study area extend-

ed from the village of Tirimbina, downstream for a dis
tance of about 3 kilometers (2 miles), At this point the 
Tirimbina is a riffle-pool type of stream with a moderate
ly high gradient and a gravelly-to-rocky bottom, Water 
depth during the dry season (February-March) when 
the studies were made, varies from as little as 50 mm 
(2 inches) at mid-stream in some riffles, to about 2 m 
(6,6 feet) in the deepest pools, From the distribution of 
debris along the banks and in overhanging branches, it 
appears that during the rainy season water levels at least 
1.5 m (5 feet) above this are sometimes reached, In ad
dition to rocks, fallen trees, log jams, and some deeply 
undercut banks provide cover for fish, During the study 
period the water was almost always clear, with visibility 
restricted only at the bottom of the deepest pools, Such 
turbidity as was observed was due primarily to the pre
sence of people in the river, rather than to meteorological 
events, The clarity of the water is undoubtedly partially 
due to the largely forested state (If the watershed; about 
90% of the banks in and immediately above the study 
area are forested, with the remainder in pasture . Water 
temperature was stable at 22-25 0 C (72-77 0 F) during the 
study period, No water chemistry was done, but the 
Tirimbina, like other streams in the area, is known to be 
soft, acid and low in mineral content. 

Fish species sharing the study area with B, guatema
lensis are listed in Table 1. Other species may have been 
present but escaped detection, for example Synbrancbus 
marmoratus and Rivulus istbmensis, both of which are 
known from the vicinity, but have secretive habits, Still 
other species may enter the Tiririlbina from the Rio 
Sarapiqui, which has a much larger fish fauna , including 
a number of representatives of normally marine groups, 
Other aquatic animals present included snakes, turtles, 
shrimp, and a variety of insect larvae, none of which ap
peared to be especially abundant, 

AGE AND GROWTH 

It is not possible to determine the age of tropical 
fishes by examination of scales or sections of bone, as is 
done with temperate zone fishes, since growth in the 
tropics is year-round and no annuli are formed. If, how
ever, there is a short, well-defined spawning season it 
may be possible to determine year classes by plotting 
length-frequency data, The lengths of fish within each 
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year class will cluster around the mean, so that the num
ber of year-classes present is indicated by the number of 
peaks and valleys on the graph. With this in mind, a total 
of 130 B. guatemalensis were captured by seining during 
the period of February 23-March 11. Total length of each 
fish was measured and data plotted (Figure 3). 

corded observatIOns ot Brycol1 spp. spawnmg, but ramy 
season spawning is typical of many tropical fishes. Dr. 
William Bussing of the University of Costa Rica has col
lected characin eggs, probably of B. guatemalensis, in 
the Rio Puerto Viejo, not far from the Tirimbina, at 
various times throughout the rainy season.) Thus, 
B. guatemalensis of the same "year-class" could differ 
in age by as much as eight months, which would account 
for the great discrepancy in size. 

No statistical analysis was attempted on the length
frequency data, but it is doubtful if any case could be 
made for the presence of distinct year:classes. On the 
other hand, it seems extremely unlikely that fish spawned 
at the same time, living in the same environment, would 
exhibit such extreme diversity in size. Itappears probable 
that, while spawning in B. guate111alensis is seasonal, the 
season is the rainy season, which on the Atlantic slope 
of Costa Rica lasts for eight months. (There are no re-

The only published study of age and growth in Brycon 
is that of de Gil (1949) who found that B. orbignyanus 
of Argentina and Uruguay grew slowly after the first year. 
One year old specimens were 75 -12 5 mm (3.s inches) 
long (standard length), but four year olds were only a
bout 200 mm (8 inches) long. The oldest fish examined 
by de Gil was 17 years old and measured 604 mm (about 

TABLE 1 

List of Fishes Identified from the Rio Tirimbina 
Near the Village of Tirimbina 

February - March, 1973 
Species Family Food Habitat Abundance 

Astyanax Characidae Mostly plant material Pools Very 
fasciatus of terrestrial origin; Abundant 

some insects 

Brycoll Characidae Mostly plant material Pools, chiefly " Abundant 
guatemalensis of terrestrial origin; toward the tail; 

insect larvae in young undercut banks 
specimens. See text 
for details 

Phallichthys Po"eciliidae Probably algae Backwaters and Abundant 
amates shaUows near 

shore 

Priapicbtbys Poeciliidae Probably algae In all but swift Very 
mmectens flowing water Abundant 

Rbamdia Pimelodidae Probably carnivorous (Only one spec i- Rare 
underwoodi men taken from 

pool) 

Cicblasoma Cichlidae Detritus (?) Pools and back- Common 
aliari waters 

Cichlaso111a Cichlidae Detritus (?); PoolS Common 
centrarchus seen picking over 

surface of dead leaves 

Cichlasoma Cichlidae Carnivorous on a wide In the Tirimbina, Occasional 
dovii range of organisms apparently ranges 

widely with no 
home territory. In 
Guanacaste, usually 
found in pools near 
cover, especially 
logs. 

Cichlasoma Cichlidae -----------_. Moderately fast Common 
spilotum water; almost 

always seen within 
100 mm (4 inches) 
of a log or rock 

Cicblasoma CichJidae Mainly algae, but Shallow, flat- Common 
tuba may be caught topped water, 

using earthworms usually near 
as bait shore 
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24 inches). It should be mentioned , however, that B. 
orbignyanus lives in a temperate climate , thus growth 
is arrested for part of the year. According to Sterba 
(1963) B. falcatus of the Guianas ''grows very rapidly 
wben well fed". 

F igure 3 indicates a reduced number of fish above 90 
mm (3.5 inches) , but this may be due not to the actual 
numbers of such fish in the population so much as to 
greater difficulty of capturing the larger specimens. The 
largest fish taken in the seine measured 155 mm (6.5 
inches) , but individuals as long as 400 mm (16 inches) 
weighing up to 1.25 kg (2.5 Ibs.) were taken from the 
Tirimbina. In the nearby, larger, Rio Bijagual diving dis
closed B. guatemalensis which were estimated to weigh 
as much as 2 kg (4.4 lbs.) 

Many characins less than 30 mm (about 1 inch) long 
were also captured, but these were not recorded, due to 
the impossibility of consistently distinguishing between 
B. guate11lalensis and Astyal1ax fasciatus in that size 
range. 

BREEDING 

Almost nothing was learned of the spawning habits 
of B. guatemalensis. Only four of the specimens opened 
to examine the gut contents displayed sufficient gonadal 

. development to permit the determination of sex. As 
mentioned above, there is reason to believe that B. guate
malensis spawns throughout the rainy season. This is 
slightly at variance with the suggestion by Lowe (1964) 
that B. falcatus spawned chiefly at the start of the rainy 
season. Von Ihering (1930) suggested that Brycon in 
Brazil spawned in mid-river and that the eggs floated 
ashore to develop amidst submerged plants. 

Our meager knowledge of natural breeding notwith
standing, it seems unlikely that reproducing B. guate-
111.aiellsis in captivity will prove a major difficulty in 
their culture. The technique of inducing breeding by 
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pItuItary II1Jection, invented in Brazil (Das and Khan, 
1962) has proved effective on a wide variety of characins 
in that country and should prove readily adaptable to 
B. guatemalensis in Costa Rica , Or, it might prove pos
sible to duplicate the results of Lake (1967), who was 
able to spawn a number of Australian fishes which are 
characteristically rainy season spawners, by manipulating 
the water level. 

FEEDING HABITS 

The gut contents of 40 B. guate11lalensis, ranging from 
61 to 400 mm (2.3 to 16 inches) in total length were 
examined. This work was done under field conditions 
and is necessarily crude. Quantitative assessments were 
not made; only the presence or absence of each food type 
was noted. Table 2 lists the number and percentage of fish 
in two size categories which had consumed several types 
of food. As a microscope was not available, insects were 
identified only to order. 

Of particular interest to fish culturists is the relative 
importance of animal and plant foods . Of the 18 larger 
fish, 17 - or 94.4% had eaten vegetable matter . (The one 
exception was a specimen with a completely empty di
gestive tract.) Only six (33.3%) had consumed any ani
mal food. The preference for plant material would be 
even more striking if quantitative data were available; 
most specimens contained large masses of leaves and/or 
fruit pulp, whil e the animal constituent of the diet was 
usually represented only by a few small individual or
ganisms. The smaller fish were more omnivorous; 20 of 
22 (90.9%) had eaten animal matter, but 18 (81.8%) had 
also eaten plant matter. In no instance were the large 
masses of vegetable matter typical of the larger fish 
found in the smaller ones. 

The type of animal food also varied with the size of 
the fish. The small fish were as prone to feed on aquatic 
insect larvae (13 specimens, or 59.1%) as on terrestrial 
insects (15 specimens, or 51.9%) . Almost all of the ani
mal food taken by the large fish consisted of terrestrial 
insects (5 specimens, or 27.8%). No aquatic insect larvae 
were found in the stomachs of the large fish, although 
two of them (11.1%) had eaten aquatic crabs, which 
were not consumed by the smaller fish. 

h. 
TOTAL LENGTH 30- 35- 40- 45 - 50- 55- 60- 65- 70- 75- 80- 85- 90- 95- 100-125- 110- 115 - 120-125- 130- 135-140 - 145- 150-155- 160-165-

IN MM 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 69 74 79 84 89 94 99 104 109 114 119 124 129 134 139 144 149 154 159 164 169 

FIG. 3 
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The principal vegetable constituent in the diet of the 
large fish was tree leaves (13 specimens, or 72.2%), which 
were always found shredded into small triangular pieces. 
Apparently the unusual three-lobed teeth of Brycon spp. 

FIG. 4 
(Figure 4) are an adaptation for this function . Other 
plant foods consisted of fruit and seeds (12 individuals, 
or 66.7%) and other parts, including stems, flowers, 
roots, and bark (5 specimens, or 27.8%). The absence of 
aquatic plants in the diet reflects the absence of such 
plants in the Tirimbina. 

Only one of the smaller fish was found to have shred
ded leaves in its stomach, although four specimens 
(22 .2%) contained single leaves; Other types of plant ma
terial were proportionally more important, as seven spe
cimens (31.9%) contained fruit and/or seeds, while the 
same number contained other types of plant remains. 

These data are in agreement with the observations of 
Lowe (1964) and Menezes (1969) . Lowe observed B. fal
caWs in British Guiana to feed on fruit and flowers which 
dropped into the water from overhanging branches. 
Menezes studied the food habits of B. cbagrensis and B. 
petrosus from the Canal Zone and Honduras. He found 
that 80.0 and 85 .7% of the food, respectively, of these 
two species was of vegetable origin, with the remainder 
being made up entirely or almost entirely of aquatic 
insect larvae. 

Although fishermen on the Rio Tirimbina believe, ap
parently erroneously, the B. guate11!alensis feeds on small 
fish, while de Gil (1949) reported that artificial minnows 
were used by anglers to take B. orbignyanus in Argentina, 
Menezes' (1969) statement that "All species in tbis genus 
sbow a strong preference for plant 11!aterial" seems 
generally acceptable. 

BEHAVIOR AND HABITAT PREFERENCE 
No concerted attempt was made to study the behavior 

of B. guate11!alensis, but a few observations were made 
which may be of interest, 

B. guate11!alensis of all sizes were found chiefly in 
pools or in swift-flowing but flat-topped water. Rarely 
were they found in riffles and then usually only as tran
sients. The larger individuals seldom ventured far from 
cover and seemed particularly fond of undercut banks. 

Ample cover did not seem requisite for smaller in
dividuals, which were often found in quite exposed lo
cations. At first glance, small B. guate11!alensis appeared 
to occur in mixed groups with Astyanax fasciatus, but 
further observation indicated that B. guate11!alensis was 
found mainly in the lower reaches of pools, while A. 
fasciatus were concentrated near the heads. In one in
stance, a seine haul made at the tail of a pool yielded 
14 B. guate11!alensis and three A. fasciatus; a subsequent 
haul at the head of the same pool brought up one B. 
guate11!alensis and 12 A. fasciatus. This informal experi
ment was not repeated, but was corroborated by rough 
counts taken while diving. 

B. guatemalellsis of all sizes were more active and 
more apt to be in open water during the hours just after 
dawn and just before dusk than at any other time. A few 
attempts were made to observe them at night, but there 
was no indication of any activity during darkness. On a 
few days, individuals or groups were seen feeding or rest-

TABLE 2 

Occurrence of Food Types in Brycon guatemalensis Stomachs 

Terrestrial Plants Aquatic Insects 

Length No.of Leaves Fruit & Other Total Kitchen Odonata Coleoptera Ephemeroptera 
Range (mm) Fish Seeds Pares 

61-178 22 4(18.2%) 7(31.9) 7(31.9) 

183-400 18 13(72.2) 12(66.7) 5(27.8) 

Hymenoptera 
(Ants, Wasps, 
Etc.) 

6(27.3) 

2(11.1) 

Terrestrial Insects 

Coleoptera Lepidoptera 
(Beetles) (Butterflies 

& Moths) 

4(18.2) 

2(11.1) 

0(0.0) 

1(5.6) 

Stomach Empty 

0(0.0) 

1(5.6) 

Orthoptera 
(Grasshoppers, 
Etc.) 

0(0 .0) 

1(5 .6) 

Terrestrial Refuse (Dragonflies (Beetles) 
Plants (vegetable) & Damselflies) 

13(59.1) 8(36.4) 3(13.7) 5(22 .7) 

17(94.4) 2(11.1) 0(0.0) 0(0.0) 

Unidentified Total Crustacea Total with 
Terrestrial (Crabs, Vegetable 
Insects Potamon) Food 

9(40.9) 15(51.9) 0(0.0) 18(81.8) 

0 5(27.8) 2(11.1) 17(94.4) 
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(Mayflies) 

10(45.5) 

0(0.0) 

Total with 
Animal 
Food 

20(90.9) 

6(33.3) 

Total Aquatic 
Insects 

13(59.1) 

0(0.0) 

Mud & Gravel 

1(4.5) 

2(11.1) 
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ing in open water during the hours of bright sunlight, but 
typical mid-day activity consisted chiefly of nervous darts 
from cover through open water and back to cover; this 
was usually done by groups of 2-10 fish. Toward the end 
of the study period it became common to see individuals 
dashing through a pool at full speed, rolling and flash
ing their sides; this may have been connected with the 
approach of the spawning season. A more frequently 
observed mid-day behavior was migration through riffles 
from pool to pool. This was always done in groups of five 
fish or more, and always at a very high rate of speed. 

Many attempts were made to observe feeding be
havior , by diving and from the bank. All that was seen 
was B. guatemalensis taking floating insects or other 
small food items. There was never an opportunity to ob
serve the supposed shredding action of the teeth. 

There was little indication of social organization. 

POND STOCKING EXPERIMENT 

B. guatemalensis, and Brycon spp. in general, are 
characteristically river fishes and, so far as is known, 
are not native to standing waters. However, it does not 
necessarily follow that they will not survive in ponds 
and lakes. The various Chinese carps, which have been 
cultured in ponds for thousands of years, are not known 
as wild fishes from such habitats. It may be that Brycon 
spp., like the Chinese carps, are absent from ponds and 
lakes not because they cannot survive in them, but be
cause they require running water to reproduce. 

An indication that B. guatemalellsis can survive in 
standing water was given in February, 1973, when a large 
metal tank located on the bank of the Rio Tirimbina was 
drained. The tank had been stocked in August, 1972, 
with an assortment of river fishes, including a number of 
supposed Astyanax fasciatus . These fish had been ne
lected and largely forgotten; the water in the tank was 
stagnant, rusty to the degree that visibility was less than 
55 mm (2 inches) and undoubtedly considerably warmer 
than river water. No food had been provided except for 
such leaves and insects as fell into the tank. Several of 
the A. fasciatus , plus one 80 mm (3 inch) B. guatema
lensis were found, emaciated but alive. 

One experiment in stocking a small, shallow, mud 
bottom pond with B. guatemalensis was carried out. The 
pond, located at Granjas Tropicales, within a few mi
nutes walk of the Rio Tirimbina study area, had pre
viously bee.n stocked with Tilapia sp., and a few of these 
fish remained, along with a few Rivulus isthmensis. There 
was a small flow of water through the pond, but it was 
certainly stagnant in comparison with the river, and 
water temperatures during the study period ran 28-32oC 
(82-900 F) - considerably higher than in the river. 

Beginning 2123 and lasting through 3/11, B. guatema
lensis in the length range 30-165 mm (1-6.5 inches), 
captured in the course of the length-frequency study, 
were stocked in the pond. These fish were placed in 
plastic buckets immediately upon capture and trans
ported to the pond as rapidly as possible. The buckets 

were covered and floated in the pond until the water 
temperatures inside and outside were equalized, then 
the fish were released. At first there was nearly 50% 
mortality owing to the nervous temperament of the fish, 
which repeatedly leaped and battered themselves against 
the sides and cover of the bucket. Later it was found 
that a few large leaves floated on the water surface great
ly reduced the incidence of leaping, and mortality was 
reduced to around 10%. This mortality was largely con
fined to 30-40 mm (1 -1.5 inch) fish, which were very 
fragile with respect to handling. 

The only fish from these stockings which was sighted 
again was a ca. 65 mm (2.5 inch) specimen seen on 3/3. 
Since the last stocking previous to that date was on 2126, 
this individual had survived at least five days. Repeated 
attempts were made to observe other B. guatemalensis 
in the pond as late as 3/30, but to no avail. Attempts 
were made with flashlights at night, when characins are 
normally inactive, as well as during the day. 

There are four possible explanations for the disappear
ance of the stocked fish. One is that they found the ha
bitat unsuitable and died. This appears unlikely in the 
light of the anecdotes above and in view of the fact that 
no dead specimens were ever found. It is also possible that 
they were present, but never seen. This also seems unlike
ly, since many Tilapia sp . could readily be seen at night, 
and three Rivulus isthmensis, by nature a secretive fish, 
were observed. It seems more likely that the stocked fish 
were eaten by predators (the pond was relatively devoid 
of cover); or perhaps they escaped. The pond has no 
inlet, but does have a small outlet. The outlet was 
screened, but perhaps not adequately. 

It is my opinion that Brycon spp. will eventually be 
shown to survive well in standing water. The crude stock
ing experiment of 1973 should be repeated under better 
conditions. 

EDIBILITY AND PREPARATION 

Brycon spp. have one disadvantage as food fishes; they 
are very bony. Facilities for cooking experiments at Tir
imbina were limited , but a few methods of frying B. gua
temalensis were tried and the acceptance of the product 
noted. 

Small specimens (under 100 mm - 4 inches) were gut
ted, headed and fried until the bones became brittle and 
could be chewed up along with the flesh. The result 
was a crispy "fish chip" which was liked by all who 
tried it. Some judged them to be superior to Astyanax 
fasciatus prepared in the same manner. 

Larger specimens were sometimes fried in the normal 
manner and sometimes chopped up in small pieces and 
cooked as though they were small fish, that is until the 
bones were brittle. Everyone agreed that fish cooked by 
the former method were tasty, but several individuals 
found the bones objectionable. The other frying method 
produced no objection from anyone. 

The subjects in the above observations were all North 
Americans, but the local people also make use of B. 
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Americans who have tried it that the flesh is excellent. 
No complaints of boniness were heard from Tirimbina 
residents who preferred B. guatemalensis to such other 
local species as Cicblasoma tuba which was equally avai l
able and less bony. 

SUITABILITY FOR CULTURE 

The work described here is of course only the begin
ning of evaluation of B. guatemalensis as a cultured food 
fish. It is already possible, however, to outline so me of 
its advantages and disadvantages for this purpose, 
Advantages: 

1. Low position on the food chain, enabling it to be 
fed cheaply. . 

2. Utilization of readily available foods wh ich are not 
wanted for other purposes (i. e. tree leaves) or to feed 
other fishes. 

3. High quality of flesh. 
4. Acceptability to Costa Ricans as a food fis h. 
S. Probable ease of breeding. 

Disadvantages: 
1. Lack of knowledge of behavior and ecology. 
2. Boniness 
3. Nervous temperament and delicacy of small speci

mens with regard to handling. 
In my opinion, the known advantages outweigh the 

disadvantages, and the potential for culture of B. gua
temalensis, either as a mono-crop or as one component 
of an analog of Chinese pond polyculture, is great. We 
should be beginning to attempt the culture of this spe
cies, while at the same time pursuing further investi
gations of the behavior and ecology of the wild form. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

The fo llowing very briefly outlined projects were sug
gested by my work on the Rio T irimbina in 1973. 

1. Age and growtb of B. guatemalensis: T his would 
involve capturing, measuring, marking and releasing a 
large number of B. guatemalensis, then attempting to 
recapture and remeasure them over a long period of 
time, so that natural growth rates could be established. 
This study could be combined with a population esti
mate with no increase in physical labor. 

2. Ecological nicbes of B. guatemalensis and Astyanax 
fasciatus: This study could begin with more extensive 
seining and diving observations of the sort reported here, 
which suggested that the two species are found in the 
tail and head of pools, respectively . It could be extended 
to observations of the diet, behavior, etc. until the 
niches of these similar species can be defined. 

3. Breeding babits in nature: Attempts should be made 
to observe the spawning of B. guatemalensis. Should 
high water preclude this, it would nonetheless be valu
able to know the size, date, and place of occurrence of 
ripe adults, drifting eggs, and/ or early fry. 

4. Breeding in captivity: Attempts should be made to 
reproduce B. guatemalensis in captivity by the methods 
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culturists, who regularly breed many species of characins, 
wou ld be in order. 

S. Pond stocking: The 1973 pond stocking experiment 
should be repeated under better conditions. 

6. Food cbain studies: The food hab its of B. guatema· 
lensis and other fishes of small Costa Rican streams like 
the Rio Tirimbina should be further examined and com
pared with data from larger streams in the area or with 
temperate zone waters. It appears that the amount of 
fish food originating terrestrially is extremely high in 
small tropical streams, a piece of information which may 
have implications for aquaculturists or anyone else con
cerned with the fate of tropical ecosystems. 

7. Feeding bebavior of B. guatemalensis: If possible, 
B. guatemalensis should be observed in the act offeed ing 
on plant materials. This could involve field observation or 
aquarium work. In addition to defining the manner in 
which the unusual teeth of Brycon spp. function, this 
study could also be used to test food preference. 

S. Cage culture: Wire cages could be anchored in a 
small stream such as the Tirimbina and stocked with B. 
guatemalensis. These fish could be fed various diets and 
their growth compared to that of wild fish. A problem 
here could be high water. 
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This first section of Explorations describes travel in psychic, 
geographic and historical space. In the last Newsletter we told 
of the departure of the first Earth Gypsies when David and Laura 
left on their rambling journey. Now each of them can tell of 
their reactions to what they saw and felt. It is good to see their 
freaky camper which Camas has drawn so well beside the 
battered New Alchemy truck again. 

It is a strange coincidence that the article that follows by 
Will Wroth was born in the same area that affected both Laura 
and Dave so profoundly. In many ways (t parallels John Todd's 
in that it tells the story of a decline of a landscape and a 
culture. It is particularly interesting because it happened so 
recently and in this country and is therefore a readily traced 
and tragic example of annihilation in the name of manifest 
destiny. 

We are not planning to concentrate solely on material that 
will induce a state of unmitigated gloom. A recent visitor who 
spends a great deal of time keeping a finger on the pulse of the 

state of alternative ideas has promised a report on some of the . 
ingenious approaches that both urban and rural people have 
developed to survive in the jaws of the technological monster. 
We hope to explore Fen Shui, the ancient Chinese science of 
wind and water, and to hear from friends who are either 
travelling or developing similar communities. Sometimes in 
this section we will include our fantasies, and we have many. 
For this time, thoughts born in the mountains of New Mexico. 
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"Earth gypsies" we were called in a previous New 
Alchemy newsletter and at the time I had to smile at the 
ultra-romanticism of it all. Who, us? Yet now as I feel 
my way back to those days on the road the inevitable 
nostalgia makes the term seem appropriate after all. 

For three months Dave and I and our feline friend 
enjoyed the freedom of "life on wheels". We had no 
obligations, no schedules to fill, nothing to anchor us 
to any particular time, place or situation. I often felt 
we were just free-spirits, flowing in and out of a myriad 
of different realities, feeling what was there, giving what 
felt appropriate of ourselves, and then moving on. 

We saw so much, yet so little. It's hard to give valid 
impressions of "what was out there" between East and 
West. What I feel so deeply is that the earth is incredibly 
alive where we have allowed her to breathe. Her moun
tains, deserts and wilderness areas reveal a magic that 
must be experienced to be known. As one pretty far-out 
member of the New Buffalo commune said of the Sangre 
de Cristos, "People either find a way to channel the 
energy creatively or get freaked out and go away." 

Each natural environment has its own characteristic 
vibration of varying intensity which is reflected in the 
people who live, or try to survive, there. For example, 
communes in the Taos area of northern New Mexico 
are very different from each other in goals, structures, 
and even lifestyles, yet those that we visited all exhibited 
that rugged individualistic intensity that paralleled the 
roughness of the land. In contrast, as we pulled into 
southern California, the aura changed completely. Here 
the land was overridden with people, automobiles and 
architecture. The city vibration, to me, was chaotic, up
tight, and very superficial. Even the ocean beside the 
urban areas seemed dull and lifeless. Later, as we left and 
drove north towards Big Sur, I was relieved to feel the 
magic of land and sea returning in full force. 

Once our lack of funds forced us to assume a more 
stationary existence, we felt ourselves gravitating away 
from the city and back towards Cape Cod. New Alchemy
East has proved to be a fine home base for continuing 
our personal head trips and combining our energies with 
others. Though the farm has roots, not wheels, "earth 
gypsies" are we all, seeking the roads towards greater 
unity with our planet. - Laura 

We traveled close to nature, warmed by a necessary 
pot-bellied stove in our aging VW bus. I delighted in 
learning about wood and basic gathering to provide a 
warm home in the snow-covered mountains. A lesson 
soon encountered emphasized man's current lack of un
derstanding in the basic technology thilt propels him. 
I became both friend and foe to our "wheels" , guided 
in maintenance by John Muir's "vw Manual for the 
Complete Idiot". The resulting mobility allowed us to 
drive the necessary altitudes to arrive one sunny morn
ing in Truchas, New Mexico. Here in a setting of 

aaobe houses and animal skulls, artist Bill Tate rambled 
on about an earlier visit by John Muir with his VW 
bus and teepee. How supportive we all become, di
rectly and indirectly, of each other in our cycles of 
living! 

Occasionally these threads of experience were inter
rupted by my demand for a scientific understanding of 
alternative cultures. What of alternatives are there in the 
jagged perspective of a rough country, rugged in its si
lence, yet demanding direct awareness of the unique
ness of every living thing that is connected by a struggle 
for survival? What of organic farming, communal living, 
ecology, commitment, the planet, the universe? Is man 
too bent upon his logic of slructure and definition to 
answer himself? And can communication allow a group 
expression of alternatives? 

Alternatives are perhaps chosen out of a myriad of dis
satisfactions, but are themselves difficult to define . We 
picked up a young black hitchhiker and asked him where 
he was going with his gym bag and golf hat. He said 
that he didn't know where he was going .... out west 
somewhere. We parted and headed south into Colorado. 
Boom towns have erupted in this state, attesting to the 
popularity of ski sports. Wood is imported for condomin
iums, and prices for food and lodging are incredibly high . 
The abandoned mines still haunt the passes, not yet re
placed by tow bars and fad architecture. Yet nature , 
specifically the mountains, drew us close in our con
fusion to share her secrets. Circles in the skies swirled 
in a visual tapestry suggestive of the 'liquid noise level of 
inner space. Ecology thus entered the fourth dimension 
of vibrations. We avoided the boom towns. 

The land was primary in providing a basis of my con
sciousness of the events surrounding my perspective. 
Some impressions were complex hallucinations of energy 
carried effortlessly within the winds of the desert. Other 
people became amplified by a mutual respect for the 
surrounding environment. I met one woman in a com
mune's group outhouse while I was gazing at the moon. 
At the top of a saddleback, Robin Hood fantasies com
plete with paranoia persisted in the jungle fatigues of a 
couple of universal soldiers. There were so many trips 
supported by everything from creativity to welfare to 
occasional agriculture. Within this variability, the rituals 
of prayer and group feasting were a refuge, a chance to 
rest within the safety of human understanding. 

Occasionally I would meet an individual with a deep 
understanding of his life alternative . Then the energy of 
a crackling fire would flow between us and there would 
be no need to speak further. This is the reinforcement, 
the fantasy of a community based upon sensitivity, ca
pability, and perceptions with love of fellow human be
ings. The forces are dynamic, however, and the "group" 
of one, two, or more becomes cosmic only to later fade 
away. The individual, however, leaves with a piece of 
knowledge to build his alternative. Evolution continues. 

Laura and I grew separately, together, and traveled on. 
- David 
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I. Z. is a Spanish-American village in the Sangre de Cris
tos mountains of New Mexico, north of Santa Fe. It was 
founded over 200 years ago as a military outpost to 
protect the farming communities of the valleys from 
Indian raids. The present population of Z. is almost 
entirely descended from the original settlers and the 
Pueblo indians who formerly inhabited the area. Among 
themselves they speak Spanish. Until the last few years 
no more than one or two Anglos were living in the 
village. Due to its mountain isolation and fairly severe 
climate, Z. has maintained to the ·present day more of 
the traditional Spanish-American culture than most New 
Mexican villages. 

Prior to World War II, Z. was almost totally indepen
dent of Anglo-American culture and economy. Separated 
by 9 miles of steep mountain dirt road which was im
passable or close to it many months of the year, Z. 
(and other similar mountain communities in the area) 
was virtually a money-less economy. The people were 
self-sufficient to a degree that is unknown anywhere 
else in present day U. S. They grew all their own food, 

IThe Moorish-Hispano art of agriculture is outlined in detail by 
G. T. Wrench, Recollstructioll by Way of tbe Soil. 

yellow, white and blue corn, wheat, beans and squash 
were staples. Goat herds ranged in the hundreds and 
everyone kept them. Today the largest goat herd in Z. is 
30. Sheep were also abundant and some cattle. All avail
able land was farmed and an elaborate system of irriga
tion ditches and ponds was used to maintain sufficient 
moisture in this dry climate . The traditional irrigation 
system and the methods of water allotment and water 
conservation are still in use in Z. today and are exactly 
the same systems developed by the Moors in Spain. In ad
dition the Moors in their development of the art of agri
culture practiced the "rule of return" of all organic mat
ter back into the soil (via composting), and the terracing 
of fields for maximum land utilization and preservation 
of topsoill. Both practices were in use in Z. until recent 
years. Even today horse and cow manure are the stan
dard fertilizers . Most Spanish and Indian farmers in the 
area are intuitively suspicious of chemical fertilizers, 
knowing that they are unnatural and bad for the soil. 
The remains of beautifully terraced fields may be seen 
all over this part of the country, but the practice has 
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almost died out because so little of the available land 
is now being farmed. 

The village water system also provided a convenient 
source of power. Z. formerly had many flour mills along 
the Asequia madre (Mother ditch). These mills took wa
ter from the ditch (by means of a long spillway to de
velop pressure) to drive a horizontal water wheel on a long 
vertical axle which in turn drove one of the mill stones. 
There are in Z. two of these molinos remaining but not 
in operation2. Water power was also used for saw mills 
but th is was mainly a commercial operation . 

Until the last 20 years or so, nearly all farming was 
done by hand. Internal combustion machines were rare. 
Plows and harrows and hay wagons were all horse-drawn. 
Fields were planted , watered, weeded and harvested by 
hand. Grain and corn were hand threshed; beans were 
threshed by horses walking in circles over a hard adobe 
threshing floor, usually outdoors, crushing the pods and 
stalks. Z. villagers maintained (and some sti ll do) their 
agricultural self-sufficiency throughout the year by can
ning and by drying some fruits and vegetab les and by 
storing others in root cellars. Chickens were kept; pigs 
were slaughtered for lard. Beef was dried in the sun to 
make carne seCG. 

In Z. and other Sangre de Cristo villages self-suffi
ciency extended beyond the realm of agriculture to all 
the other concerns of life. Weaving and clothes making 
were highly developed . The village of C. 9 miles from Z. 
has long been famous for its weavers. Today there are 
two active weaving shops in C. and two have recently 
been started in Z. but these are commercial operations 
dependent on selling to outsiders. Few local people can 
afford to buy these elegant handwoven articles. The same 
situation exists for the traditional craft of furniture mak
ing. The little furniture now being made is sold to out
siders. But the older Spanish people still have in their 
houses many beautiful pieces of handmade furniture. 

Building construction was a necessary task and today 
most of the men and women still know how to work 
with adobe. Bricks are still made by hand in wooden 
forms from a careful mixture of mud , gravel and straw. 
Although modern construction methods are generally 
gaining popularity, adobe houses are still being built 
and older ones are carefully maintained , usually by the 
women. Good exterior maintenance requires the woman 
of the house to plaster the bricks every year with a layer 
of adobe of exactly the same composition as the bricks 
themselves. Interiors traditionally were whitewashed with 
a mixture of lime which is available locally and wheat 
flour or other suitable binding agent - now of course 
commercial whitewash or latex paints are commonly 
used . 

Pottery was made in Z. as it was in all Spanish and 
Indian communities in the area. Z. potters produced a 

21 have heard of a similar molino in Taos county recently put 
back into operation by its Spanish owners. 

very nice low-fired grayish-black pot flecked with tiny 
flakes of mica. There are very few of these pots still to 
be found in Z. and the last potter died many years ago -
another lost art. 

Metal working has survived in the form of black
smithing. Several men in town are competent smiths and 
their services are still sought. Forges are still operated 
with hand blowers. Examples of traditional ornamental 
metal work can be seen in picture frames made of sheet 
metal cut to form with geometric patterns punched in. 

Due to their remoteness, Z. and other villages had to 
take care of their own medical needs. Even today there 
are villages in the area which are 20 or 30 miles of bad 
road away from the nearest doctor. Every village had its 
own curanderas, women who knew how to prepare me
dicines from the wild plants for every conceivable ill
ness. These women also served as midwives and delivered 
all the babies. Some of them also were skillful mas
seuses. There is one of these women now living in the 
area, a bright-eyed, energetic lady of 84. She still prac
tices her art - preparing medicines from local plants -
and has many patients among the older generation, while 
the younger seem to prefer aspirin and city doctors. 
She also continues to deliver babies - when there is an 
expectant mother brave enough to have her baby at 
home, without doctor, hospital or anesthesia. 

The remoteness of Sangre de Cristos villages also con
tributed to the development of an indigenous form of 
religion, Los Herma1los Penitentes. The Penitente Bro
therhood is a form of folk Catholicism which developed 
in this area because of the lack of fo rmal church hier
archy. For long periods in the 17th and 18th Centuries 
there were neither priests nor a bishop in New Mexico. 
The main transmitters of Catholicism were Franciscan 
monks. It is believed that the Penitentes derived from 
the 3rd order of the Franciscans of Medieval Spain3. 

Whatever its origin, it became the only religion of 
these Spanish villages. There were no priests; services 
were led by a group of elder Brothers singing and chant
ing. The Penitentes emphasized suffering as the way of 
purification and redemption. The suffering of Christ was 
re-enacted each year at Easter time. There has been 
much-to-do by modern writers about the so-called " bar
baric" sufferings the Penitentes put themselves through 
and thus they have gained the reputation (in part fos
tered by the Church) as being a malevolent deviant cult. 
In truth, however, the physical suffering was voluntary 
and willingly taken on as a means of purification and of 
working out karma. Further, it was limited in time to a 
few days of the year in the week before Easter. The Peni-

3Many Penitente practices show a close affinity to those pre
valent in Medieval Europe. For instance : the singing and 
chanting and musical instruments used during Easter week. 
One instrument the matraca or cog rattle, had exactly the 
same use in Medieval Europe as it does now during Easter 
week in .Penitente ceremonies. (cf. A . Baines, ed. Musical 
Instrumeuts through the Ages, London , 1961.) 
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spiritual and moral backbone of the community, resolv
ing conflict and generally taking care of the needs and 
problems of the people. The sense of community that 
remains in Z. and other New Mexican Spanish villages 
can in large part be attributed to the past and continu
ing presence of the Penitentes who today are the vil
lage elders. The actual ceremonies of the Penitentes are 
very simple and beautiful, certainly one of the purest 
forms of Christian worship in America today. 

The Penitentes today operate to a large extent "un
derground" and are said to be dying out. The flagellant 
and self-mortification aspects of their Easter week cere
monies have been toned down or perhaps are now per
formed in secret. Modern America has become too bland 
to accept such deeply-felt and acted spirituality which 
in my mind makes their continued existence all the more 
important. We are used to all kinds of horrible destructive 
acts in America - they are easily rationalized, but any 
positive act involving pain is unthinkable. It is unthink
able because expiation and purification by means of 
suffering is exactly what the self-indulgent American 
ego needs the most4 

II. At the present there are still many vestiges of tra
ditional culture in New Mexico Spanish mountain vil
lages. In Z. the transition to modern American culture 
began with the paving of the highway and the develop
ment of Los Alamos during World War II. Los Alamos 
requires all kinds of blue collar workers and the pay
scale is equal to the highest in the nation - in one of 
the lowest income, "economically depressed" areas of 
the country. Rapid transportation, World War II and 
the lure of dollars at Los Alamos and other cities took 
the men of Z. away from their traditional way of life, 
many have left for the cities and have not come back. 
The population has dropped from 1700 to 400 in 40 
years, fields lie fallow from one end of town to the 
other. The few crops that are grown are mainly for ani
mal feed or for sale, not for local consumption. Fruit 
trees are neglected, the molinos are no longer in use. 
People are content with bleached white-flour bread and 
canned fruit and vegetables from the supermarket. 

Money is being made, houses have been transformed 
. from Spanish adobe to suburban American. New cars 

wander aimlessly up and down the roads on weekends 
(on weekdays their owners are busy working to make 
the payments). The young people are bored and have 

4cf. A1l11lterlillear to Cabeza de Vaca trans. by Haniel Long 
(1935; Frontier Press, 1970). The incredible relation of a 
16th century Conquistador who was shipwrecked on the 
Florida coast and walked from there to New Mexico under
going terrific hardships and sufferings beyond anything 
modem man can imagine. The result of these trials was 
enlightenme-nt and realization of the common plight of 
all mankind. The Conquistador mentality transformed 
by suffering to a higher level of consciousness. 
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work. 
It seems incredible to watch these people rushing to 

emulate white American material culture which to us 
and our friends has proven to be so empty and valueless. 
Informants tell us the community spirit that once existed 
in Z. was really strong. People felt a sense of duty to 
help their neighbors. Now with everyone off on their 
individual work and money trips, families are starting to 
grow more distant from one another, and one senses that 
the human isolation typical of white America is rapidly 
approaching here. 

In Z. the deadening uniformity of modern America is 
evident in many areas: diversified crop and animal farm
ing for sustenance has degenerated to cattle raising main
ly for cash - with the inevitable dire consequences to the 
land. The existing farm land is being ruined by over
grazing of cattle and mono-crop growing of alfalfa. The 
result is soil depletion and weakened grass root struc
ture, causing arroyo cutting and widespread erosion. Not 
only is the existing land being ruined, the Department of 
Agriculture is destroying valuable forest land, leveling 
thousands and thousands of acres of trees to make more 
grazing land for more cattle. The result is inevitably a 
decrease in rainfall in the affected areas where low rain
fall is already a serious problem. 

The homogenous Anglo-American material culture ap
proaches Spanish New Mexico from many directions, 
cultural sterility via television, prepared food monotony 
via supermarkets, the bland piousness of Protestantism 
and modern Catholicism replacing the Penitentes. There 
is much talk of preserving Spanish cultural traditions 
but at the same time there is whole-hog adoption of 
Anglo-American values. Spanish is taught in the schools 
only as a foreign language. 

These changes have the one advantage of being very 
recent. There are still many old people in town who have 
not changed at all, they speak little or no English, live 
in simple houses without electricity and running water. 
Walking is their form of transportation and they use 
horses for farming. These old people are the last repre
sentatives of traditional Spanish-American way of life. 
Their children and grandchildren have almost entirely 
given it up. Away from Z. in cities like Los Alamos, 
Santa Fe and Albuquerque many young people no longer 
speak or care to speak Spanish. 

The recentness of these changes allows us access to 
traditional ways. Even the sons and daughters (people 
in their 30's, 40's and 50's, who work in the cities) are 
clearly aware of "the way things used to be" and there 
are not many who would say things are better now. 

III. A recent phenomenon in Spanish New Mexico is the 
arrival of a new group of people, young AnglO-Ameri
cans who have become disenchanted with modern Ameri
can material-technological culture and are seeking a 
simpler way of life. 
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This heavy influx of young people in the last few 
years has not been without problems: there has been 
tension and some conflict between Spanish residents 
and new arrivals, but now after nearly four years things 
are beginning to settle down. The young people who 
have stayed have become more attuned to Spanish ways. 
Most of the bad elements among them have gone back 
to the cities. It is not easy to live in this northern New 
Mexican country, the land is harsh and people who are 
not really together have not been able to stay . The ones 
who have stayed have bought land and built homes. They 
are beginning to work the land, growing their own vege· 
tables and taking care of some livestock. A "hip" com· 
munity has grown up extending from Santa Fe to South
ern Colorado and includes several large communes and 
many single and extended families. . 

Some of us are really concerned to see this community 
achieve a high degree of self-sufficiency. Agricultural 
self-sufficiency seems to be a basic first step. The diffi
culties here are lack of water and a short growing season 
but people are learning the basics of gardening, farming 
and caring for animals. There are now several outlets for 
local produce: co-ops, natural foods stores and farmers' 
markets all of which encourage people to produce surplus 
for sale or trade. Besides garden vegetables we are learn
ing to grow grinding corn (white, yellow, blue); wheat, 
oats and buckwheat; peas and beans (kidneys, pintos, 
bolitos); and are raising goats for milk, cheese and meat, 
and poultry for eggs and meat. These staples we hope 
will eventually provide year-around self-sufficiency for a 
large community of people. 

- Will Wroth 
June 1971 
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